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PRICE TEN

CENTS

Crowd Estimated
At 30,000 Here
On Opening

Day

VoIkTroyincieShow
Features Tonight
At the Civic Center
Holland launched a second full
day of Tulip Time activitiestoday following an auspicious opening Wednesday in which hundreds
of costumed burghers scrubbed
downtown streets led by Gov. G.

Mennen Williams.
The below-norma’. temperatures
which barely hit 50 degrees were
no deterrent for the merry crowd
of scrubbers, all in a gay holiday mood. Photographershad a
field day snapping thousands of
pictures of the happy activities as
the macadamizedpavement received the most thorough scrubbing
since last year.
While there was plenty of merrymaking, there was considerably
less water throwing this year— pro-

FLOWER SHOW OPENS

—

City Manager
Herb Holt in Dutch costume snips the ribbon
opening the 1956 Flower Show in Holland

bably because of the cool tern
peratures. Throughout the afternoon bright sunshine ensued,
boon to photographers with color

Armory Wednesday afternoon. With him

are

the three chairmen of this year's show, Mrs.

Arthur Read, Mrs. Arthur Taxelaor and in
foregroundMrs. Kenneth O'Meara. Theme of
the show this year is “A Salute to the
Americas."
(Penna-Sas photo}

film.

Crowd estimates for Wednesday's
scrubbing ceremonies, parade and
klompen dancing were listed at
30,000, twice the populationof this

MAIN STREET DOUSED

—

Amona

the hundreds of gay street

mood Wednesday
sac

afternoon was this group

Dutch-Americancommunity.
Today's highlight is the

Weller. After the streets were scrubbed, klompen dancers took
over and gave the first official performanceof the 1956 dance

—

Edward Von Succumbs

|

chil-

G.E. Executive

In

Grand Haven

GRAND HAVEN

To Address Joint

dren's parade— 3,000 youngsters in
costume marching proudly to the
music of their own bands.’ The
tiny kindergarteners and children
in the lower grades cling to long
Complete program plans for the
sticks to keep their lines straight.
Older children marched at spac- annual Tulip Time luncheon were

at

Equipment for

64

(Special)

Edward Voss, 64, of 413

-

Fifth

Temporary Water.

St., Ferrysburg, died at Municipal

Hospital Wednesday night. He was
married to Alice Katt on May 31,
1932 and was a member of First
(Sentinel photo)
Pieper, Roger Huff, 4, David Sundin, 2, Carol Lambers and Tom
Christian Reformed Church of
City Council Wednesday night
Spring Lake. He had been ill for
a year and a half. He was a paint- approved a Board of Public Works
to spend approximately
ed intervals,carrying tulips, announced today by Inter-Serviceer and decorator for many years. proposal
Funeral services will be held 34,610 on four months’ rental of
flower baskets, Dutch plates and
"Never saw so many wooden nity to see what a Navy je^ plane Bear of the local departmentheads the like. There always is a large Club Council Chairman Harold Saturday at 2 p.m. from Van Zant- equipmentfor a Griffin well point
Dinner at Durfee Hall for 375
shoes
in my life. Love Grandma.” looks like. A full - scale cutaway the local contingent.Sheriff Jerry bicycle contingent of decorated Ramsey. The meeting will be held wlck Funeral Chapel with the Rev. system to guarantee a supplechoir members during Tulip Time
That was the message one ener- model is on display in the Civic Vanderbeek also has a lot of spe- bikes, plus * section of decorated at Holland Christian High School Edwin Palmer officiating. Burial mentary water supply for Holland
was a challenge for Rein Visscher,
will be in Spring Lake Cemetery. during the summer months.
getic little lady was scribblingon Center parking lot. Navy men are cials in the area this week.
doll carriages, the dolls inevitably
The plan calls for a contractwith
but “the service was excellentand a post card in Civic Center Wed- on hand to explain the mechanics This special service which the
Friday.
Survivingare the wife, Alice;
dressed in Dutch costume.
Featured- as luncheon speaker three sisters, Mrs. E. Workman, the Ground Water Engineering Co.
the food delicious,”according to nesday.
of the plane and any information State Police gives to Holland is
For the bigger boys who might
much appreciated each year.
Miss ElizabethVoss, both of Spring through the Griffin Well Point
Sale of two-cent stamps is brisk about service in the Navy.
the singers. In addition to regular
rebel at wearing costumes,there will be Samuel Littlejohn,a
Lake and Mrs. John Brlegel of Corp. for well points to be driven
at
the
Holland
post
office
these
are such sections as Dutch fisher- General Electric Company comdinners, Visscher arranged for 25
Tulip Time Manager Earl Price
Grand Haven; three brothers, at the water tower site at 28th
The Holland Coast Guard station
days. The flow of picturepostcards
mercial vice president. Littlejohn's Frank and Claude of Spring Lake, and Washington. The company will
vegetable dinners for one of the
has begun -also those tricky little will hold open house this Saturday couKtill use more
furnish,haul, install, test and turn
choirs.
wooden shoe souvenirs which are in connection with Armed Forces for Saturday’s parade of bands. shoes in the parade except for present responsibility Involves cus- John of Grand Haven.
over • Griffin well point system
If
yoij
have
a
convertible
1952
or
Day.
Walter
Sears,
Boatswains
about the hardest thing to handle
those who have mastered the tomer relationsactivities in Ohio,
bf sufficient size to produce a
Mate 1c, in charge of the station, newer, call Tulip Time headquar- technique of marching comfortably Kentucky,and parts of Michigan,
Buses brought six choirs to Hol- in the mail.
guaranteed minimum supply of 500
said Holland residents and other ters at 6-5886 or 9044.
land to participatein the Michiin them.
Pennsylvania,Indiana and West
gallons per minute on a five-hour
visitors
are
invited
to
come
out
and
To many Tulip Time visitors, the
gan Inter-collegiate Choir Festival A baby colt was ushered into the
day pumping basis wkh a possiYes, it was cold in Holland Wed- children’sparade is the most ap- Virginia. His headquarters are in
world on the first day of Tulip take a tour throught the station.
ble yield in excess of 100 gaUons
Wednesday night in Civic Center. Time Wednesday nght at the
nesday but not cold as some other
Cleveland,
Ohio.
pealing spectacle of all.
a minute.
Holland’s police force and the places in Michigan.On alighting
-They arrived at 2 p.m. and went Foster Bouwman home, 172 East
The
speaker
is
a
n
a
1
v
e
of
Today’s temperaturereading of
I! the system Is needed after
staff
of
sheriff’s
officers
in
Holfrom
the
plane
at
the
local
airport,
directlyto the Civic for a concen- 40th St. The colt’s mother is nam-'
48 at 11 a.m. left much to be de- South Carolina and a graduate of
four months, the charge thereafter
land
area
are
augmented
by
23
Nancy
Williams,
the
governor’s
trated rehearsal individuallyand ed Linda and the family is trying
sired in the way of ideal parade
will be $15 per calendar day. Howwith the orchestra. Some of the to decide on an appropriate name state troopers these days to aid wife, said it was 32 in Lansing
conditions. However, it was six
ever, the Board of Public Works
in
Tulip
Time
traffic.
The
troopers
and
no
sunshine.
She
was
delighted
choir members had an opportunity for the Tulip Time baby.
degrees higher than the 11 a.m.
expects the new water supply sysare under the direction of Lt. with the bright sunshine here, and reading Wednesday and the wind
to see some of the sights around
Grand Rapids
The next tem involving a pipeline to Lak'
Veteran parade watchers were Robert Fisher,s^fond in command said the guards in formationat was not so brisk.
Holland and watched the Klompen
move
was
to
Consumers
Michiganto be in operation by that
at
6th
district
headquarters
at
the
airport
looked
beautiful
from
chagrined to find no seats at the
dance in the post office block.
Despite cool temperatures, more
Power Co., today in a dispute over time.
curbs this year. In addition to be- Rockford, with SgL Milton Swingle the air.
and more tulips were bursting
a proposed power plant near Counri also okayed a BPW conComments overheard after the ing a welcome relief for weary of the Grand Haven post assisting. Gov. Williams was greeted at into bloom, and long lines of cars
Pigeon Lake in Ottawa county.
tract with Elzinga and Volkers for
Choir Festival Wednesday night feet, the benches along the curbt? The number of state troopers will the airport by his host, Earnest C. traveled the eight-mile tulip lane
Members of the Port Sheldon Improvements to the sewage disswell
to
34
for
the
weekend.
Brooks.
Larry
Wade,
in
Dutch
coswere
fine
for
keeping
the
bystandwere varied. All agreed the topin the city.
Protective Association,a group of posal plant in a total amount of
Holland police force of 17 mem- tume, represented the Tulip Time
notch musicians did an excellent ers off the streeets.Better luck
Tonight’s main attraction is a
cottage owners in the Pigeon Lake $46,140. Approval also was given
bers are all out too for Tulip Time, board of directors.He rode with now program called Volk Provincie
job on the Overture from “Rosa- next time?
area, Tuesday rejected an offer a BPW change order under Omer
assisted
by
23
specials.
Lt.
Ernest
the
governor
back
into
town.
Visitors
today
have
an
opportumunde” by Sjchubert. The 52-piece
at 8:15 p.m., in Civic Center. It is
by the utility firm to buy about 30 Brandon and Son, Inc., for the
orchestra rehearsed with Dr.
a dramatization cast on a Dutch
pieces of property and certain ri- modificationof certain valves at a
Morrette Rider of Hope College
Bach. Melvin W. Davis directed water front showing the various
parian rights from association cost of $441.35.
earlier in the afternoon.
the Emmanuel MissionaryChoir costumes of the 12 provinces in
members.
In other business.Mayor Robert
the Netherlands. Arrangements
Members of the associationvot- Visscher reappointed Henry S.
in
“Hark!
The
Angel
Trumpet
Heard last night at the klompen
for the costumes were made by
ed unanimously to continue their Maentz to the Board of Public
Sounding (Requiem)” and “Thou tne Woman’s Literary Club and
dancing at Centennial park:
fight to prevent Consumers from Works for a five - year term. City
“Look, mommy, they're playing
That Takest Upon Thee,” both by the director is Robert Chard of
using the lake as a harbor for Clerk Clarence GrevengoedanthT^ high school faculty. .^Irs.
ring around the rosy!”
Mozart.
coal boats after the power plant nounced expirationof the following
Superbly trained young voices “Now Let All the Heaven Adore
It was a three-year-old girl
Bruce G. Van Leuwen will be the
is built.
terms of office June 20: Mrs. EdHillsdale Choir with Harold F.
Thee,”
Bach;
"Sing
to
the
Lord,”
watching one of those formations blended in song Wednesday night
narrator.
Association officials emphasized ward D o n i v a n. library board;
Brown,
director,
sang
“Oh,
Bury
Two more performancesof the
with part of the dancers in the when choirs from seven colleges Carissimi; “Set Down, Servant,”
they are not opposed to construc- Clarence J. Becker, hospital
arrangedby Robert Shaw.
Me Benath the Willow,” arranged Dutch Fantasies show were
middle.
tion of the proposed plant, but Board; C. W. Madison, panel of
performed for a good-sized crowd The Olivet Choral Ensemble
by Lundquistand “Lark,” Cope- scheduled at 4:30 and 7:45 p.m. in
they contend that their property space heating examiners. Appoints
Samuel Littlejohn
One klompen dancer was without at the Civic Center in the Third sang “Nechtens” and “Zum land, to conclude that portion of the Woman’s Literary Club. Klomwill be ruined if Pigeon Lake is to the library and hospital boards
Schluss”
Brahms,
and
“Son
of
pen dancers will perform again at Clemson College. He served as an
a partner Wednesday afternoon in Michigan Inter-college Choir
the program.
used as a harbor.
of five years each are to be made
the Winds,” Hawkes, directed by
a group on Eighth St. between Festival.
As a finale the massed choirs 7:45 p.m. in the post office block. artillery officerin the U. S. Army They have asked Consumers to during June by the mayor with
Kathlee
S.
Toomey.
Albion
Choir,
Friday’s
attractions
list
tours
Central and River.
during World War I. With the ex- build an artificialharbor north consent of Council. The four-year
Top instrumentalists from the
were assembledon the stage and
ably led by David Strickler,con- A little girl, perhaps three years
with orchestralarrangement on of Hope College campus from 1 to ception of militaryservice tme, he of Pigeon Lake but Consumers appointmentto the space heating
s4me colleges opened the program
old, was prancing around imitat- with the Overture to “Rosamunde” tinued the program with “Exultate three of the numbers thrilled the 4 p.m, three performancesof the has sprved in various capacities
officials say It would be economi- panel is to be made at or before
ing the big girls. She finally be- by Schubert. Dr. Morrette Rider Deo,” Scarlatti,“Jesus and t h e enthusiasticaudience with several Dutch Fantasies, klompen dancing with the General Electric Com- cally unfeasibleto do this.
the first m e e 1 1 n g of Council in
came the partner of the one girl, of Hope College directed the 52- Traitors.” Koldaly and “Save Me, well-knownchoir numbers, direct- at 7:45 p.m. and the Parade of pany for the past 39 years.
Associationmembers rejected June.
O God," Paolo. Paolo is the pen
Barbershop
Quartets in Civic Cenand did pretty well too.
piece orchestra.
ed by Dr. Cavanaugh.The concludLittlejohn has been active in the the utility’sfour-pointplan to buy
A group of young library enthuHope College Chapel Choir name used by the director ing number in the group was ter at 8:15 p.m.
work of both the Presbyterian and land and riparian rights it needs siasts appeared at Council to proSafety canie in for some atten- started the choir music with two Stricklerfor his own compositions. Handel’s“Hallelujah."
Baptist churchesand is a member in the Pigeon Lake area. Con- mote their million - penny camtion in Wednesday's parade. Al- numbers, “Listen to the Lambs,
Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers, Hope Col- Linda Gayle Sloothaak
of the
Society of sumers already has acquired near- paign for the start of a new liCalvin College singers, directed
leene Lowery Fisher in Dutch Dett, soloist, Anita Van Lente and
lege president, welcomed the visitMechanicalEngineers, The Society ly 1,500 acres of land north of brary. Jane Bouman, appearing in
costume, driving an old car vin- “Send Forth Thy Spirit," Schuetky, by Seymour Swets performed ors and gave the invocation.The Has Birthday Party
of Naval Architects and Marine Pigeon Lake for constructionof the Dutch costume, called attentionto
tage probably1929, was followed directed by Dr. Robert W. Cavan- “For He Hath Given His Angels choir festival was sponsored
Engineers, American Society of power plant. James R. Sebastian, the need of books for everybody.
by County Safety Director ^very augh. Kalamazoo College director, (Elijah!” Mendelsohn- Luvaas; jointly by Hope College and Tulip
Linda Gayle Sloothaak celebrat- Naval Engineers, Navy League of
member of the association’s Gretchen Steffens explained t he
ed her fifth birthday anniversary the United States. American Iron executive .committee,said under children are trying to raise $10,
D. .Baker in a new station wagon. Henry Overley, followed with and “Sanctus (Mass in B Minor)," Time, Inc.
at a party Tuesday afternoon at and Steel Institute, American Le- the Consumers plan, about 30 000 for the foundation and asked
The theme was something to the
her home, 279 West 30th St. The
effect— old or new, safety's imgion, Military Order of the World pieces of property would be either “Will you build the walls.” Chuck
party was given by her mother,
portant.
Wars, FranklinInstitute, St. purchased outright or options Mannes proposed selling paper
Mrs. Robert Sloothaak,assistedby
Andrews Society of Philadelphia, would be made to purchasethem. bricks for $1 both on the street
Because many prize varietiesof
her grandmother,Mrs. Joe SlootPenn Club of Philadelphia,Cleve- Consumers offered to compen- and canvassing at homes. Council
tulips are not yet in full bloom,
haak, .and Mrs. John Bos, Jr.
land Chamber of Commerce,' Ohio sate owners of about 70 other granted the necessary permission.
the flower show expanded its
Games were played and prizes Chamber of Commerce, Sales Ex- pieces of property for “any dem- Council appropriated a sum not
specimen division to include a
awarded. All the childrenreceived
ecutives’Club of Cleveland. onstrated damages they may suf- to exceed $500 for maintaining the
larger number of daffodils and
favors. Ice cream and birthday
ClevelandRotary Club and other fer” by constructionof the break- floral basket in the-business area,
cake were served at a decorated
narcissi.
with the understandingthat the
social and professional organiza- water and ship canal.
table.
Sebastian said the association baskets, fillers and hanging theretions in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh
Guests were Mary Sue Deur,
One of the most interestinghighmembers would not agree to sell of are provided by others.
and Cleveland.
Ginger
Van Dyke, Janie Buurma,
lights at tonight’sVolk Provincie
As a result of his long and close their property unless Consumers A report from the planning comBonny Lou Hofmeyer, Karl Hoffassociation with the growing elec- agrees to buy all property owned mission on a petitionfor closing
program will be a Dutch story
meyer, Garry Ten Brink, Johnny trical industry.Littlejohn is admir- by members, a total of about 100 part of the alley between 19th and
which Mrs. W.C. Kools will tell to
Bos, m, Charles Schaap and Lori
ably suited to his chosen topic pieces. He said that association 20th Sts., running from Van Raalte
some 30 children in costume. Mrs.
Ann Sloothaak.
Electrical Tomorrow of members felt that the amounts to Harrison was accompaniedby a
Kools’ Dutch is considerablymore
1956.” He will extend his observa- paid for “demonstrateddamages” recommendation that the entire
understandablethat some other
tions into predictionsfor the next would be “very small,” and for alley be vacated in view of the
forms, and anybody who has a
that reason the property owners fact that the five propertieswhich
decade.
smattering of understanding of the
Other features of the luncheon either want to sell all of their pro- would be adversely affected had
language can follow pretty well
Admitted to Holland Hospital
sufficientarea to provide access
perty or none of it.
be a welcome by
the story of the dog.
Monday were Wilmer Timmer, will
It appeared Consumer's next from the street. A public hearing
Robert Visscher with group singBesides the children, there will
route 3, Zeeland; Isaac Meyer,
ing led by ClarenceJalving and move would be to start condemna- was set June 20 at 7:30 p.m.
be 40 to 50 adults in the program
201 East 16th St.; John Timmer,
Permissionwas granted to the
accompanied by John Swieringa. tion procedures to acquire the
plus a group of klompen dancers,
843 144th Ave.; George Lohman,
VFW to sell buddy poppies for t
Harold
Ramsey
will preside and property they need.
and of course the Spartan Bell
route 5; David Weersing, route 1;
“If we were to exercise this 24-hour period startingat 3 p.m.
Ringers and Varsity Quartet of
Glenda Bouwer, 2425 Lakewood the Rev. Marion de Velder, pastor
of
the
Hope
Reformed
Church,
will our right to condemn property— Friday, May 25.
Michigan State University.
Farm; Mrs. Linus Starring,route
give the invocation. Members of and frankly, we would prefer not
One tiny boy looked particularly
4.
Miss Isla Stegink,235 West 17th
chubby and comfortable in his
Discharged Monday were Clar- the Rotary, Exchange, Optimist, to— the amount to be paid to each
St,
is convalescing at her home
property
owner
would
have
to
be
Kiwanis.
Lions
and
Junior
OiamDutch costume Wednesday. "He’s
ence Overway, 117 West 19th St.;
following surgery in Ann Arbor.
got his snowsuit underneath,” the
Florinzio Silva, 155 Burke; Mrs. ber of Commerce are invited to determined through time-consummother said.
Marvin Jalving,384 West 18th St.; attend the luncheon. Tjckets are ing court proceedings. . involving Two Hawaiian nurses, who just
recently began practice at UniverDennis Lee Michaels, route 1; Wil- available from the secretariesof substantialcourt costs and atsity Hospital are guests for a few
The housing bureau in Civic
liam De Neff, 327 West 18th St.; the Individualclubs. Clarence torneys’ fees,” said James H.
Center received a reservation in
Arthur Slag, 258 West 21st St; Klaasen is serving as general tick- Campbell, Consumers vice presi- days at the Stegink home.
dent “This is not desirable from
the mail on note paper of the
Mrs. Gerrit Jansen, 127 West 16th pt chairman of the event.
Miss Jane Schaafsma,daughter
Ramsey urges all men to plan anyone'spoint of view.”
Tampico Tornado of Tampico, HI.
St.; Limuel Baldridge, route 2,
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Schaafstheir arrival at the Christian High
That’s probaWy a very good
Fennville;
David
Weersing,
route
television audience, Curtice spoke of the center
General Motors Carp,
The daughter bom Wednesday ma of 75 West 12th St., has been
School gym so that the meeting
name for a newspaper,but after
L
as a "good investmentin tomorrow."He also
presidentHarlow H.
makes the
A daughter, Rosemarie Jean, may begin at 12:05 p.m. Those at- at Holland Hospital to Mr. and elected vice president of next
the scares the Holland people have
introduced President Eisenhower who spoke via
dedication address at GM's new $100,000,000
was bom in Holland Hospiial to- tending are instructedto use the Mrs. Robert Batema, route 2, year’s junior class at Kalamazoo
experienced in recent tornado
technical center Wednesday.In a speech to
the closed circuitfrom Washington.
day to Mr. and Mrs. William Riet- 20th St entrance to the gymna*'1Fennville, has been named Barb- College, according to the college
threats, we're happy with the name
public relations department
ara Kay.
(United
Press
Telephoto)
I sium.
veid,
Jr., 349 College Ave.
5,000
at
the
site,
plus
a
20,000
closed
circuit
of Sentinel
scrubbers in holiday

intent on really shining up the pavement.Left to right are Harris

350 strong.
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Zeeland

Grandstanding...

Cpl. Lester Lewis has returned to
Fort Leonard Wood, Mo., where he
is stationed,after spending a two
weeks furlough at the home of his
By Randy Vande Water
Mrs. Delia Lewis on WashANN ARBOR (Special)- Mich- An innovationto the Michigan of- mother,
ington Ave. He plans to return for
igan’s football team took over a fense was the use of the "belly”
the second half of his furlough in
spot usually sought after by most series with the fullback plunging
August.
coaches here Saturday afternoon in off guard, faking a handoff or
Mrs. Effie Vanden Bosch has
the mamouth Michiganstadium.
keeping. John Hermstein,freshThat spot is popularlycalled men fullback and counted on, Re- returned to her home on East
"darkhorse" and from where we ceived a cut on the head in one of Central Ave. after spending a few
sit it appears that’s the tag Coach the first plays and sat out the rest days at the home ot her daughter, Mrs. R. Vander Zwaag in
Bennie Oosterbaan and his staff of the game.
Spring Lake. She went there to atwould like hung on the club.
Qrand Haven’s Bill Me Phee
More than 10.000 fans looked on played center for both teams, al- tend the wedding ceremony of her
in 83-degree temperaturesSatur- Itemating from time to time. Bar- granddaughter, Miss Effie Vander
day as the Blue team ran over ing injury, McPhee should de- Zwaag, whose marriagetook place
t
at her home in Spring Lake Fri- Let’s
the Whites, 34-7 to climax 20 days velop into a fine linebacker.
day
evening,
May
4.
The
brideof spring practice.
And the majority of those fans Michigan’s old press box has dis- groom, Paul Van Tol resided in
to
appeared and the frame work for Grand Haven. After the ceremony
left the stadium with the feeling
the new one, which will be one the bridal party and guests enthat "the Wolverines just don't
Shrubs give backgroundto a borof the biggestin the country, is up. joyed wedding supper at Holiday
have it this year."
The box is located on the same Inn. The couple are honeymoon- der garden, weight and attractiveVictim of an avalancheof pubplace as the old one and is about ing at Niagara Falls and upon ness to a foundation planting,and
licity last year prior to the season
2ft times as big.
their return they will reside in when planted in simplicitygive a
about Michigan's "greatness," this
Hermstein
and
Ptacek,
both
Nunica. The bride was honored at mark of true beauty to a landterm has been thrown over to
scape.
freshmen
and
from
Ohio,
were
several showers.
MSU this year, and now Michigan
Ranch - style houses and places
can move ahead without the van- awarded the Meyer W. Morton . Mrs. E. H. Tanls, left Tuesday
trophy for the most valuable can- for Poughkeepsie, N. Y. to attend that no longer cover wide exguard of fanfare.
The Blue team, featuring all- didates In the Wolverinesspring a meeting of the Board df Foreign panses of ground need trees and
missions of the Reformed Church shrubs that are not overly tall at
American end Ron Kramer at practice.
right halfback, was composed It was the second time in the in America of which she is a mem- maturity. Modern insulation and
heating methods has done away
ber.
mostly of the first stringers.
31 years of the award that coAvinMrs. Milan Huyser, who spent with this older need for hundredThe big trouble of the Blues ners have been named.
the winter months with her chil- foot trees.
seemed to be getting the backs
dren, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil EssenCornell University experts in the
LITE SAVING TECHNIQUES — Boatswains trainingmethods held during the regular month- started. Baskfield hnndoffs were
burg in Van Nuys, Calif., has re- Department of Floriculture and
slow and lacked precision and the
Mate 1/c Walter Sears, (second from left) comly meetings of the auxiliary.Left to right are
turned to her home in Zeeland. Ornamental Horticulture suggest
backs were slow in getting up to
mander of the Holland Coast Guard station,
John Hemple, Sears, PatrolmanClarence Van
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Roberts of some things we should do. Plant
the line and often were smothered Mr. and Mrs. James Smeed had
explains the basic methods of artificial respiraLangevelde,Bertal Slagh, Art Keane, Henry
Adrian, former residents of Zee- only low-growing shrubs, flowers,
at the line of scrimmage.
as weekend guests Mr. and Mrs.
tion as David Woodend SN uses Holland auxiliWindemuller,
Hardenberg, Henry
The Whites, stimulated by a hope D. H. Hazel of Flint. Sunday they land, visitedfriends including Mr. or ground covers beneath windows,
ary officer Joe Bolte as the ‘‘victim.’’The demHekman, Ray Helder and Earl Bolks.
of making the squad, flashed a were joined by the familiesof their and Mrs. Ken Folkertsmaand Mr. or extend the lawn here to the
onstration was part of a series of continuing
(Sentinel photo)
few times in the contest played two children, George Smeed of and Mrs. Ross Vander Wall. Mr. foundation. Plant low - growing
under game conditionsexcept for Kalamazoo and Mrs. Delbert Roberts is a former Zeeland High shrubs around porches except
where porch furnitureis to be uskickoffs.
Meyer of Allegan. The group cel- School teacher.
The First Reformed Church ed. Large porches also may be
Oostefbaan definitelyhas holes ebrated the birthday of
Ladies Mission Circle had a meet- shaded with vine or tree - like
to fill. Kramer is playing right Smeed.
ing Tuesday evening in charge of shrub. Plant dwarf or mediumhalfback, strictly because MichiThe V. V. Tabor Drug Store has
Mrs. J. den Ouden, president. It sized plants at the sides of small
gan doesn't have one.
been sold to Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
was decided to sponsor a group entrancesand steps. Medium to
Kramer,
a
natural
athlete,
is
an
Miss Jon Darcia Rottschofer
Alexander of Allegan who assumed
of
in the Women's League of Hope tall - growing shrubs should be
end apd just never will be a great possession this week.
' Dr. and Mrs. John L. Rottschahalfback. But the 220-poundkid Simpson, pharmacist here for College and Mrs. A. G. Pyle and planted at the corner of the house fer of West Center St., Alma,
Holland Auxiliary officerswere
Sears said that the Coast
put on a nice exhibition,especial- many years, has accepted a posi- Mrs. A. Van Doom were chosen unless a driveway or walk is close Mich., announce the engagement
given first hand information Tues- Guardsmen are under instructions
delegates.
to this sido of the house, is wkich
ly on his end runs.
of their daughter, Jan Darcia, to
tion as salesman for a drug comday by Coast Guardsmen on the to continue giving artificial respirMrs. B. Poest is chairman of the case a , vine may be substituted.
He
scored
three
times
on
runs
Ronald R. Bos, son of Mrs. Raypany, the territory being close Program Committee and she anlatest approved methods of artifi- ation until a doctor pronounces the
In spaces along the foundation mond Bos of 213 West 16th St.,
of three and five yards and scored enough so the family will stay
cial respiration.
individual dead.
nounced
that
Foreign
Missions
will where the windows are far apart,
on a 10-yard pass play from Bob here. The Alexander's have three
Holland.
While Boatswains Mate 1-c WalWhen an inhalator arrives artibe the subject to study. The de- you may place a medium-size^
Ptacek.
children and plan to move here.
Miss Rottschafer attended Hope
ter Sears discussed the various ficial respiration should still be
votions were in charge of Miss shrub or vine. If the chimney is
His offensivehighlight was a 55The Pearl Ladies Aid society Katie S»aal. A trio composed of
College, where she w’as affiliated
methods David Woodend SN dem- continued along with the adminisnot too small, do plant a vine here, with Sorosis sorority,and she is
yard gallop in the fourth period. held their 53rd annual dinner at
onstrated using an auxiliary offi- tration of oxygen.
Aided by the best block of the the town hall last Thursday,with Mrs. L. Meengs, Mrs. D. Elzinga or a shrub.
cer as the "victim.”
and Mrs. K. De Jonge sang, Where littleelse will grow, you now a junior in the School of EduOnly in very rare cases should
day, thrown by guard Larry Faul, a good attendance. Following dincation at the University of MichiSears said that artificialrespira"Hear Am I, Send Me." Hope De
the victim be moved, Sears said,
Kramer outran the Whites to the ner
program was given in Jonge accompanied them at the may wish to acquaintyour self gan.
tion should be given as soon as
as it is the systematic motion that
with the many available ground Mr. Bos is a graduate of Hope
White 15 where he lateraled to charge of Mrs. E. E. Leggett. Fapossible after the person has been
piano. The Spritual Life program covers. Among the common ones
starts the person breathing again
College, where he was a member
removed from 1he water.
vors at each place were made by was in charge of Miss Hattie
and any break destroys it.
Mrs. Mayme Bell. An impressive Rookus and she read, "The Pente- are pachysandra,myrtle, euony- of Fraternal Society.He has done
"If first brought aboard a boat
The demonstration was given at
memorial service was given. Mrs. cost Story" from the Bible. A mous, and English or Baltic ivy. Post-graduatework at Amherst
then start it right there, don’t wait
the monthly meeting of the auxilunil you arrive at the beach even
Fran kFleming is the only charter series of sentence prayers followed. Two new ivies that have more College and is now continuing his
if it is a little cramped," Sears iary at Holland police headquarmember living in the community. The program featured a review of fortunate characteristicsthan studies toward a doctorate in eduters.
of the old timers are 238th cation at the University of MichiTom Bos
said.
Donald Gretzingerhas been the missionary books, "The Revo- some
"Continue artificialrespiration Applicants for the auxiliary are Holland C.E. Union
awarded
scholarship from lutionaryFaith" and "They reach Street,which is extremelywinter gan. He is affiliated with the Phi
hardy, and the Bulgarian ivy, Alpha Kappa fraternity.
and when it is necessary shift now being accepted and those inCrescent High School near Grand for Life". Hostesses were Mrs. H.
which remains green throughout A Sept. 8 wedding is being planoperatorsbut without missing a terestedmay stop at the police sta- Elects New President
Rapids. He is the son of Mr. and Pul, Mrs. J. Meeuwsen and Mrs.
the year.
ned.
beat. After the victim comes tion for an interview with Chief
Mrs. Charles Gretzinger, and the S. Schipper.
If you are interested in roses
Tom Bos of Holland was elected
around keep on for at least anoth- Jocob Van Hoff. Men must be at
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
At a meeting held in Grand as a ground cover, these varieties
president of the Holland Christian
least 26 years of age.
er five minutes."
Gretzinger and Ray Haan of this Rapids last week. Rev. Edward
are superior according to Dr.
Endeavor Union Monday night
area.
H Tanis, pastor of Faith Reformsucceeding Mike Van Doornik.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Arnold were ed Church, was elected president Pirone of the New York Botanical
Garden: Rosa wichuriana, white;
Other officers are Roger GarSunday dinner guests of her uncle of the Particular Synod of MichiMax Graf, pink; Carpet of Gold,
velink, vice president;Vonnie Barand aunt, Mr. and Mrs. John gan of the Reformed Church. Rev.
yellow; Coral Creeper, apircot;
kel. recording secretary;Carol
Lathan of Bangor.
George Douma was elected vice and Little Comptom Creeper, deep
Nieusma, corresponding secretary;
Mr. and Mrs. Blakeslee Crane president.The Synod of Michigan
pink.
Charles Lemmen, treasurer; Dave
drove to Chicago Sunday and comprisesthe classes of Zeeland,
Jacobusse,unified finance chairMonday left by plane for Mexico Holland. South Grand Rapids, When planting any shrubs or
trees, be sure to dig the hole deep
man; Norman Hoeve, evangelism
City, Mexico. There they will at- North Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo
The annual spring luncheon of
enough and large enough so that
superintendent; Art Souder, mistend the wedding May 15 of Miss and Muskegon.The meeting of the
Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton
Longfellow
Fourth
sionary;
Danny
Gilbert,
music;
Yoland Garcia who spent six Synod will be ^ield in First Re- the roots can be spread out freeChapter, Daughtersof the Amerily and easily.Into the bottom of
Pearl Raak and Roger Leonard,
months in the Crane home two formed Church, next year.
can Revolution, was held ThursGrade Gives Program
the hole throw in a quantity of
extension;
Elaine
Garvelink
and
years ago while a student in this
day afternoon at the American
Willard A. De Pree, son of Mr. fertilizer, cover with an inch or
Tom Mnentz
country.
Legion club house.
An assembly program was given Garry Vandenberg,publicity;Kay
and Mrs. Adrian De Pree of South two or soil to prevent root burn,
. . . can’t relax a second
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Hicks of Centennial St., has been appointed
The program featured two Good Wednesday at the Longfellow Ten Brink, devotional; Beverly Isset in the shrub and fill in with
raels and Patsy Oonk, recreation. quarterback Jim Maddock, who Washington,Ind. spent the weekCitizenshipPilgrims,Verna Groten- School. Fourth graders from Mrs.
a career Foreign Service Officer part of the soil. Tramp it down
coninued
to
sweep
the
end
for
end
visiting
the
families
of
his
The
year’s
activities
will
be
conby President Eisenhower. The ap- firmly with your feet, fill the dehuis of Holland High School and Grace Doman's room presented a
Ruth Vander Meulen of Zeeland play. "Safety Street." This de- cluded with a picnic Monday, June the score. Kramer convertedon brother and sister Mr. and Mrs. pointment also makes him a vice pression with water, and after it
High School, who gave enthusias- picted a typical American scene 18, at LaMar park in Grandville. two extra points, and passed for Walter Hicks and Mr. and Mrs. consul and a Secretary in the has soaked away, fill in the rest of
a third.
Albert Crane.
Diplomatic Service. Mr. De Pree the hole without trampingit down.
tic accounts of their trip to the and the part which safety plays
He
recovered
a
fumble,
caught
Deborah Lynn is the name of served with the U. S. Army in
in
the
lives
of
boys
and
girls.
state conference March 17 in JackIn planting roses, follow the
three of 10 passes and averaged the six-pound,five-ouncegirl born Germany from 1954 to 1956. He
son, where they receivedtheir The chorus sang a group of
same
general directionsbut place
nearly 10 - yards per carry from recently to Mr. and Mrs. Richard graduatedfrom Zeeland High
awards. Mrs. Milton Hinga gave a safety songs, accompaniedby Mrs.
a mound of earth under the base
Miss Donna Lea Kempkers
scrimmage.
Severens
at
Allegan
Health
Center.
Howard
Douwstra.
Don
Oosterbaan
school in 1916 and receivedhis
brief report on the conference and
Dave Rentschler scored the othMr. and Mrs. Coleman Davison B. A. degree from Harvard Col- from which roots proceed. The
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Rhinehart of
resolutionspassed by the dele- gave timely remarks connected
er Blqe touchdown on 10 - yard returned Wednesday from a three- lege in 1950 and his M. A. degree knobby union on the stem should 122 East 16th St announce the
with the safety theme.
gates.
Start in
be about an inch beneath the soil engagement of their daughter,
quick opener and Steve Zervas day conference of super - market from the U of M in 1952.
Charactersin the play were
The meeting opened with the
after rose Is planted. Most roses Donna Lea Kempkers, to John
plunged from the three for the managers held at Geveland, Ohio.
John Slighter, James Vanden Berg,
Supt.
J.
F.
Schipper
of the ZeePledge of Allegiance and National
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
White score late in the game.
Mr. and Mrs. Kale Reid of land public schools, has announced like well-drained clay soil and at Gingrich,son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bruce
Mannes,
Tim
Morris, Greg
Anthem, accompanied by Mrs,
Work began today in improving
Mike Shatusky, a Menominee Saginaw and Dr. and Mrs. Manley that the annual school census will least morning sun. Mast hybrid Oliver Gingrich of 1503 Leonard,
Martha Robbins, Mrs. Ben Van Ritterby, Kathleen Burke, Nancy 48th St. north of Port Sheldon, ac- halfback, was the White standout.
teas should be spaced about two
Ellis of Kalamazoo were weekend begin today. This census tabulates
Grand Rapids.
Bolhuis, Vicky Fris and Shirley
Lente, chaplain,led devotions.The
cording to County Road Engineer He ran the ends well and Impress- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Keith
feet apart and grow better in beds
Prins.
the number of children and young
regent, Mrs. Earl Price, presided
than singly. Before planting, prune
Members of the chorus were Henrik Stafseth.This is one of two ed with his left - footed punts. Hutchins.
people in Zeeland from one day to
and called for annual reports of
federal aid projectswhich the
Ptacek (pronounced
Mrs. Julia Barth went to Chi- 19 years of age. Mrs. R. H. De out all weak and spindly shoots,
Bill Beebe, Carol Bosley, Rosaura
officers and committee chaircounty road commission awarded Tosscek) also watched closely and cago Sunday to spend a week with
and prune main canes to half their
Haan is the enumerator. The cenmen. Mrs. Almon T. Godfrey was Colon, WilfredoColon, Katherine contractslast week to William
the Ohio freshman operatedwell her children.Mr. and Mrs. Math sus will be taken the last 20 days original length.
Dekker, Harold Driesenga, Tim
elected treasurer.
After young trees are planted,
Eenigenburg,Marilyn Fitts, Velting and Sons of Grand Rapids. at left half. While playing quar- Spisez are staying in the Barth c this month.
it is sometimes necessary to supA number of out-of-town mem- Sharon Fridenmaker,Diane Kem- The work involvesgrading, grav- terback, his high school position, home.
The French Club of Zeeland High
bers were guests, including Mrs. me, Barbara Klaasen, Debby eling and drainage on a two-mile the 61", 208 - pound athlete lookTuesday visitors of Mr. and Mrs. school, under the directionof Miss port them with guy wires to preH. Hopper, Mrs. J. Buckbee, Miss Klomparens, Sherryl Kolean, Don- stretch on 48th Ave. at a cost of ed better on his handoffs than Louis A. Johnson were her two Cecelia Ver Hage, presented, "Le vent them from being toppled by
Ruth Turner and Miss Louise ald McDonald, Milke Millard, 531,550.61,and the same for a either Maddock or Jim Van Pelt. sisters, Mrs. Frank Thompson of Petit Chaprone Rouge" ("Little high winds. These should also be
Crawford of Saugatuck and Mrs. Nancy Nicholson,Beverly Rick- three - mile stretch on Cleveland
Up front tackle Jim Orwing, Paw Paw and Miss Florine Barrett Red Riding Hood") on a television protected from borers and against
E.W. Holsworth of Ludington. Mrs. etts, Nelia Shoemaker, Paula St. between 24th and 48th Aves. Faul, center Mike Rotunno and end of Kalamazoo,also their daughter, program last Tuesday Miss Whit- drying by wrapping their trunks
R. Bennett of Washington,D.C., Sprick, Linda Steggerdaand Wil- in Wright township at a cost of Walt Johnson were best.
Mrs. Alger Lee and two children nell also presented her Latin Club with burlap strips or special tape.
They should also be sprayed often
former Holland resident, also was liam Vander# Lugt.
565.106.78.
of
Holland.
The Wolverines were really bothand members of the class explaina guest.
The ClevelandSt. improvement ered by the hot, muggy heat SatThe two younger sons of Mr. ed the making of a Roman camp. to avoid insect damage.
Mrs. R.F. Keeler was in charge
will start as soon as water-soaked urday. After spending 19 of the and Mrs. Carleton Simonson of Ray Lokers, principalalso accom
Gerrit J. Scholten
of arrangementsfor the luncheon Bridal Shower Honors
grounds allow. Meanwhile, work- practice days in "ideal fall" foot- Saugatuck are staying with their panied the grouo.
and the Ida Sears McLean Com- Miss Barbara Ditmer
men will be removingcertain trees ball weather, the lads were almost grandmother Mrs. Ethel Brink, The Senior class of Zeeland High
01 Overisel Succumbs
mittee provided floral arrangeand other brush.
swimming in perspirationafter the during the illness of their mother. School will leave for their trip to
ments.
Several changes will be made New York on May 30. They will
Miss Barbara Ditmer was guest
Saftseth said heavy rains this opening whistle. This undoubtedly
Gerrit J. Scholten. 86, of Overiof honor at a surprise bridal show- week caused several minor wash- affected sharp blocking and neat when school re-opens next Septem- leave Zeeland at 9 a. am. on Wed sel, died early Monday a i
er Tuesday evening at the home outs and the loss of sfome small tackling.
ber. Among the faculty not return- nesday morning and arrive in De- Pine Rest Hospital,where he had
Grand Haven Man Dies
of Miss Linda Hamelink.A yellow culverts in the north centra) part
Also, for those who feel that ing are Furmln Murakami, Duane troit in time to catch a train for been for the last 10 days. He was
and lavender color scheme was of the county. He said heaviest Michigan is way down they must Seeleye, John Klicman, Mr. and New York. They will spend about born in Germany, but had lived
At Municipal Hospital
used for the occasion.
concentration of rain was in the take a closer look at the program Mrs. Thomas tober and Mrs.
days in New York, sight-seeingin Overisel for 60 years.
Grand Haven (Special)
Games were played and prizes Hudsonville - Bauer area, where- and find captain Tom Maentz, and Petemell Vanderlugt. The school and arrive home in Zeeland again Surviving are two sons, James
Miss Thelmo Fay Nyenbrink
William H. Myers, 71 of 22 awarded to Misses Dawn Poppen, as Chester townshipto the north left halfbacks, the bread and but- secretary Miss Eleanor Harbeck, sometime on Saturday. Because of of Bentheim and Justin of OveriMr.
.ind Mrs. Tim Nyenbrink of
Franklin St., died in Municipal Barbara Kroeze and the honored had only a quarter - inch.
ter spot in the Michigan offense, also has resigned to further her the senior trip to New York, their sel; three daughters, Mrs. William
route 2, Zeeland, announce the enHospital shortly after noon Sun- guest. A buffet lunch was served
education.
Sam
Morehead,
who
has
Terry Barr and Jim Pace, all
examinations are scheduled earlier Boerman, Mrs. Stanley Broekhuis
gagement of their daughter, Thelday following several weeks ill- by the hostesses,Miss Karen Lam
missing. Also gone were tackle A1 been teaching at Taylorville,111., than usual, May 27 and 28.
and Mrs. Albert Broekhuis, all of ma Fay, to Gordon Wayne TcrpTea
Honors
Mothers
ness. He was born in Agnew June and Miss Hamelink.
Sigman, guard Dick Hill and cen- since leaving here three years The Michigan Tuberculosis Asso- Overisel;two stepsons, Henry Danstra, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gerben
28. 1884, and had lived in this area
Invited guests were the Mes- Of Pixie Blue Birds
ter Gene Snider, all playing base- ago, has signed a contract to re- ciation has given Zeeland High enberg of Holland and Herman
Terpstra, route 1, Zeeland.
all of his life. His wife, Bertha, dames Bud Ditmer and Dick
ball.
turn here as coach.
school its fifth consecutive award Darmenbergof Overisel; three
died in 1926. He at one time was Kuipers and Misses Nicaea FaraThe Pixie Blue Birds of BeechMaentz perched on the brick
for its contribution to the cause stepdaughters,Miss Dena Dannenemployed at Vyn Bros, and later bee, Pat Peters, Barbara Kroeze, wood Schools No. 1 and 2, gave a railing surrounding the playing
of combatingtuberculosis.One is- berg, Mrs. Albert Hazekamp and Cub Scout Pack Meets
Mrs. Ralph Visser
at the Dake Engine Co. He retir- Phyllis Welsh, Kay Keane, Rose- mother's tea at Beechwood School
field and watched.
sue of the "Peeper" was devoted Mrs. George Essink, all of OveriAt Lakewood School
ed in 1952 from Bastian Blessing marie Brink, Dawn Poppen on Lakewood Blvd. Monday.
The Holland end has been forc- Honored at Party
to this cause. A copy was sent to sel; a daughter-in-law,Mrs. WilCo.
and Carla De Kooyer.
The program opened with a wel- ed to the sidelinesWednesday by
the TB association.Papers from liam Scholten, and 19 grandchil- Members of Cub Pack 3049 and
Surviving is a sister, Mrs. Effie
Miss Ditmer and her fiance, come to the mothers given by a couple bruised ribs.
Mrs. Ralph Visser was honored all Michigan schools were enter- dren.
their families held a meeting at
Bliss of Holland, and several David Rodgers of Lima, Ohio, are Ronda Mills. Patty Wehrmeyer "It was my own fault. I relax- at a surprisebirthday party Thurs- ed in this contest, but Zeeland
Lakewood School last Friday evenieces and nephews.
planning a June wedding.
sang a "Blue Bird Song" and the ed on a play and shouldn’ttave," day night at the home of Mr. and again was awarded a first.
Inch
Away9
Club
Is
ning. The opening consisted of tlr
entire group sang the "Blue Bird Maentz said talking about the in- Mrs. William Kruithoff,West 21st .The devotions at Zeeland High
Wish."
jury. "In this game you just can't St.
pledge of allegiance and songs by
last Monday morning were con-' Organized in Area
Albion Netters Edge
Mn. Maggie Sietsema
gift was presented to the ducted by Rev. Cook of Protestant
Melody . Greenwood presented an relax a second."
each of the two dens.
Hope in 4-3 Match
acrobatic dance. Highlighting the
He received the injury in a big guest of honor. A two caurse lunch Reformed Church, Holland.
Succumbs at Hospital
A new club has been formed In
Awards were presented by Cubprogram was a style show with pileup when he relaxed after think- was served and a social time inthe community forewomen who master Clyde Fogg. Steven Van
Albion College’s tennis team deMrs. Maggie K. Sietsema, 74, of all Blue Bird girls dressed in ing he heard the whistle.
cluded hymn singing.
wish to lose weight. It has been Dyke received a gold arrow and a
feated Hope 4-3 Saturday after- 21 East 18th St., died Sunday morn- grownup attire and jewelry.
Maentz reportedhe is really busy Those present were Mr. and David McKellits Diet
named the "Inch Away" Club.
silver arrow on a wolf badge and
noon at the 13th St. courts.
ing at Zeeland Hospital where she
Refreshmentswere served with with football appearances as Mich- Mrs. William Kruithoff and Beth, In Fennville at 82
At an organizational meeting Jerone Simmons, a silver arrow on
Results: Singles — John Jeltes had been a patient the last 10 the sponsor, Mrs. John Koning, igan’s captain and schoolwork. But Mr. and Mrs. John Derks, Marcia,
held Friday night at the home of a bear badge.
(H) def. Dale Brubaker ,(A). 6*1, days. She had been in ill health pouring.
Barbara and Johnny, Mr. and FENNVILLE Special)
he’ll be set to go in the fall.
David Mrs. William Kooiman, the latter
Theme for April was birds .and
6-0; Phil Boersma (H) def. Bill several months and underwent Leaders* of the two groups are
Holland's Jerry Victor got into Mrs. Marvin Busscher and Cindy, (Date) McKellits, 62, died Thurs- was named presdent and Mrs. the boys showed the work they had
Johnson (A), 6-1, 6-0; Don Hines surgery in February.
Mrs.
Mulder, Mrs. the fray for about 10 plays late Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kruithof and day in the home of his daughter, Robert Kooiman was electedsecre- done in that line. There was an at(A) def. Tiger Teusink (H), 4-6,
Surviving are the husband, Hen- William Van Bragt, Mrs. Ted Van in the contest. He played strictly Cayle, of Holland, the Rev. and Mrs. Clifford McGee, route 2.
tary and treasurer.
tractivedisplay of twp trees with
6-3, 6-0; Gary Riley (A) def. Jim ry; five brothers, Hans and Jerry Oosterhout and Mrs. Russell
Other survivorsare six sons,
The club ia open to all women. bird models and nests. The boys
offense and did a good job ot hold- Mrs. James R. Breckenridge,
Remmelts (H), 2-6, 6-1, 6-3 and Dykhuis of Grand Haven. Gerrit Bennett
Luanne and Janice of Flint and Alonzo of Saugatuck, Russell of Io- Those nterested n ojining are made bird houses, feeding stations,
ing off his man on every play.
Harry Voss (H) def. Don Malton and Frank of Holland and BenjaBetty Diekema announcedthe
Victor was a member of the Mr. and Mrs. Edward yisser and nia, Clyde and Edward of Fenn- asked to call Mrs. William Kooi- trays and posters with information
(A), 6-3, 6-2.
min of Grand Rapids; a sister, numbers. Mrs. Andries Steketee, White team and the lone White Eddie of Grand Rapids. Unable ville, Claude of Grand Haven and man at 7833 Holland or Mrs. about bird life. Achievement butDoubles: Hines and Brubaker Johanna Dykhuis of Holland, and executive director, was a guest score was pushed over his hole.
to attend were the Rev. and Mrs. Lawrence of Little Rock, Ark.; Robert Kooiman at Zeeland 2204. tons Were presented.
(Z) def. Boersma and Jeltes (H), several nieces and nephews.
Each girl presented her mother or
Michiganran the T for the most Edward Van Harn and David of 19 grandchildrenand two great The next meeting is scheduled for The meeting closed with games
6-4, 5-7, 7-5 and Johnson and Riley
guest with a pin cushion she had part and did aeveral plays early Chicago and Mr. and Mrs. Clinton grandchildren; three brothers, May 24 at 7:30 p.m. at the Robert and lunch served by the committee
(A) def. Teusink and Remmelts
The state bird of South Carolina made at previous Blue Bird meet- in the second half off of tha famed Cook and family of Nacogdoches, Rollo and Roy of LaPorte, Ind., Kooiman home, 270 North Jeffer- consistingof Mrs. Ronald Thomas
(H), 6-1, 64), •
son St., Zeeland.
and Mrs. WilUa.m Small
is the Carolina Wren.
Tax.
ings.
single wing.
and Harry of Lodi, Calif.
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Kalkmon-Schuiteman Vows Spoken

the Hills Is Thrilling

Experience for Jefferson Pupils
Their classroomwas the hills—
and a more perfect spot to study
Nature couldn’t have been found
than Chief Noonday Camp In the
Cotton
Yankee Sprfhgs Recreational area.
The Ne-top-pew Camp F^e group The morning of May 7, the sixth
called a special Thursday meeting grade of Thomas Jefferson School
\
Iks
to
at the home of their leader,Mrs. loaded camping equipmentinto (he
Frank Working, to work on the bus and headed for a week at
"Cancer Drive" as part of their camp. This was the beginning of
service to the community. They
new program in the Holland
Also have been marking and pack- Public School system on camping.
aging seeds, which, with seeds
The camp served as a laboraA new building for Holland Cotfrom girls aU over the U. S., will tory for the classroom group to
be sent to Burma. Ceylon, Pakis- r.eet some first-hand study on ton Products Co. to be erected at
i
tan and the Philippines.Some of field trips, nature study and re- 462 Lincoln Ave. at a cost of $45,000 boasted applicationsfor buildthe girls had a chance to talk to creation in a setting hard to beat.
Dr. De Valois, home from India, The Michigan ConservationDe- ing permits last week to a total of
590,700 according to the records
about growing conditionsand kinds partment served as a resource
of Building Inspector Lavorne
of seeds. Tbe last meeting was agency and aided in providing
Seme in the city engineer’s ofspent designing headbands to be learning experiences.
fice.
part of the xeremonialequipment.
In addition to the valuable lesThe Chesk-cha-may Camp Fire sons learned, the students had an Plans rail for a new building92
Girls of St Francis de Sales opportunity to enjoy outdoor by 122 feet with a steel deck roof
School met with their leaden* Mrs. sports, camping, hiking, fishing of brick and cement construction.
J. Fabiano. They held a discus- and archery as well as learning M. Dyke and Sons are contractors.
This was one of 12 applications
sion concerning their Memory some crafts.
books. The girls also meet at the
A typical day included four filed last week. Others follow:
Civic Center to practice as color learning situations,art, physical
Nelson Ryzenga, 759 State St.,
bearers and ushers for the N. C. education,field trips and first aid. two-stall garage and new wood
C. W. Convention.Reported by Projectsselected
for this camp
------ ...
----sidings on house; garage dimenMrs. George Good, Chairman, and Members of MBYC" Social Committee
scribe, Catherine Weidenhamer.
period were centered around ex- sions, 20 by 24 feet at cost of
(Sentinel photo)
The O-ki-zuCamp Fire Girls met periences not obtainable in the 51,000; house improvement,5800;
Mrs. George Good, social comParticularattention is being glv- Boersma, Mrs. Egbert H. Gold, at the home of their leader,Mrs. classroom— wood carving, arch- self, contractor.
mittee chairman for Macatawa en to revitalizing the Thursday Mrs. Harold Van Tongeren,all of Walker. On April 30, they made
ery, soil conservation and other
John Dziedzee, of 276 West 29th
Bay Yacht Qub, entertainedmem- family dinners for the summer Holland, Mrs. Melville R. Bissell, flags and camp fire logs for their camp skills.
St., new garage, 12 by 20 feet,
bers of her committeeTuesday in with a new' and different theme HI, of Grand Rapids, Mrs. Good
ceremonial.They practicedthe
Chief Noonday Camp located in 5650; self, contractor.
her home.
for each.
(standing),Mrs. Richard J. Collins ceremonial. Tera O'Meara treated the Yankee Springs area is 20
Leo Boom and Bernard LemNumerous plans were made for
The complete club log for the of Holland, publicity chairman, the group. Reported by Tera, miles south of Grand Rapids and
mon, 24 North River, car wash,
the coming season, starting with season will be mailed to members
Mrs. Leonard Verdier of Grand scribe.
is one of the many camps owned 30 by 100 feet, 56.000; George De
"cleanup days” May 26 and June
The O-ki-ci-ya-piCamp Fire and operated by the MichiganDe- Fey ter. contractor.
within the next week.
Rapids, Mrs. William Jesiek, Mrs.
9. A directorsmeeting and dinner
Girls of Lakeview school held the partment of Conversation.
Harold Homkes, 401 West 21st
Mr. end Mrs. Earl Kalkman
Committee members pictured, Baker Jr., of Holland.
is scheduled June 22 and the openregular business meeting. Sharon
Pupils from ttie Thomas Jeffer- St., new house and garage, 46 by
(Prlnc# photo)
ing dinner-dance,June 23.
left to right, are Mrs. R. A. Kenneth Campbell and Mrs. Hollis
Van Noord proved that you need son School attending camp were 26 feet and 20 by 20 feet, frame The marriage of Miss Phyllis of turquoise embroidered crystamore than sand to grow plants in. Judy Thomas. Judy Baker, Kay construction,512,000 and 51,000; Joyce Schuiteman. daughter of Mr. lette. It featured an empire boAfter the meeting the treat was Borlace, Nancy Van Slooten, Jim self, contractor.
and Mrs. Albert Schuiteman, route dice, scoop neckline and back bow
served. They played cards and lis- Grossman, Dave Fagerstrom,EdHarry Alderink, 325 West 31st 2, Zeeland, and Earl Kalkman, son trim. The full skirt fell over matchState Police
tened to records.-Sharon treated die Bosch, Warne Smith, Ricky St., new house and garage, 54 by of Mr. and Mrs. Neil Kalkman, ing petticoats.The short sleeves
the group and the meeting was Dunn, Jeanne Frissel,Judy Van 30 feet and 16 by 24 feet, frame Lakewood Blvd., was solemnized were complementedby short white
also held at her home. Reported •Liere, Joan Haworth,Don Jacobs, construction,59,250 and 5750; self, April 25 at First Reformed Church gloves.
by scribe, Linda Davis.
Bill Klungle, camp bugler, Mike contractor.
in Zeeland.
F o 1 o w 1 n g the ceremony the
The Wa-lu-ta Camp Fire group Westerhof, Blair Bontekoe, Karla Klaasen Printing Co., 136 East
Attendants at the double ring bridal party greeted about 115
Officers of the Holland leprosy the relationshipDr. Stauffacher Ls
went through two prefabricated Otting/ Carol Ann Underhill,Gin- Eighth St., enclosure lor furnace, rites performed by the Rev. John guests at a reception at American
CommandingOfficer Sgt. Milton houses. They studied the construc- ny Veeder, Sharon Gumser, Mitzi 550; Ray Siam, contractor.
Federation announced today that relinquishing.It will also in all
den Ouden were Mrs. Audrey Legion club house.
Dr. C. J. Stauffacher,who repre- probabilitybe the last appearance Swingle of the Grand Haven State tion of the homes. They then went Van Langevelde, Nellie Vender 'Dan Van Dyke, 739 Maple Ave.,
Emelander, ns matron of honor;
For her daughter’swedding Mrs.
sented the local Federationfor of Dr. Stauffacher before the local Police post reminded young men on a conductedtour by A! Wal lest, Rusty Wilkenson and^Dick now house and parage, 34 by 32
and Chester Kalkman, the groom's Schuiteman wore a navy blue dress
over 32 years in the administration Federation. After a year of fur- today that midnight, May 30, is ters through the Cook Lumber Leggett.
feet and 20 by 22 feet, frame con- brother, ns best man.
with white accessories. The groom’s
of the Teles Leprosy Colony at lough in the States and in Sweden, the deadline for filing applica- Company. They took their lunch
Accompanying the studentswere struction, 58.200 and $8l;0; self, The bride wore a waltz - length mother wore a steel blue dress’
tions
for
the
next
State
Police
Inhambane, Portuguese East Dr. and Mrs. Stauffacher expect
to Kollen Park and studied their faculty members Donald Rohlck, contractor.
gown of nylon tulle and Alencon with light blue accessories.
Africa, will be in Holland June 1 to return to Africa permanentlyto officerstraining school.
Holland Q>-op, 88 - 90 East lace over taffeta. It was styled with » Wedding music at the reception
geographic quiz for their birthday David Scobie and Anita Samonti
Recruits are being sought to fill
to make his final report to the or- retire, to be near two married
dinner which may be May 11. They and student teacher Diane Vicha Seventh St., hydraulic hoist and a fitted bodice and a portrait neck- was played by John Swieringa.
168 new positions authorized at the
ganization.
daughters.
pit, 52.500; Russ I^amar, contrac- line, appliqued with Alencon lace,
had gum for a treat. Reported by from Hope College.
The bride, who is employed at
Dr. and Mrs. Stauffacher recentMrs. Peter Slenk, president of 1956 session of the state legisla- scribe, Carol Kraai.
tor.
and short sleeves. Layers of bil- Haan's Drug Store, is a graduate
ly arrived in the United States on the Holland Federation, said that ture.
Nies Hardware Co.. 43 East lowing tulle over taffeta formed
The 16th meeting of the Ot-yoof Zeeland High School. The groom
To be eligible a man must be be- kwa Camp Fire group was held at Probation Revoked
furlough from Africa after round- the Federation Board will complete
Eighth St., remove sky light and the Ixjuffant skirt. Short white
is employed by the Neil and A1
GRAND HAVEN (Special) fill in room. 5200; A.R. De Weerd
ing out 43 years of missionary ser- plans for the June 1 meeting short- tween 21 and 29 years of age, inthe home of Mary Veen. They electgloves complementedthe short Construction Co.
Tim
Smith,
20.
Holland,
was
clusive,
not
less
than
five
feet,
vice. They are now visiting rela- ly and detailsof time and place
and son, contractors.
ed officers as follows: President,
sleeves. She carried an orchid
The couple is now at home at
nine inches in height, in good Diane Riemersma; vice presi- brought into Circuit Court as a
tives in Sioux City, Iowa, after will be announced later.
Andrew Smeenge, 357 West 22nd
21 Colonial St., Zeeland. For an
parole violator Friday afternoon, St., remodel kitchen cupboards and with a white Bible.
having attended the General Conhealth and of good character. He
dent, Karla de Kraker; secretary,
Carrying a colonial bouquet of eastern honeymoon the bride wore
ference of the Methodist Church in
can be either married or single. Mary Veen; treasurer,Lynn Nel- and he was sentenced to serve 30 change window, 51.000; self, conyellow pompons, the maid of honor a light gray fitted suit with black
Three
Others
Declared
days in the county jail. He was tractor.
Minneapolis.They expect to spend
Applicants should go to the nearson; scribe, Adel Von Ins. Tbey
was attired in a ballerina gown accessories.
placed on probation Dec. 22. 1954,
several weeks in the vicinity as
Psychopaths at Hearings est state police post or talk to any played ryythm. She served lemon- for two years on a nighttime break- Marinus Harthorn. 160 East 27th
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - state police officer. They also may ade, cookies and potato chips. Re- ing and entering charge. On Oct. St., finish upstairs,51,500; Vander
H. Moeke of Zeeland.
write to the State Civil Service
Bie Brothers,contractors.
ported by scribe,Adel Von Ins.
Grand Haven Man Dies
Three
more persons were declared
VFW Auxiliary Has
24, 1955, he appearedfor violating
It was also announced that Dr.
Commission or the Michigan State
The
I-yo-pta Camp Fire group
criminal sexual psychopathic perhis probation and the matter was
Robert L. Simpson of Bluffton,
Police in Lansing.
At
Home
of
Daughter
Regular Meeting
of Maplewood School met at the postponed. He was haled into Woman Driver Admits
sons at Circuit Court hearings
Ind., who was appointed to succeed
' Recruits begin earning a good
home of Judy Morris for their court Friday after he completed a
Thursday and Friday and all will
Dr. Stauffacher in Africa after
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
salary right from the time they
A regular meeting of the VeterPart in Bridge Crash
meeting April 23. They .made arbe committed to the State Departseven - day sentence imposed
further training, will also be in
enter training school and increases
Henry Moll, Sr., 89, died at 2 a.m. ans of Foreign Wars Auxiliary
by
ment of Mental Health to J)e conrangements for a day hike. They Municipal Judge Cornelius vander
Holland on June 1 with his wifi
follow regularly thereafter,with a
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - Friday at the home of a daughter, wa* held Thursday evening at the
also settled business matters. At
fined and treated in an appropriate
and child and will be presented to
high in the trooper rank alone of
After exhaustive investigation, city
state institution until they are fultheir meeting of April 30, they
°n
“ Char8e ^
Mrs. George McCarthy on Mer- VFW club house.
__
____ excessive speed.
the Holland Federationfrom the
55,800 a year,” Swingle said. "In at the home of Ann
police Friday charged a Nunica
Pardue. They
same platform.Dr. and Mrs. Simp- ly recovered or otherwise dis- addition troopers receive 5900 a
woman with leaving the scene of cury Dr., in Grand Haven. He had Plans were announcedfor an 8th
took a two - mile hike through
son are now in Hartford, Conn., at charged in a proper legal proceed- year in subsistence pay. longevity
by
Karla
Otting.
The
group
gave
a property damage accident dat- been ill for three weeks.
district rally to be held in Grand
Graafschaap.Anna Treated them
ing.
the Kennedy School of Missions and
pay, their uniforms, paid vacations with a lunch for the hike. The a TV skit called "The Hit Par- ing back to Aoril 24 in which a
He was born In Tonawanda, Haven, May 19. Supper will be
Robert R. Wasker, 36, route 1. and sick leave.
after completing their work there
girl* also planned a tea for the ade”. Reported by scribe, Judy motorist disregarded the siren at N.Y., son of Mr. and Mrs. Ber- served preceding the 8 p.m. meetrrulI,uuuns
this month, will sail for Portugal Hudsonville. was found guilty
"Promotions
carry su05uunlal
substantial
Baker.
the swing bridge, went through a nard Moll on April 8, 1867. He was
mothers. An entertainment period
later in the summer where they
The Tami Camp Fire group met barricade and struck a guard rail. n cooper by trade and in the olden ing. Local women planning to atfor the tea was planned. Reportwill take language study and specn,,,. n m rr
^ years of service an officer is ed by scribe. Judy Morris.
at the home of their leader, Mrs.
Mrs. Bertha De Weerdt, of 13- days worked at the Boyden Shingle tend will meet at the VFW club
ialized, intensivetraining in tropiK.S
WaS eli8‘ble for a pension ol half his The Tami Camp Fire group held Fred Kobes. They worked on their 625 State Rd., Nunica, admitted to Mill and later at the Eagle Ot- house at 4 p.m.
cal medicine. It is expected they tZ"d.^,.^UrS?a.y^aftern.00n
pay which goes to his widow in their meeting at the home of Mrs. memory books, then they walked officersFriday that she was the tawa Leather G)., retiring about
will arrve in Portuguese East after a jury deliberated20 minutes event of his death. She also reover to the city greenhouse. They guilty person but said she was 20 years ago. He was a great Refreshment were served. Next
Ralph Meeuwsen, 39, route 1, ceives the pension should ne die Fred Kobe*. At a short business
regular meeting will- be held
Africa, also known as Mozambique,
meeting the girls discussed their .saw many interesting things includ- unaware it was necessaryto re- lover of flowers and made his May 24.
in mid-1957 to take up the medical Holland, was found guilty at a because of a duty incurred illness
ing
a
coffee
tree,
orange,
lemon,
port
such
an
accident.
home
at
1232
Franklin
St.
He
was
books, after which they
work at Inhambane, currently non-jury hearing before Circuit or accident before he completes Memory
The impact caused enough dam- a member of St. John's Lutheran
worked on their Mother's Day lime, banana trees and the Touchwithout a medical officer in charge Judge Raymond L. Smith Thurs- his 25 years.”
gifts. Darlene Kobe* gave her Me-Not plant. After visiting the age so that the bridge could not Church. He married Anna Retzlafs Divorce Granted
day
afternoon.
Earlier
Thursday,
since Dr. Stauffachers retirement
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - A
birthday treat. At the next meeting greenhousethe girls went to the operate mechanically. The bridge of West Olive there June 15, 1893.
Roy Green, 49, Holland, was found
on Jan. 1.
divorce dfccree was granted in
held at the home of Mrs. Kobes, home of Nelva Dams where they tender obtained the letter* and Mrs. Moll died April 18 1949 .
. Interest in the June 1 meeting Ls guilty at a non-juryhearing.
Surviving are two daughters, Ottawa Circuit Court Friday to
they discussed plons to go to the made May baskets for their school last two numbers of the license
ProsecutorJames W. Bussard Students
heightened by the fact that Dr.
teachers and for the children who plate on the HMl vehicle. New lists Mrs. McCarthy and Mrs. Paul Marie Stastny from Ladimir J.
Camp
Fire
office
to
pass
their
Stauffacher,now 78, and his young had petitioned the court for psychoTrail Seekers Rank and May Day attend Prestatie Huis. Mrs. Dams received the last few days plus Wuennecke of Grand Haven; four Stastny, both of Holland. There are
successor will meet here for the pathic hearings in these four cases,
Plans. Beverly Hill treated. Bev- served the girls brownies and ice the fact that the woman had had sons, Edward, Harold and Henry, no children and she was restored
first time. It will be Dr. Simpson's as well as eight others which will
cream. Reported by scribe, Bever- the car repaired in the meantime Jr., of Grand Haven and Arthur her former name of Marie Arerly, scribe.
first appearancehere, to take up be processed later.
led to the arrest.
of Spring Lake.
nold.
The Ha-lu-ha-weeCamp Fire ly Hill.
group
met
at
Lincoln
School
and
Rotary club members were entertained at their luncheon Thurs- worked on their Memory books.
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Leprosy Colony Director
To Be in Holland June 1

Seek Recruits
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Present

Rotary Program

Miss Beekmon

Wed

.

to

James Tyink

Don Lee and Joseph Su from
China demonstratedthe origin of
Chinese characters from symbols
that now form the basis of writ-

M

ten Chinese.
Three students from the Netherlands. Miss Hetty Vos. John Drost
and John Van Essen sang a song
that is a favorite of Dutch sailors
and also the National Anthem of
the Netherlands. They were accompanied by Miss Ruth Voss.
Slivo Barkho entertained with
Syrian hymns and National songs
and Suphan Sotthitada traced the
development of diplomatic relations between Thialand and the
United States.
The students were introduced by
fDr. Irwin J. Lubbers and at the
close of the program Dr. Lubbers
thanked Rotary on behalf of Hope
College for the part it has played
in the advancementof internation-

m

m

day at the Warm Friend Tavern Reported by Joanne Breuker,
scribe.
by a group of InternationalstuThe Wahanka Camp Fire group
dents from Hope College who have
been their guests through the win- went to the Camp Fire office on
April 30. The Committeeof Awards
ter months.
Acting as master of ceremonies, looked over every girl'* requireKi Bum Han of Korea, began the ments. Mrs. Joe Fabiano checked
program by relating Korean leg- their books. Rosalie De Graff,
ends that have come down through Sharon Nickel, Cheryl Wabeke,
and Lynda Wiersma passed the
the ages.

M

al relations.

Mr. and Mrs. James Tyink,

Jr.

Myra Louise Beekman,

Woman

—

i

W
r

V

j
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Mmi
MSI
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so a busy

I
|

1

J
mn
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Trail Seeker* rank. Rita Harthorn,

Patsy Haynes, Karen Homkes,
Gale Kowalke,Patty Kuiper, Carol
Lound, Sharon Nickel, Joyce Timmer and Lynda Wiersma passed

the Woodgatherers rank. Sharon
Nickel treated with cookies. Reported by scribe,Carol Lound.
On April 30, the Wa-ci-pi^wah-ca
Camp Fire group met at Bonnie

r*W\

Van

Dyke’s Home. They made
favors for May Day and then took
them to Resthaven. The girls had
a treat of popcorn and pretzels.
Reported by scribe,Barbara Baker.

On May 3, the Hi-wa-u-piCamp
Fire group from Longfellow School
was driven by Mrs. R. Brondyke
and Mrs. J. Plewes to Carfip Kiwanis to clean it up. They dusted
furniture,raked leaves and twigs,
swept and washed windows. When
the work was finished(which was
done to fulfillrequirement No. 7
for the Woodgatherers Rank). They
had s’mores for desert. After supper a short hike was taken.
The Tami-ka-ta Camp Fire group
met at Longfellow School to practice their council fire and talent
show. They will be awarded their
beads at the' council fire. Reported by Shirley Johnson, scribe.
The Tawanka Camp Fire group
of Beechwood School had a program on May 7 at 7 p.m. at the
school Free cookies and punch
were served.
The Tan-wa-kata Camp Fire
group of Jefferson School held
their meeting at the school They
planned a potluck supper for their
parents. Blair Bontekoe, Karla Otting and Ginny Veeder are making
centerpieces for die table. Mitzi

(Bulford photo)
restaurant was the scene of the Former Local
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond reception for 50 guests.Serving as
Diet in Fennville
Beekman, 230 West 19th St., and master and mistress of ceremonJames Tyink, Jr., son of Mr. and ies were Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Ty- FENNVILLE (Special)
Mrs.
Mrs. James Tyink, Sr., route 1, ink. Mr. and Mrs. Jason Abels Bertha Wolters, 79, died Thurswere married in double ring rites served punch and Mr. and Mrs. day at the home of her daughter,
May 4 in the Fourth Reformed Roger Beekman arranged the Mrs. Marvin Hutchinson, in FennChurch parsonage. The R£v. John gifts.
ville.
Nieuwsma performed the cere- For her daughter’swedding Mrs. Surviving are four sons, Willis
mony. Attending were the bride’s Beekman wore a navy blue dress
of Holland, George and Marvin of
lister, Miss Elaine Beekman, and with pink accessoriesand the
Fennville,John of the U.S. Navy;
Delbert Tyink, brother of the groom’s mother, Mrs. Tyink, was three daughters, Mrs. Miles Nu.groom.
attired in light blue with navy
gent of Niles, Mrs. Ernest Engman
The bride chose a gown of white accessories. Both had red rose of Lombard, 111., and Mbs. Hutchlace and net over satin, featuring corsages.
inson; 12 grandchildren and five
long sleeves, high neckline, tiny
For a wedding trip to Florida sisters, Mrs. Frank Harkman and
buttons down the back and a full the bride wore a gray dress with
Mrs. George Daniels of Cleveland,
skirt. She wore a shoulder-length aqua duster and white accessories
Ohio, Mrs. Rose Woodward of Coveil and carried a bouquet of and a corsage of red roses.
loma, Miss Marie • Schwartz and
white and red ilcei.
The- bride, who has been em- Mrs. John Whalen of Chicago; a Langevelde,Judy Thomas, Judy
The bridesmaid’s gown was ployed by Holland Hosiptal, is a brother,John Schwartz of Washing- Van Liere and Judy Baker are to
fashioned of light yellow net over graduateof Holland High School. ton, D.C.
make place cards. The Jreat was
taffeta with a stole. She carried The groom is employed at HarThe body was taken to Chappell given b]f Judy Thomas. The potyellow carnations and white baby rington Plumbing. The couple will
Mrs. Wolters formerly lived in luck for the mothers and fathers
mums.
make their home at 435tt Central Holland and was a member of was given.
ate, they
given. Auer
After mey
they ate,,
The dining room at Cumerford'sAve. v
Hope Church.
played a game. The prize wai

Miss

i;

wU

mey
won

m
$
B
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ON MOTHERS DAY
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families

Mother of the Year

is Mrs. Daniel Clark, of

easily acceptable. .Mrs. Clark will find time this afternoonto

The Sentinel'snominationfor Holland's
213 West 10th St.,
pictured above with her 11 children.A happier household you will
never find, and Mrs. Clark is one of those energetic mothers who
always seems to find time for everything. The oldest in a family
of eight children,she says she was advised wisely by her mother
several years ago to "make and find connections and interests
outside of your home, and keep them." She highly endorses that
advice, adding that busy mothers often must "let little things
fl°" without worrying about them, because one thing is certain

the work

will

—

wait for you! The Clarks are b(^h used to big

he's the oldest of 11 children

home

is

her mother in Lansing. Sunday, the whole family will visit
Mr. Clark's family at their large home near South Haven. Tho
Clark children, all handsome, enthusiastic"and cooperative/* no
doubt have their own secretsabout Mother's Day Sunday. In the
picture are, standing at left, Elsabeth, age 12, and seated, left
to right, Joanna, 11, holding baby Michael, six months; Margaret^
6;Mary Ellen, 14; Kristin,9; Irene, 4; Mrs. Clark; Lisa, 2Vi;
John, I’/i; Link, 8, and Danny, 5.

visit

A

(Sentinel [' M
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Sunday School

Christian

Lesson

Endeavor

Sunday, May 20
The Church in Antioch

Sunday, May 20

Ha

Acts 11:19-30

By C. P. Dame

Tka Hume ef tke
Holland City Newa

Churches

of Christ in the

US A. and used by permission.)
The early church took one forward step after another. We have

•

mm

I.

martyrdom of Stephen

was

fol-

W. A. BUTLER. Editor and Publisher lowed by a persecution which scattered Christians. Some of them
"traveled as far as Phenice, and
Cyprus, and Antioch, preaching the
word to none but unto the Jews
only." The names of these men are
obtained by advertiser and returned not given. Their action showed
by him in time for corrections with that they had enthusiasm and faith
such errors or correctionsnoted
plainly thereon; and In such ease If and the conviction that they were
any error so noted Is not corrected witnesses.
publishersliability shall not exceed
In Acts two cities named Antioch
such a proportion of the entire space
occupied by the error bears to the are mentioned. The one in this
whole space occupiedby such adver- story wras located in Syria and the
tisement.
other one was inland in Asia
Minor. Antioch in Syria was the
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One year. 83.00: six months, 12.00; third largest city in the worldthree months. 81.00 single copy. 10c.
Subscriptions payable In advance and only Rome and Alexandria were
will be promptly discontinuedIf not larger. The first Christiansto
renewed.
Subscriberswill confer a favor by reach this city preached the gospel
any irregularity to the Jews only but “some of
reporting.
or Phona 3191.
In delivery.
Cyprus and Cyrene. which, when
they were come to Antioch, spake
unto the Grecians, preachingthe
BANNING INFORMATION
Out in Bossier county, Louisiana, Lord Jesus” and they got results
the school borad has banned three for "a great number believed,and
nationalmagazines. Time. Life turned unto the Lord.” In the
and Look. The reason: The charge wicked city of Antioch Gentiles
that those publications waged a were won to Christ And they were
“systematic campaign to prejudice won by daring laymen.

n. Consecrated work gets rethe American people against the
South by presenting in their col- sults. News travels—even in those
umns distortedviews of the insti- slow days news travelled. The
tution of segregation of races in church in Jerusalem heard about
the conversion of some Gentiles in
our schools.”
In other words, like many other Antioch. The church authorities
publicationsin the North and also sent Barnabas to Antioch to invesquite a few in the South, those tigate the work. He was a commitmagazines are against segrega- tee of one and had no instructions.
tion and are supportersof the Barnabas saw what was happenSupreme Court ban. The Bossier ing and grasped the new opportuncounty school board is for segre- ity. When he contacted the new
gation.Hence, the magazines must converts he “exhortedthem all,
be wrong, because the school that with purpose of heart they
board can't imagine itself being should cleave unto the Lord.” New
converts need stickingpower.
wrong.
That is about the line of reason- Barnabas was splendidly fitted
ing usually followed by those who for the work. Some men do poor
try to impose censorship of one work in one locality and fine work
kind or another on the mediums in another place. Two facts are
ct information.And don't imagine told us about Barnabas—he was a
that this kind of thing is confined good man, and full of the Holy
to a single parochialLouisiana Ghost" The wxird good really
community; on other issues than means “capable"or “competent".
race question it is about as com- Sometimes a capable man in the

search should be done. Ask your
librarian to recommend a good
background book on Indian Americans. Study this. Then ask your
pastor for Information on the work
your church supports among the
Indian Americans.
Using the information gained
from tills study mark on s map
of the United States the areas
where most of the Indian people
are . presentlylocated. On state

Sis!
mm

it

noted some in our past lessons and
Pubiuned avery Thura*
Jlay by The Sentinel in this lesson we will study anoth"prfntlne Co. Office M-M er forward step which changed the
Weal Eighth Street. Holattitude of the early church. In
.and. Michigan.
Entered at second clan matter at this lesson we are told how many
the poet office at Holland Mich, Gentiles became Christian?.
under the Act of Congreia March 3.
Laymen can be daring. The
1879.

Gaapal aid ladlaa Americans

m

maps mark
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.
visited Nelis Tulip

DOMING!

These five Klompen Dancers

Farm Tuesday afternoon

j

^

11

m

m

B«

the locations

of

the

in its history here Tuesday after-

noon and the highest mark of the
season with a 93-38 dual meet win
over

Alma

College.

Paul Wiegerinkagdin paced the
locals with three firsts and a third.

Wiegerinkscored wins in the 100yard dash. 120-yard high hurdles
and the 220-yard low hurdles.
Herb Widmer, distance star, took
a first in the mile and tied for
first in the twp mile with teammate Lowell Bennink. John De
Vries won first in the broad jump
and tied with Blaine Timmer of
Hope in the pole vault and won

work your church is supporting
imong the Indian people. Post
these maps in the front of the
room with a cross cut out of red
paper above them or in the midst the javelin.
The meet was the last tune up
of them.
Many C. E.’s and churches have for the big conference meet schedpeople who have visited Indian uled Saturday at Kalamazoo Col-

Jr,

THE TULIPS ARE

With Record Score

By Kayaaead E. Weita
To tht leader: To be prepared
Hope College's track team ran
for this topic this week some re- up one of the highest point totals

\

tian Education, National Council of

HopeThfliclads

Run Over Alma

Scripture: John 4:39 and Aeti 1:8

(Based on copyrightedoutlines
producedby the Division of Christhe

-

Mp.

m*

good Hollandersmight

plentifulas the

Skill

to see for themselves

there are tulips to provide color and gaiety for the festival. Tht

graders who are "first-year"dancers,
are, left to right, Joan Ten Cate; Diane Roser, Charlotte Butler,
Sally Van Dyck and Sharon Van Eerden.
Klompen

Tulip Festival today. Cold, wet weather throughout a dismal
springtime held up the hardy flowers,but a weekend of sunshine
popped many of the blossoms.And although they aren't as

10.2.

wish for their visitors,

that there really are tulips in bloom for the opening of the 1956

The Lord told His disciplesto go
preach to them (Acts 1:8) and
showed His disciplesthat they
were to hear the Gospel and believe on Him (John 4:27-30, 39-42:
Acts 8:W, 14-17). Jesus has told
us that we should begin to witness
right where we are and then go to
those next to us with the Gospel.
The Indian Americans are surely
among those next to us for there

Girls, all ninth

(Sentinel photo)

Hope Musicians to Give

Teachers Stage

FennviUeNine

mission stationsand churches dur- lege’s Angell Field.
Dave Spaan, crack 440-man. fining their vacations.Be sure to ask
these people to take part in the ished second in his specialtyand
meeting. Have them bring, any reported a pulled muscle.
Results in order of finish:
pictures they may have and give
Mile— Widmer (H), Bennink (Hi.
a brief report on what they saw
and found out while there. Usual- Marotka (A). Time 4:39.
440-yard dash — Holowasko (A).
ly such persons will have a real
Spaan (H). Harper (A). Time 52.6.
burden for these people. '
100-yard dash — Wiegerink (Hi,
Outline for the Leader’s Talk:
Introduction:Refer to the maps Bylenga (H), Jacobsen (A). Time
and the information contained on
them. TTien refer to the Scripture 120-yard high hurdles— Wiegerink
passages. Tell how the Samaritans (H). Black (A), Ludtke (A). Time
were the people in the next country 16.0.
880-yard run — Den Uyl (H).
to the Jews, but that the Jews did
not like them on religious grounds. Menning (H), Leaske (H). Time
'

2:11.4.

220-yard dash — Holowasko (A),
Bylenga (H), Spaan (Hi. Time
24.0.

2-Mile — Widmer (H) and Bennink (H). tied. Moratka (A). Time
11:06.7.

220-yard low hurdles— Wiegerink
(H). Ludtke (A), Hilmert (H).

Time

25.8.

Mile relay— Hope (Menning. Den
are Indian settlements here in the Uyl, Leaske, Spaan) Time 3:47.4.
Pole vault— De Vries (H) and
state of Michigan.
1. Hie Gospel Came Early to the Timmer (H), tied, Ziegler (A'.
The annual spring banquet of the
Height 9’6”.
Indian Americans.
In cooperationwith Holland
South Ottawa Teachers Club was
Javelin— De Vries (H). Gleason
FENN VILLE (Special) - FennGodly settlers of this land were
Tulip Time, Inc., the Hope College
held Thursday evening at the Hub
Neal Wiersema, 66, ville High’s baseballteam won the restaurant in Zeeland. Invocation concernedthat the Indians should (A), Timmer (H). Distance 149’10".
Music Department will present a
Shot put— Ter Molen (H). GleaAl-Van League championshiphere
know of Christ. They sent men to
concert in Hope Memorial Chapel
was by Donald Jansma.
Dies at Holland Hospital
toke the Word to them. • David son (A), Hilmert (H). Distance
Monday afternoon with a 10-0
Sunday at 3:30 p.m. The concert
Teachers of New Groningen Brainard was one of the pioneer 40'7‘i".
trouncing of Lawton.
will combine the college Orchestra
Mrs. Neal Wiersema. 66. of 371
School were in qharge of the proHigh jump — Hilmert (H',
Both
teams
had
5-0
league
recmissionaries to these people. In
and Symphonette,both under College Ave., died at Holland Hosgram which included two vocal se- the Colonial period several Indians
ords going into the contest.FenhMenning (H>, Weersing (Hi, all
directionof Dr. Morrette Rider.
pital early Monday after being a
lections. “American Lullaby” and
had already become ministers.
ville now has a 7-1 season's mark
tied for first. Height 5’.
Anthony Kooiker and Jantina patient since March 8. Mrs. Wierse"When I Have Sung My Songs to 2. White Men Force the Indians
with the lone loss being a 1-0 deDiscus— Gleason (A). Ter Molen
Holleman of the Hope piano ma was born in Holland Township
You." by Mrs. Paul Van Dort. A from Their Land.
feat to Holland Christian.
(H). Kormotny (A). Distanc*
faculty will appear as soloists.
and has lived in this community
trio. Ruth Mulder. Sharon Review the history found in your
The Blackhawksjumped on Law129'6”.
The program will include a por- all her life. She was a member
Riemersma and Marsha Van Den
ton pitcher Bud lawman for two
background reading. This did not
Broad jump- De Vries (H) and
Berg, students at New Groningen
tion of the Water Music of Handel, of Third Reformed Church where
help the Christians to preach the Gray (A), tied, Wiegerink (H).
runs in the fourth, four
the
School, sang "Tell Me Why” and
mon in the North as in the South. church does not get results because "Last Spring’ by Grieg and the she had been active in the Women's fifth and four in the sixth.
Gospel to these people.
Distance 18’11".
Now it is possible or at least there is somethinglacking — the "Concert Piece” for piano and Guild and the Adult Bible Class. Warren Stehle led the Fennville "Whispering."
Review some of the c u r re nt
spiritual
note.
Barnabas
had
the
A humorous skit entitled “Living
orchestra by von Weber with Mr. She was also a member of the
arguable that the three magazines
problems of the Indians which reattack with three out of four and
In question are actually waging a spiritual emphasisfor he was “full Kooiker as soloist.
Woman's Literary Club and ac- Jack Barnes followed with two for Statues” was presented. Nelson sult from the areas where they
of
the
Holy
Ghost."
Christians
“campaign of prejudice”; there it
The second portion will include tive on the Hospital Committee. three and Doug Allan had two for Stegeman acted as master of cere- have been forced to live. Might
no reason to suppose that the were , won in Antioch.
George Frederick McKays sym- Surviving are the husband;three four. Barnes and Stehle each monies. Others participatingwere not these conditions make some
and phony ’Miniature" and a tone sons, Kenneth N.. of East Lansing,
Mrs. Marie Bosman, Mrs. Shirley
Louisianaschool board members The work
resentfulto the white man and the
slammed doubles for the game's
De Braal, Mrs. Alice Jansma, Mrs.
are not entirely sincere in their Barnabas felt the need of a help- poem entitled“Tara" by Holly- Judson H.. of Detroit and Leon C. extra base hits.
God
he professes?
er. He thought of Saul of Tarsus
by Willi* S. Bom,
of Chicago; five grandchildren:
Annetta Jacobs and Mrs. Dorothy
I point o! view.
wood composerMax Steiner.
3. Christian white men and IndL o o m a n struck out 10 Blackand
he
went
to
that
city
and
per4-H Club Agent
But that is beside the question.
Final portion will feature the two sisters. Mrs. Bert Van Vulpen hawks and Denny Morse. Fennville Van Dort.
ians unite to help the Indians find
Mrs
Paul Miller, head of extension
Herbert Maatman, president,
The people’s right to know is not suaded him to go along with him ’Carnival of the Animals" by St. of
hurler,
fanned
four.
Looman
walkChrist
Today.
conduct*:; the business meeting.
in Michigan, addressed the Annual
at all the real tiling if they don't to Antioch. For a whole year Bar- Saens for two pianos and orches- Otto Lenning of Grand Rapids; ed two and Morse one.
a. They use various methods to
have the right to learn the points nabas and Saul worked together in tra. The composition was written three grothers.Harry A. and Ivan, Morse held Lawton to four hits Officers elected for the coming show the love of Christ and to tell Club Agents Conferenceheld at
of those who disagree with them Antioch and they taught much by St. Saens to be played at a C. Brummel of Detroit and James. while the winners collected eight year are Albert Luurtsema, presi- that He loved them and died for Higgens Lake, May 7 lo 11.
dent; Olin Walker, vice president;
Dr. Miller, in referring to 4-H
and with their leaders. Even lies people. The early church believed surprise party given for a music- J. Brummel of Ncrthville.
safeties. Lawton errored seven
them. Relate the various methods
Ivan Compagner, treasurer; Mrs.
Club work, mentioned that Michcannot be met permanently by in teaching. Many Christiansknow ian friend and is made up of a
times
and
Fennville
once.
used,
as,
schools,
community
centoo little to be effectiveworkers.
Emeline Elenbaas, secretary, and
igan is growing and an increase in
suppressing them; the only thing
series of huhiorousmusical porLine score:
ters, medical care, Bible translaIE. The early Christians were
Miss Dorothy Evers, assistantsecthe members of the Cooperative
that can effectively meet falsehood
traits of animals, including the
E
tion
and
literacy
work
as
well
as
concerned. In Antioch the Chrisretary.
Extensionstaff is inevitable. We
is truth. And those who wish to supelephant, kangaroos, turtles, the
Lawton
......
000
000
0
7
direct
evangelistic
work.
tians were told about the coming of
are living in a changing world,
press any information,either true
aquarium, lion, chickens, swan,
Fennville .... 000 244 x 10
1
b. They endeavor together to
state, and community and our proor false, are out of tune with the a famine. They heard that the insects, the donkey and others.
Batteries:
Ixwman
and
Wickett;
overcome
the
handicaps.
Christians in Jersualem were in
spirit of America.
The orchestra score includes imiD. Morse and M. Morse.
Some are as follows:Liquor and gram must meet the challenge of
This battle is being fought on need of help and therefore“the tations of sounds made by the
a
dope weed called peyote, the the times.
Basically, our job is agriculture.
many fronts. Out in Californiathe disciples, every man according to animals or describes their
taking
of which has taken on rehis ability, determined to send reA “kickers’ handicap” will tee
Fined for
other day a judge barred reporcharacteristicsthrough music.
ligious significance;Lack of lea- This provides the most for oUr
lief unto the brethren which dwelt
off the Friday evening Business
ters from his courtroom because
The public is invitedto the condership and equipment among a work. We in Extension are one of
in Judea" and they sent it "to the
Men's League of the Saugatuck Leaving Accident
in his judgment the testimony in
cert without charge.
scattered people; Indian customs the major educational enterprises
elders by the hands of Barnabas
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Golf Club as the first event of the
the trial was not such that the
today. These were some of the
and
native pagan religions.
GRAND
(Special)
and Saul.” Ever since that day
1956 season. Complete plans for Mrs. Bertha De Weerdt. route 1,
public should hear it. Three Cali
many
remarks expressed.
Conclusion:
Jesus
words
clearly
inChristianshave been sending food,
the summer were made at a meet- Nunica. paid S30 fine and $5.10 Holland High’s tennis team chalked
Sorority Chapter Holds
fornia newspapers issued a legal
clude "Ye shall be witnesses unto
up
its
42nd
straight
dual
match
clothing,materials of all kinds
ing Friday with players’ repre- costs in Grand Haven Municipal
protest against the ban. Whatever
Me among the Indian Americans." They are the main cogs in this
and money to needy people. The Last Meeting of Season
sentatives of the league attend- Court Tuesday afternoon on the victory here Monday afternoon
the characterof the testimony,
huge chain. Members who do the
Who will go?
Church World Service is helping
ing.
charge
of leaving the scene of a with a 5-2 win over Grand Haven.
this judge was in the same boat
club work are better citizensfor
The
Eta
Gamma
Chapter
of
Beta
Coach
Joe
Moran's
team
won
the
many people today. The gospel
Dr. Ed Nieusma and Bill Hensley property accident.
with the Louisianaschool board
having learned by doing. Leaders
creates concern in the hearts of Sigma Phi held its last cultural of Saugatuck.Lawrence Sandahl
The charge was the result of an first three singles with ease but Mn. B. Van De Poel
members.
are the guiding light to the memmeeting of the season at the home and Verne Hohl of Holland and accident April 24 when her car had trouble in the rest of the
people.
Neither a school board nor a
bers and the backboneof the club
1. Persecution sometimes makes of Mrs. Bob Van Dyke Monday Pro Jim Unwin, presiding, ar- struck a gate on the large swing matche:. MarshallElzinga came Succumbi at Afe 74
Judge has a right to abridge the
work. In Ottawa County, we reevening. Mrs. Howard Poll presid- ranged the schedules.
the church to thrive.
bridge
and
the
driver
failed to through in a hard fought No. 4
freedom of the public to hear the
spect them for their uwk and cerMrs.
Anna
Van
De
Poel.
74,
wife
ed
at
the
business
meeting.
singles
win
and
c
1
i
n
c
h
e
d
the
2. Laymen can do a great work
Games and tournamentcommit- stop. Considerablechecking was
facts, even if those facta are all
of Bert Van De Poel, 17 East 16th tainly appreciate their cooperation
Mrs. Hugh Overholt and Mrs. tees appointed at the meeting in- necessary before city police learn- match.
in the church.
wrong. Censorship is never the
Results: Singles — Bill Japinga St., died Thursday evening at Hol- and efforts put forth.
3. When Jesus is preached Bob Turschman reported on the clude Bruce Fogerty. chairman, ed the driver of the car from a
answer.
Kalamazoo convention. Plaas for George Gallags, Dr. Nieusma and part of the license number ob- (H) def. Doug Poort (GHi, 6-2, land Hospital followingan extendblessingsfollow.
Many clubs are already starting
6-1; Roger Plagenhoef (H) def. ed illness. She was bom in Holland
4. In Antioch believerswgxe first summer activities were discussed Drew Miles; handicap committee. tained by the bridge tender.
Township to the late Mr. and Mrs. their summer project work. Some
The
chapter
is
holding
a
Mothers
Roger
Prelesnik
(GHt
6-0.
6-2;
called Christians.
Albert H. J. Buter
Hohl. chairman, Bill Schurman. Herman Rosema, 23, of MuskeJansen Van Doomik and had livDay tea next Monday at the home Bill Hensley and John Baron.
5. Workers who are full of faith
gon Heights,was arraigned \ in Lester Overway (H) def. George ed in this vicinity all her life. Mr. enrollments have come in. We are
Donald
Hogue.
Dies Unexpectedly
looking for more. If you do not
Swiftney
(GH).
6-0,
6-1
and
and of the Holy Spirit get results.
Events were planned for the Municipal Court Tuesday afternoon
and Mrs. Van De Poel had cele- have a club in your community
Installation of new officers was
6. Christians are people with a
next 18 Friday evenings, including on a bastardy charge, and fur- Elzinga (Hi def. Louie Weiler
Albert H. J. Buter, 74. died unbrated their 50th wedding anniver- and would like one, please let us
held at the meeting, with Mrs.
(GH). 6-4, 6-2.
concern in their hearts for others.
expectedlyTuesday morning at
sary June 3, 1953.
Hogue, president;Mrs. Tursch- a daytime Scotch foursome event nished $500 bond to appear at exknow. Write to the 4-H Club ofDoubles
—
Dale
Levandoski
and
his home on route 4.
man. vice president; Mrs. Charles with the women, participationin amination set for May 31 at 10 Dennis Shermata (GH) def. John Mrs. Van De Poel was a mem- fice. Court House, Grand Haven.
both of the club's annual tourna- a m. Complaint against Rosema
ber of First Reformed Church, the 4-H work is exhibited at either
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs. Newcomers Use Tulip
Armstrong, recording secretary;
Landwehr and Dave Linn (H), 6-0,
Earl Van Lente; four sons, Henry
Mrs. A1 Van Dyke, corresponding ments and as the climax, a golf was made by an 18-year-oldCoop- 64); Jim Vander Molen and Bob Ladies Aid Society, Ladies Mis- fair. The Berlin Fair dates are
dinner event in September.
ersville girl.
siontry Society and Ladies Adult
John, Harold and Kenneth of Hol- Theme for Luncheon
secretary; Mrs. Ozzie Raith, treaJuly 31 through Aug. 3 and the
Fouty (GH) def. Gary Taber and
All events will be played on a
Bible Class.
surer.
land and Clarence of Washington,
HudsonvilleFair dates are Aug.
Bill
Bouman
<H),
3-6,
6-3,
6-$;
Ron
handicap
basis
so
that
evenThe
May
luncheon
of
the
NewBesides
the
husband
she
is
surD. C.; 16 grandchildren,and four
The cultural meeting, "How is
Bronson and Dennis Wiersma (H) vived by three sons, Russell of 22, 23 -and 24. All projects must
comers Club was held Wednesday Your Conservation,” was led by member will have an equal
ss tiers, Mrs. Mai tin Beurkens of
exhibitand either fair is the sumdef.
Pete Sherwood and Ron EllenHolland, Lester of Palo Alto, Calif.,
Grand Rapids, Mrs. Richard Ven- afternoon in the Tulip Room of the Mrs. Hogue and Mrs. Armstrong. chapee for weekly prizes. There
mer achievementday.
baas (GH). 2-6, 7-5, 6-2.
are
s
tllioignesnpcmf
cmf
mffm
Warm
Friend
Tavern.
Hostesses
and
Earle
of
Grand
Rapids;
four
der Hulst, Mrs. Peter Barense and
All members participated in the
Larry
Tindall
(GH)
def.
Rog
are
still
openings
for
new
memAdmitted to Holland Hospital
grandchildren;two sisters, Mrs.
Mrs. Jack Elenbaas. all of Zeeland. were Mrs. Harold Harris, Mrs. discussion which included“buzz
Ten members have informed us
George Bishop and Mrs. Phillip groups." Refreshments were ser- bers in the League and interested Thursday were Clarence Overway, Ramsey (H), 6-2, 6-0 in an extra John Van De Poel of Holland and
His wife died on April 11.
match.
that they are in the turkey proMiholek.
at
the
Club
or
any
committee
117
West
19th
St.;
Scarlett
Luce,
Mrs.
James
Posma
of
Beaverd&m;
ved by the hostess.
Funeral services will be held at
three brothers, Henry Van Door- have not sent in their names,
Table decorations were in keepGuest for the evening was Mrs golfers may apply to Jim Unwin 2052 Lakeway; Mrs. Cynthia Proos.
1:30 p.m. Friday at Ver Lee Fumember.
nik of Hamilton,Ben and Gerdt please dro^ os a line soon,
ing
with
Tulip
Time
festivities
and
17
West
13th
St.;
Mrs.
Florence
George
Lievense.
Also
attending
neral Home, with the Rev. J. Herject. If there are any more who
Van Doomik of Holland.
Bale, 419 St. Joseph St., Saugatuck;
bert Brink officiating. Burial will featured tulip arrangementsin were Mesdames Armstrong, Frank
Chickensfor laying, broilers, or
Debra and Donna Feddick,. 1121
be at Pilgrim Home Cemeterv. wooden shoes. Story book dolls Bronson, Louis Briinner,John Du- Pre-Naptial Shower
caponettes
can be other poultry
dressed
in
authentic
Dutch
cosMez,
James
Hertel.
Hogue.
WilWest 32nd St.; Mrs. Chester S.
Mrs. Martin P. Wyngarden, FnnenlRiteiHeld
Friends may call at the funeral
projects'carried for credit. ReKowalski, 54 East 29th St.
Pearl, and Ellen were Sunday calhome this evening and Thursday tumes also were effectivelyused. liam Kiefer.Overholt, Pol), Raith, Fetes Glennyce Kleis
cords must be kept and an exhibit
Mrs. Louis Brunner presided at A1 Van Dyke, Turschman and the
Discharged Thursday were Marc lers on Mrs. John H. Van Welt in ForMri.ElxiB|a
evening from 7 to 9.
placed at a show for completion.
Miss Glennyce Kleis, who will Becker, 86 East 31st St.; Mrs. Zeeland.Mrs. Van Welt is in a
the business meeting and intro- hostess.
Funeral services were held in
become the bride of Allan Rietje Snuverink, 566 Crescent Dr.; weak condition.
duced Mrs. William Kurth as a
Zeeland Wins Trianiular
4-H stands for Head. Heart,
Russcher June 22, was guest of Mrs. James Grooms, Sr., 478
new prospective member. She also
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Beyer were CoopersvilleTuesdsy afternoon for
Felix A. Purol, 55,
honor at a miscellaneous shower Spruce Ct.; Mrs. Melvin Van Dyke Friday dinner guests of Mr. and Mn. Albert (Martha) Elzinga, 73, Hands and Health for our Club,
thanked all the women who volun-

Festival Concert

Annual Banquet

Sunday

Wins Al-Van Loop

i

Mn.

m

Ottawa County

expanded

4-H News

Muskegon and

j

R H
0 4
8

Handicap Planned
At Saugatuck

Holland Netters

Woman

Win 42nd Straight

-

HAVEN

-

j

j

;

JioApital yiotsUt

Vriesland

Meet From Bucs, Broncos
services at the Costume Ex- Dies
ZEELAND (Special) -Zeeland'iteered
change, which the club sponsors.

track team won a triangulartrack

meet here Tuesday over Grand
Haven and Coopertville.
The Chix complied 52 points
while Grand Haven had 4644 a n d
Coopers ville 3044.
Gary lyjoman of Zeeland was the
meet's only double winner. He
•cored firsts in the 100-yard dash
and 220-yard dash with times of
11.5 and 24.9 respectively.

Jack Sneller, Zeeland’s state
hope In the quarter mile, won the
event In 56.6 .vkJ Tom Tabor of
the Chix won the 120 - yard high
in 17.7. Carl Wiasink took
other Zeeland first with 17’9”
in the broad jump.
of metallic zinc paint
_ ilvanizedsurfor about 10 years.

in

Grand Haven

-

New officers for the coming year GRAND HAVEN (Special)
were Introduced. President is Mrs. Felix A. Purol. 55. of 1024 FrankRobert Long; vice president,Mrs. lin St., died unexpectedlyof a
Forrest Gibson; treasurer. Mrs. heart attack in his home about 3
George Bishop; secretary.Mrs. R. p.m. Monday as he was preparing
S. Robinson;membership. Mrs. to go to work. Mrs. Purol had gone
Phillip Singleton;co * membership, on an errand before her husband
Mrs. Leo Maihofer; remembrance, left for work and when she reMrs. Chester Smith; publicity, turned he was lying on the living
Mrs. Ted Ness; newspaper.Mrs. room floor. He was born in Bay
Brunner; hospitality, Mrs. Ed City, May 28, 1900 and had lived
Gallmeier;visitation.Mrs. Roy in Grand Haven for 26 years comWymore.
ing from Detroit. For 24 years
Cards were played and prizes he was superintendentof the Kiddy
were won by Mrs. William Hinkle Kover Mfg. Co., and for the past
for bridge; Mrs. Peter Branders. 144 years was plant guard at
pinochle, and Mrs. Lawrence Anderson Boiling in Spring Lake.
Mitten, canasta.
He was a member of St. Patrick's

The month of July wai called
Quintili* Juliui by Romans, in
mfcm|ry of Julioui Caesar.

Catholic church.
On. May 28, 1930 he was married
to Mildred C. Kiss who survives
him as do live Aisters in Detroit.

who died unexpectedly of a heart Community, and Country. We
Mrs. Tom Beyer of Zeeland.
Mr. and Mrs. George Van Zoeren attack Saturday night at her learn by doing and we strive to
make the best better.
of Zeeland were Thursday evening home in Coopenville.
Private services were held at
guests of Mrs. J. G. J. Van Zoeren.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Mepjans of Throop Funeral Home and public Dr. (enigenbarg
Detroit,and Mrs. Mepjans of Hol- services at CoopenvilleReformed
land were Sunday guests of Mr. Church, of whictv she was a mem- Speaks to Group
ber. Burial was at Coopenville
and Mrs. A1 Hop and family.
Maplewood Christian Fellowship
Mr. and -Mrs. Merton Wabeke Cemetery.
and family were Saturday guests Surviving are the husband; three Club met Tuesday evening with
of Mr. and Mrs. Jim Swenson and sons, Clarence of Kalamazoo, PresidehtJohn Schripsema pre-/
Meryl Gowens, Marcia Plasrtian, Alan, nbrn Thursday to Mr. and'Wam>ly Pi Byron Center.
George of Muskegon and Eugene .siding. Mr. and Mrs. Howard Van
Barbara Jeffrey. Joan Van Mrs. Robert Rosendahl, 293 Arthur Mrs. Louis Beyer was a Friday of Allendale; three daughters, Voorst were in charge of .devoWingeren, Hazel Vender Bunte, Ave. ; a daughter, Debra Kay, born afternoon guest of Mrs. Martin P. Mn. Irene Kobes of Holland, Mn. tions.
Speaker for the evening was Dr.
Sammie J. Pas, Judy Oudersluys Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Wyngarden.
Carolina Durara of Muskegon and
and Hope Schutmaat.
Sunday' guests at the Simon Mn. Marian Knoper of Allendale; Elton Eenigenburg who spoke on
Roelofs, Sr., route 2; a son. Brian
James, bom Friday to Mr. and Broersma hcxne were Mr. and Mr*. 15 grandchildren; two great grand- “American Cults.” Hostesses were
Flower seeds may now be sown Mrs. Roger Kole, 844 West 17th St.; Jay Drooger,Patsy, and Pamela children; a brother,Daniel Bekins Mr. and Mrs. IWalter Bobeldyk,
in the open, both the herbaceous a son, William Lawrence, bom Fri- of Eastmanville,Mr. and Mrs. Paul of Comstock Park, and five lister, Mr. and Mrs. Peter De Jonge, Mr.
perennials and the annuals for day to Dr. and Mrs. Warren Wes- Drooger and family of Holland.
Mn. Tillie Veldman of Zeeland, and Mrs. Carl Van Ingen and Mr.
cutting and for edging. The finer trate, 568 Central Ave.f a daughMr. Dick Kroodsma and family Mn. Jennie Barnes and Mn. Lena and Mrs. Gordon Barendse.
seeds should be sown very shal- ter, Loretta Lynn, bom Friday to had as Sunday guests, Mr. Bail Eliznga of HudsonvlUe,Mn. JoThe next meeting will be a picnic
low and .protectedwith a burlap or Mr. and Mrs. Carl De Koater, 237 Kroodsma, Sr. and Mrs. Bessie De hanna Scholten of Holland and in charge of the program and refreshmentcommittees.
paper cover until they germinate. East 11th
Vree of Grand Rapids.
Mn. Nellie Hop of Coopenville.

Friday evening given by Miss and baby, route 4; Mrs. Roger
Shirley Hop and Miss Donna Borr Koning and baby, 556 West 29th
at the latter’s home.
St.; Betty Alberta, 173 James St.;
Games were played and prizes Mrs. Cameron Cranmer, 322 Pine
presented to .Miss Meryl Gowens. Ave.; Ricky Obenchain,599 ElmMiss Barbara Jeffrey and the hon- dale Ct.; Debra and Donna Fedored guest.
dick, 1121 West 32nd St.
Invited guests included the MesHospital births Include a daughdames Douglas Lemmen, Clarence ter. Diane Marie, born Thursday
Ploeg, Bob Berghage. Bob Pluister to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sava, 2000and the Misses Mary Jane Adams. *4 South $K>re Dr.; a son. Keith

St.

.
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Two Speakers Named

Holland
in 1918

For Women's Convention

(Following is another

Woman’s Auxiliary of

lished

22 and 23

at

Grace

Episcopal Church.

Mrs. Alfred Madison Chapman
of WashingtonCrossing,Bucks
County, Pa., and Mrs. A. C. Calder
of the Canadian Diocese of Huron
will address the assembled delegates and guests.

Mrs. Chapman has had a wide
and varied experience in the Episcopal chdrch, in community affairs
and In the Internationa] field including service in Boy and Girl
Scout organizations,League of
Women Voters, DAR, ParentTeacher work, d e 1 e g ate to
UNESCO and unofficialobserver
at the United Nations.
She has held numerous positions
in the Episcopal Church locally,
nationally and internationallyand
is known as an interesting speaker
to men's and women’s groups in
church and secular life. She has
just returned from Switzerland
where she was a delegate to a consultation under the auspices of the
World Council of Churches.

Mrs. A. C. Colder

Harry W. Chism

Robert M. Turschman

Dwight O. Wllllta

THREE LOCAL EMPLOYES
of the General Electric Company celebrated their 25th anniversarywith the company
recently. Harry W. Chism,
141 East 32nd St., is currently
foreman of the hermetic
motor sample shop, Dwight G.
Willits, 1157 Harvard Dr., is
supervisor of drafting and re-

productions,and Robert M.
Turschman 223 Dartmouth
Rd., is specialist,production
control. All three have been

made members of

the

GE

Quarter Century Club.

Mrs. Calder, who will address
the luncheon meeting, has been
presidentof the Woman’s Auxiliary
in the Diocese of Huron in Canada
for seven years and is a member
of the Executive Board of the
Dominion'sWoman’s Auxiliary.
BRUNO MASNARI (center), a former employe of Michigan Gas
She has traveled extensively and Pair to
and Electric Co. at Three Rivers, receives a college scholarship
visited many missions. She is well
check from the Richard and Hinda Rosenthal Foundation. The
versed in the overall program of
check was presented on behalf of the foundation by L. L. Perry
the auxiliary and is an enthus• right). On the left is MichiganGas and Electric General Superiastic and well-informed speaker.
intendent R. W. ‘Sampson. Masnari is enrolled at Western Michl
Delegates from the diocese will
igan College, Kalamazoo. He intends to return to Michigan Gas
Hope College'sbaseball team lost when he graduates from College.
register at Grace Church at 1 p.m.
Tuesday, May 22. Opening session, a aoubleheader Saturday afternoon
set for 2:30 p.m., will include re- at RiverviewPark to league leadports, addresses by the president ing Alma College.
The Scots pounded out 18 hits to
and Bishop Dudley B. McNeil. A
tea is planned for 4 p.m. in the take the first game 13-0 and won
the second game in the last of the
parish hall.
seventh, 4-3.
At 7 p.m. Tuesday, the annual
JTie twin victory gives Alma a
Holland Chapter 1010, Women of In
dinner will be held at Hope Church
7-1 conference mark and leaves the the Moose, celebrated its eighth
with the banquet speaker to be the
Dutch with a 3-6 record.
birthday Friday at an anniversary
Paul Wiegerink, Hope College'i
Rev. Vine V. Deloria, assistant
Alma scored its first run in the dinner at the club rooms. The local
,
. .
secretary of Indian work in the
third inning when Westenbroek chapter was instituted May 11, s°Ptam“re speedster, h a d h i
Division of Domestic Missions. Dr.
greatest day Saturday afternoon a
balked, forcing in a tally and then
Deloria is a Dakota Indian. '
the Scots took off on Westenbroek 's
Sixty - six members and guests ,be Elmhurst Invitational Trac
Wednesday’s schedule opens at slants in the next inning and then
attended the event. Mrs. Gladys Meet in Elmhurst, 111.
8 a.m. with a memorial eucharist found the offeringsof reliefer Jim
Gordon, chaplain, offered prayer, Lanky Paul won Ok ___
and the presentationof the United Stout also to their liking.
and the group sang "Happy Birth- high hur(Jles and lhc
d ,0
Thank Offering. Breakfast will be
Two home runs featured the on. .
served at Grace Church at 9 a.m. slaught and Ziddel was the big gun day as Mrs. Blanche Solomon.
senior regent, cut the anniversary tlurdles an(i ,ook fourth in the 10
to be followed by the morning bus- for the Scots hitting safely five of
yard dash. He had to run si:
iness session at 9:30 a.m. address the six times at bat. Each of his cake.
times, three in the preliminarie
Remarks
on
the
philanthropic
enat 10 a.m. and intercessions at hits set off the
---------------- ......
noon.
Dick Ortquist, Olson and Arm deavors of the chapter were made and three in the finals, and woi
Luncheon at 12:30 will be fol- Boeve got the Hope hits in the by Secretar-V Ch01 Harmsen and five of the events.
lowed by the closing business ses- first game. Loren Cook of Grand GovernorR°hcrt Moon of the LoyHis high hurdle mark was 15.J
al Order of Moose No. 1116. The
sion at 1:30 with reports of com- Haven was the Alma hurler.
the fastest the former Michiga
program
also
included
several
mittees and the installation of the
Men Vander Lind started his
prep high hurdle king ever ran th
new board members.
Bakker.
first saintgame in
in the
contest readings by
me second coniest
v Mrs. Herman
..............
event. This is .3 faster than th
Mrs. Warren S. Merriam of and turned in a fine pitching per- Len Rumm«'r 8 orchestra provided
MIAA mark. Wiegerink's low hui
__
v t _
. .
m M c p for
fnr Hdancing.
q n n n rr
Grace Church, Holland, is vice formance.
music
He was touched for nine
die mark was 24.2.
presidentof the Diocesan Woman's hits but got himself out of a jam a
Decorations and tables were in
Wiegerink's time in the centur
Auxiliaryand is working with com- couple times with the bases loaded charge of Mrs. Onalee Boraas.
was IU flat while the winning tim
mittees of Grace Church in planLack of mound experience, Mrs. Florine Berkey was in was 9 8.
ning the convention. Mrs. Chester caused Vander Lind to error threi charge of dinner preparations.
Big Jim Hilmert of Hope turne
Wells of Grand Rapids is conven- times and all three proved costly.
Mrs. Gladys Gordon. Mrs. Max-

Hope Nine Drops

Aka,

League Leaders

Mrs. Alfred Modison CHopmon

First Graders

Train to Fennville

Wiegerink Stars

Elmhurst Meet

Twenty-nine children of the first
grade of LongfellowSchool took

a train trip to Fennville Wednesday morning. They were accompanied by their teacher,Mrs. John

Workman, and practice
Mrs. Hartman Egger.

Moose Women

Mark Birthday

Ride

teacher,

Robert • Myrick, repairman for
the C and 0 railroad, spoke to the
children Monday about trains and
safety.He emphasizedthe danger
of playing around the tracks. He
said a train traveling60 miles per
hour requires one mile to stop and
the "engine cannot go around
children."

Mayor Visscher Heads
Municipal League Group

1948.

Scots.

.

i

.

Mayor Robert Visscher of Holland was elected president of district 5 of the Michigan Municipal
League at a meeting at the American Legion Club in Grand Haven tion chairman and Mrs. Stuart
Alma scored two runs in . the
Thursday night.
White is presidentof the Diocesan fourth and another in the sixth.
The districtembraces Ottawa, group.
Hope got a single run in the sixth.
Kent. Ionia. Montcalm. Muskegon. Each parish in the Diocese of
John Adams singled and it was
Oceana. Newaygo and Mecosta Western Michigan sends four dele- followed by Ortquist’ssingle. The
counties.
gates and missions, two delegates. centerfielderkicked the ball allowOthers from Holland attending In addition, clergy and guests from ing Adams to come all the way
the meeting besidesVisscher were: the various parishes will attend around and score.
City Auditor John Fonger. City the two-day convention.
Jack Kempker blasted a homer
Treasurer
Stoner, City
in the seventh with Carl De Vree,
Clerk Clarence C.revengoed and
who had singled,on base. The two
Many Winners Listed
City Assessor William Koop.
runs tied the score.

Alden

—

; '
t

*-

ine Den Uyl and Mrs. Jennie
Hellentha! of the Holland chapter
recently went to Ypsilanti to receive the Academy of Friendship
degree in a class of 160 from Michigan and Canada. Deputy grand
regent of Michigan, Mrs. Agnes
Anderson, conferred the degree at
a ceremony attended by more than
300 Women of the Moose. The local
women were accompaniedby Mrs.
Marie Botsis, who presented each

Jay Hamberg. Dave Rumsey. Alma .........000 201 1 4
1
Stock feature— Duane Kempker,
Batteries: Vander Lind and
Eugene Gillette,Bob De Jong. Woodcock: Springfield,Roman (7)
Stock heat — Kempker, De Jonge and Godfrey.
Ernie Weber.
stra,

Christian’s Hertel
Qualifies for State

.

m

Holland Christian tallied 12
points in the Class B regional at
Grand Rapids Houseman Field Saturday to take seventh in a 13-team
field.

H pijt to kM« tmt STATE FARM

ApM

wtehaa and anacka. All
eervad by trained employees.

II

Ben Van Lente, Agent
177 CollegeAve. Phone 7133
and

Chester L Baumann, Agent
13S E. 35th S». Phone 6-8294

Alroondltlonedand open
noon until midnight

TAVERN

Authorized Representetivee

Rich Hertel, Maroon dashman,
was the only qualifier for the state
meet. He turned in his best times
in taking seconds in the 100-yard
and 220-yard dashes.
Hertel 's century time was 10.7
and the 220 mark was 23.2.
Jim M e u r e r, Christian sophomore pleased with a 2:11.7 mark
in the 880 for third place and Dave
Altena took home a third in the
shot put with a toss of 42'10’’.
Bill Huizenga set a new Chris-

In Harbor Friday

Couple Escapes Injury

further notice.
gravity of the fuel famine
is shown by the fact that a num-

til

The

TWO PLACES TO

ber of Holland manufacturing
plants have been compelled to
close down temporarilybecause

ENJOY GOOD FOOD
at

they did not have fuel enough to
keep going and were unable to get
any more.
The Holland Suffrage club has
pledged itself to collectfunds for
the Y.W.C.A. war work. There are
four organizations recognizedby
the United States government as

Raw

The USS Daniel A. Joy,

flagsh

of the Great Lakes Training Squa

Kinkema, Bruce Ward,

Diane
Johnson.Ruth Kieijan. Katherine
Kurth, Barbara Jeffery,Muriel
Peters, Charles R o e 1 o f s, Zoe
Gideon, Jan Kinney, Joanne Me
Intire, Evelyn Bolks, Bill Elferink,
Marianne Hagemans, Don Charpentier, Stanley
k a u *
Yin,
a ill, ^NCIVlC
Nelvie

c

Five Seek Posts

On School Board
GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

urday was the

last day for fil
petitionsfor the electionJune
Candidatesare Thomas Stra.

At Birthday Party

As Car Overturns, Burns

ma, Ivan Fosheim. Claude Kr
Mrs. Lester Timmer of Vander Millet' G. Sherwood and Kenn
Two persons escaped serious in- Veen Ave., entertained at a party R. Bishop.
jury when their car rolled over Saturday afternoon in honor of her
The two incumbents who are
and
burned Saturday
at 11
:40 p.m
ion, David,
his seeking
^ ------- ---....
. ..... —
7----; who
----- celebrated
-------seexing election are
louis
are Louis
after a collision with another car seventh birthday anniversary Tues- Schelven,member for 12 y«
at the intersectionof US-31 and day, May 8.
and Paul Oilman, member
G;
the bypass south of
—;ame5
.............
were in charge of Ellen year*. Both terms 'expire Jun«
The driver, Frank Moline, 37; Timmer and Sally Plakke. Winning Van
.011 Schelven
ocllCiVCll was
„„ lll3l
first CIC,
elei
-

“

—

;r;eK, i„^T^i^el
'

Pulled from their blazing car by Phillip Glupker. Mrs. Wayne Boyd electJd in l952
the motorist that hit them, Randell assisted Mrs. Timmer in serving
Brinks, route 6.
lunch which featured individual
Allegan County deputy Andy decorated birthday cakes and can- JHS Officers Elected
Vander Vliet said the couple re- dies and ice cream.
Officers elected at E. E.
ceived only minor cuts and bruises.
Attending the party were Richard Junior High School Friday
Moline was issued a ticket for Boyd, David Sohutte, Phillip Glup- Linda Walvoord, President; S
interferringwith through traffic, ker, Bobby Bremer, Johnny Tim- Havinga,vice president;C a I
Vander Vliet said Moline told him mer, Jimmy and Kenny Harper, Zuverink, secretary; J
he came to a full atop before Steven Boes and David Timmer. Vereeke, treasurer and J 0
moving out orfto the highway Douglas Vande Wege, Steven Boes, Crozier. chief of police. Offl
where the accident occurred, and David Timmer.
take over next fall

Bran five* you more cover-

age per dollar. Sprinkles evenlyfoil drcle or

The Young Men’s
ChristianAssociation,the Red
auxiliaries:

part circle. Faultlem

operation. ..long wearing. ..very

economicalLiterature on request

YOUR HOSTS:
PAUL AND IONA VAN RAALTI

HAMILTON

ACROSS FROM POSTOFFICI

MFG. & SUPPLY CO.

ZEELAND
P.O.

CLOSED SUNDAYS

-

BOX 212

4-6536

RHONE

ON

M-21

beroppy soys:

f

Thera ora 32 differentgrades of wasta
paper, 7 important grades.

always buying

SCRAP

Louis Padnos Iron
120

home.
In conformity with the

'

home and

Ua/L fiaalteiu

Student volunteershonored included Carol M a t h e i s, David

^e^eSy^mm^

PHONE 3491

MM

band of anyone connectedwith

Vander

Holland.

140 RIVER AVE.

mile king, won

-

Navy Ship Arrives

tian school record in the 120-yard Meerman. Jane Gowens. Marianne Flve P0r80n8 have files petit
high hurdles with 16.6 performance Vollink and Steve Van Grouw.
for two vacancies on the Gn
but didn’t place in the meet.
Haven Board of Education,i

,

Scott-Lugers Lumber Co.

A

-

ron, will arrive in Holland Fridi
afternoon for a weekend visit.
The destroyer escort is schedule
to dock at the GeorgianBay Li:
pier, at the foot of 16th St., at
resume of the reasons the school p.m. Friday.
was started and of its operations. General visiting aboard the sh
Mary Rhoades is supervisor,as- will be allowed from 9 to 11 a.r
and 1 to 4 p.m. both Saturdi
sisted by the student volunteers.
and Sunday.
Acting Dean William
Aboard will be 14 officers11
Lugt of Hope College was a special guest. Members of the board 135 enlisted men under the cor
included Mr. and Mrs. Bernard mand of LCDR Leonard T. Swil
Donnelly. Mr. and Mrs. Paul er. Jr. Also on the ship will
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Capt. J. R. McKnight Officer
Jalving, Mr. and Mrs. George Tactical Command for the sevi
Lievense, Mr. and Mrs. Raphael, ship squadron
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Van Ooster- Tulip Time Manager Earl Pri
hout, and Mrs. J. Richard Wilson. said that a group of officersai
Other guests were Mr. and Mrs. men from the ship have formed
John Van Til and Mr. and Mrs. marching unit and will participa
in Saturday's parade.
Paul Stokes.

David Timmer Feted

WARM FRIEND

Sherri Shaffer, Holland High’*
defending Class

James White were hostessesat the the regional In Kalamazoo SaturWhite home.
day and will ahoot for hia aecond
The nffalr, In the form of a personal shower, featured Pam White straight state mile victory Saturas a personal maid, and Greg day in Ann Arbor.
White, as personal messenger. Shaffer won the event with a
Guests were seated at small tables 4:39 time Saturday,hit beat to
centered with yellow tapers and far this year. His winning state
daffodils. During the evening, mile mark last year was 4:35 but
colored napkins were fringed to the regionaltime was identical
hours a day, from 8 a.m. until
complement a printed place mat Shaffer ran third the firat two
5 p.m. with hours on Saturday
set for the bride-elect.
laps and moved Into second on
from 8 to 8. Cards were printed
The guest list included Miss the third lap. He took over the
Wednesday and placed in the windows of the itorei, calling atten- Florence Ten Have and the Mes- lead midway in the fourth lap and
dames Matthew Wilson, William won the event by seven or eight
tion to the new regulation!.
Jesiek, George Albers, G.S. Mac- yards.
Holland needs more iron working
Kenzie, Joseph Borgman, Jr., £.J.
Ron Nienhuis broke the Holland
industriei. That was the burden of
McLean, Maurice Schaap, Mar- High record in the high jump with
the argument in an alie paper read
jorie Bell, Preston Luidens, Sidney
Tuesday evening by former Mayor Johnson, Don Van Ark, Russell a 5’9” leap and tied for fourth and
Nicodemus Bosch before the Social Kraay, James Yonkman, Marvin fifth in the event. He mlaaed on
5’ir and failed to qualify for the
Progress Club when It met at the Jalving, A. Bendy Gronberg,
home of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Verne Hohl, Bill Wilson, Al Van state.
Jan Robbert got off a leap of
Mulder.
Zoeren, Bill Beardmore, Bill Van20’4” In the broad jump preliminIf Holland would go after It, the der Yacht and Lincoln Sennett.
aries, but due to an official’*error
industriesof this city could land
Cleverly wrapped gourmet Items
was omitted from the list of
a great amount of war business. highlighted a grocery shower for
finalists.Hit jump was the best of
That was the opinion e>fpressedby Miss Jonkman and Mr. Holland
the season.
A. H. Landwehr of the Holland Saturday night in the home of Mr.
Lansing Sexton won the meet,
Furnace Co. at a meeting of the and Mrs. G.S. MacKenzie. Vir^
nosing out Kalamazoo Central, 52
Social Progress Club Tuesday eve- ginia' Park. Appropriate verses acto 50
ning.
companied the gay packages which
provided
entertainment
preceed"Smash 'em, put ’em out of busMan Held in Grand Haven
iness, and make good Germans out ing a buffet supper.
Invited were Dr. and Mrs. Bill
of ’em,” was the core of the adFor California Oliiciali
dress delivered by Corp. Cornelius Beardmore of Rochester, Dr. and
V. Van Putten, alias Patrick Mrs. Russell Kraay of Indiana- GRAND HAVEN (Special)'
Terrance Me Coy, before the polis, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Calcro of City police are holding Frank
Young Men’s Christian Association Chicago, Mr. And Mrs. Dave Howe Caruso, 27, for California authoriof Hope College Tuesday evening. of Ann Arbor, Mr. and Mrs. Mar- ties after the man was picked up
The Maple Avenue Christian Re- vin Jalving and Mr. and Mrs. Lin- shortlyafter 6 p.m. Saturday. The
formed church will be formally coln Sennett of Holland.
men had stopped at a local filling
dedicated with public exercises on
stationfor six gallons of gai and
Thursday evening. The church is Child Hit by CaT~
then drove off without paying.
practicallya new structure, having
Since the man could provide no
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
been completely remodeled.
I^aurence Estlick, seven - year • identificationand no operator's
The Rev. Milton J. Hoffman,late- old son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence license, a telegramsent to Santa
ly professor of Latin In Hope Col- Estlick of 914 Pcnnoyer Ave.,* was Ana. Calif., brought a prompt anlege, and now presidentof Central treated in MunicipalHospital for swer that the man was sought for
College, Pella, Iowa, is in the head injuries receivedwhen he two felonies for forgeriesIn Santa
city for 1 few days visit In the was struck by a car at 12:22 p.m. Ana and Burbank.
interests' of the latter institution. Sunday at Ferry and Grant Sts.
The latter Involved forgery of a
The Pere Marquette freight of- Driver of the car, Raymond Eu- 3500 check for part payment of
fice today was closed against the gene Jeske, 27, of 1345 Columbus the 1952 car he was driving which
receipt of freight of any descripSt., was not held. The child, who
tion except fuel, began a story in was taken to the hospitalby amthe Thursday, Jan. 17, issue. This
bulance was released after treatSHID-GIVIS YOU MORE
drastic order went Into effect here ment.
today and will remain in effect un-

Cross, the Council of National Defense, and the Fosdick Commission. It is under the last mentioned
organization that the war work of
the Young Women's Christian
in an outstanding performanc Associationis authorized.
Chester J. Lahuis of Zeeland
with a third in the high hurdle
with a 15.4 time and tied for thir and Wallace J. Kuite of Holland
in the high jump with a leap c left yesterday for Augusta, Ga.,
where they have been assigned by
5T0.
the government to do duty in the
Dave Spaan. hindered by
strong wind, won the quarter mil Ordnance department at the Nain 51.7 and look a fifth in the 22( tional Arsenal.
Holland is to take care of Its
yard dash.
Hope ended in fourth place wit own laboring people during the en23 points while the University c forced recess that has been wished
upon them by the national fuel adDubuque. Iowa, won the mee
Dr. Larry Green is Hope coach. ministration.The men who were
thrown out of work today and for
five days to come, as well as for
one day each week thereafter, will
be given employment by the city,
according to a story appearing in
the Friday, Jan. 18, issue.
Every brother, father and hus-

!

Th* BUr Kaldar effort many
tarvleta for your plttiurt.
The boot In draught and
bottledbttra and wlnta and
ehamptgnta.Alto, aand-

AsRegnnalKiiig

more than 35 years ago.) Mrs. George Pelgrim and Mrs.

Holland's schools who is in the U.S.
army service will be represented
In the pageant by the Junior High
School pupils at the patrioticentertainment Monday night in the
high school auditorium.
AU schools in Holland closed this
afternoon end will remain dosed
for an indefinite period. This action
was voluntary on the part of the
school authorities,both the public
and the Christian schools being included. These institutions will be
closed in order to help out the general fuel situation.
Dates of the Holland fair this
344
year will be Sept. 10, 11, 12 and
L3. This decision was reached
Thursday at a meeting of the di- I***—
rectors held in the office of John
Arendshorst, secretary.
Members of the Ladies Aid society and their husbands of Central
Avenue church surprised their pastor, the Rev. B. H. Einink at his

Thomas

State Farm now figure* your comprehenaive and coliicon rate* by
iht age of your ear and where you
live.This guarantee* you pay the
minimum needed to protect car*
like your own! Call me for complete detail*about State Farm's
"Step-Down Plan" It may aave
you money.

Miss Lou Jonkman, whose marmi age to Charles E. Holland of Alin the
legan will take place June 23, was

i

H
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H
8
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Speedway

,,

Your Car.

.

«

Alma scored the winning run a gift.
in the bottom of the seventh.
Stock car racing was held Sat- Morrison singled. S t o 1 z hit to
-4 --urday night at Airpark Speedway, Vander Lind who hobbled putting
Prestatie Hais Board
south of Douglas.
both runs on. Wiley then singled
Results in order of finish:
scoring Morrison.
Honors Volunteers
Modified: Feature — Bill Nutt, Line score (first game):
Ralph Baker, Elver Harrington.
Student volunteers from Hope
R
E
Dash — Wayne Harrington, Nutt. Alma .......001 243 300 13 18 0 College were guests of the Board
E. Harrington. First heat — John Hope ....... 000 000 000
1 of Directors of Prestatie Huis FriRussell,Gord Drooger, Harold Me
Batteries: Cook and Godfrev; day at a dinner in
Nitt. Second heat — Jack Dibble, Westenbroek,Stout (5) and Wood- Jefferson School.
Bud Wolters, Baker. Third heat— cock.
The school which opened in FebNutt, Dale Visscher. Jr. Terpstra. Line score (second game):
ruary will close in June for the
Pursuit — Nutt, E. Harrington,
R
E summer vacation. Edwin Raphael,
W. Harrington. Ansey — Jr. Terp- Hope .........000 001 2 3
4 presidentof the board, gave a brief

The Older

c

... .

At Airpark

Repots

fuel saving regulations ordered throughout the city by Fuel
Dirtctor Prudeen will go Into effect in Holland Thursday, according to a story appearing in the
Jan. 16, issue of the Holland Daily
Sentinel published in 1917. From
then on until further notice the
stores will be open only nine

at the 76th annual meeting to be

May

Shaffer

Miss Jonkman and Fiance

The

the Diocese of Western Michigan

held

Pre-Nuptial Parties Fete

aerie* of articles taken from news guest of honor Friday night at a
of the Holland Daily Sentinel pub- 7 p.m, supper party for which

Two well-known women speakers
will address the Wednesday meetings of the

19S*

materials

& Metal

Rhrer Ave.

WE

Co.

Holland,Midi.

SPECIALIZE IN ALL

Automatic
Service

T

MAKES

ransmission

and Repair

ST.

FENDTS AUTO SERVICE
WEST I6TH

——————

• W#

PHONE

ft-6660
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Our Milk

ALWAYS

Is

FRESH.

era proud of tho fact that we

•

spirit of • keep our milk Tompereture— Cor.
the drasticorders issued by H. A.
Garfield, United States Fuel Ad- • trolled from tho cow to you, and that
ministrator,The Sentinel will not
j holpa explain our exceptionallylow
be issued on Mondays, at least
temporarily and thds It will do its 2 bacteria count.
"Bit” toward the conservation of •
fuel. The Sentinelis under contract
to heat three floors of the Sentinel |
building and the establishments on
(and Soda Bar!
the other floors are automatically
:
mauGAK
cloied owing to Mr. Garfield’*orders. By closingwith the noon edition on Saturday and remaining
closed until Tuesday it is estimated that at least a ton of coal can
be saved.

avi.

MAPLE 6R0VE DAIRY
n

Red Cross Swimming

non »

BAKERY SPECIALS

Program Dates Listed
The Red Cross swimming program this summer will be held
in two separate sessions,Joe Moran, city recreation director, said
today.
The first classes are slated from
July 9 to July 27 inclusive and
the second session is slated- from
July 30 to August 17.
Swimming classes are held in
Lake Macatawa in front of the
Martin Mlchelson property.
Moran is still seeking a swimm*.g director. He expects between
1,210 and 1,400 people to take advantage of the 1 mmer program.

OUR VARIETY OF TASTY

BAKERY TREATS
for

.

Any Occasion
Add To

Everyone's Moots

DU MONO BAKE SHOP
384

CENTRAL

AVE.

^
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Junior-Senior Banquet
Features Maypole
“Maypole Frolics” was

t

Theme

h e

In

tian High School junior - senior
formal banquet Friday night at
Holland Gvic Center. An 18 - foot
green and yellow Maypole highIn
lighted the deqorations for the
event Streamers from the Maypole
Several cases were processed in
were attached to tables set in a the justice court of C.C. Wood the
circle around the pole. At the base past week. The following paid

Cases Processed

fines:
setting of potted
James Ten Brink, of 165 Walnut,
palms and imitationgrass.
speeding 68 in 35-mile zone, J17.30.
Corsages and boutonnieres were
and excessive noise, 59.30; Lewis
given to faculty members and their
Davis, of 211 Arthur. Holland,
wives.
Preceding the banquet, punch failure to comply with zoning regwas served by Dr. and Mrs. Bert ulations regardingtenants, 54.30;
Louis Jerry Kool. no address listP. Bos and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Holwerda from two umbrella-cov- ed, speeding45 in 25-mile zone,
ered lawn tables. Upon entering River Ave.. 519.30: Lloyd Giarles

was a garden

The poor condition of the track
hampered the times of both schools

plants,

the auditorium students, and the
faculty and their wives passed
through an arch into a garden of
potted plants, palms, ferns, trees
and imitation brick and grass.
Centering the tables were daffodil
centerpiecesand Maypole nutcups.

Morrow. Dowagiac, red

with neither squad operating at its
peak. One of the best times of the
meet, however, wft turned in by
Rich Hertel for the Maroons in the
220-yard dash, running it in 23:9.

As has been the case all season,
the Dutch piled up plenty of first
places, but were weak in' depth.

light,

The Hollanders garnered nine

US-31 and M-21, 59.30; O.D. Mitts,
New Richmond, driving in wrong
lane. US-31, 16th to Eighth Sts.,

first out of the 13 events. The Cru-

saders picked up the greatest
share of their points with the sec-

514.30.

Element

Charles

onds and

Alexander.

De Banjo.” “Come Where My
Duin, Grand Rapids, improper
Love Lies Dreaming." "Old Black
passing. M-21. 514.30; Robert
Joe;” "Old Folks at 'Home" and
“Camptown Races." They concluded their concert with "My
Bonnie Lassie," "BeautifulDreamto

Me

in

My Dreams."

"This Is My Country" and "Halls
of Ivy." Two piano selections were
played by Miss Beth Postema, accompanist for the group.

Two songs were sung by

the

Schra. route 1. Hamilton, red light.
US-31 and M-21. Holland township.
59.30: Jerome Miles Essink, route
5, improper, lane usage. Nth and
River. 59.30; Kenneth Topp, of 80
North Dvision. expired chauffeur's license,old US-31 in Hol-

land township. 59.30; Sammie
Dean Amick, of 868 144th Ave.,

speeding 45 in 35-mile zone. Butjunior sextet, including Virginia
ternut Dr, 59.30; Ronald Lamb.
Klingenberg, Arloa S t e e n w y k.
Grand Rapids, stop sign. US-31
Marilyn Jacobs, Alyce Timmer,
and M-21, 59.30; Arthur Raymond
Joy Hietbrink and Diane Tinholt.
White, Bay City, red flasher, 59.30.
Miss Klingenberg also presented a
vocal solo. Marimba selections
were played by Miss Joy Bonselaar and a reading was given
by Miss Gladys Shoemaker. Novelty numbers were pfayed by a group
of band members on flutes and
4tl]
water - Filled bottles of various
shapes and sizes.
John Baker, junior class presiThe Hope College golf team
dent, welcomed the seniors and made it four in a row Friday afDavid Vander Hill, presidentof the ternoon with a 9-6 win oves Alma.
senior class, responded.
It was the third straight MIAA vicServing on the decorating com- tory for the Dutch, who now have
mittee were Joy Hietbrink,chair- a conference record of three wins
man, Ruth Mokma, Janice Taylor and three losses as against an
and Jim Rottschafer; entertain- overall record of six and three.

Hope Golfers
Win

Straight

thirds.

Christian'sHertel was the only
double winner, taking firsts in both
the 100 and 220. Reynertsonwas
the leading point getter for the invaders.
Results in order of finish:
High Jump - Fitzpatrick (MC).

Muskegon, speeding 85 in 65-mile
zone, US-31, 519.30;Robert Tyler,
Special entertainmentfor the
Grand Rapids, failure to have car
evening featured the Meistersing-

under control. Olive township.
ers of Calvin College under the
514.30;Cecil Sidney Long, of 1287
direction of Donald Postema. They
West 32nd St., stop street, Adams
opened their program with three
and State, 57.30; George J. Moeke,
spirituals.“Nobody Knows the
of 800 Ottawa Beach Rd., speedTrouble I’ve Seen,” "Go Down
Death" apd "Joshua Fit De Battle ing 48 in 35-mile zone. Ottawa
Beach Rd., 514.30.
Ob Jericho.” They then presented
a minstrel show and sang "Ring Arthur Kruithof, of 51 Manley,
no mud flaps, 59.30; Calvin Ver

Track Meet

Holland Christian's track squad
pulled an upset Thursday afternoon on a water-soaked21st St.
track by ekeing out a 53-52 decision over a highly favored Muskegon Catholic outfit The win was
Christian’ssecond against three
defeats so far this season.

Woods Court

“Come

195*

Christian Edges

theme of the annual Holland Chris-

er,”

17,

Smits

(HO, Wagenveld (HO;

height— 5’2”.

SEPARATED BY GOVERNMENT regulationsfor

18 long months.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Kortekas were finally reunited and then
united in marriage in Holland last week. The groom came to
Holland. Mich., from the Netherlands 18 months ago and the bride,
the former Ans Dohbe, was unable to follow him until this month
when she was admittedto the United States under the Refugee
ImmigrationAct. They were married Saturday morning in St.
Francis de Sales
(Holland Illustrative photo).

Church.

- Baker
(MO, Heerspink

Broad Jump

Kevanl

distance—
Shot Put

-

Altena (HO. Beda
distance—

(MO, Buzas (MC),
4211".

Pole Vault — Busscher (HC), no
other qualifier;height— 86".
120 yard high hurdles— Hulzenga

(HC), Reynertson (MO,

WCTU

When

Two Hurt

Hears

Mrs. Esther

Car RoUs

(HC),
(HC).

Fitz-

patrick (MC), time— 17:6.
100 yard dash — Hertel (HC).
Allore (MO, Gauthier (MC); time

-

11:4.

Medley Relay — Won by MuskeMrs. Joseph Esther, missionary gon Catholic (Schellaci.Bllndauer,
to the Philippines, gave an in- Gauthier, Keuheul) time— 2:50.2.
Mile Run — Kuiper (HO. Carspiring talk before the local Women’s Christian Temperance Union penter (MO. time— 5:17.4.
440 yard dash — Mannes (HO.
Friday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. Arthur Schipper. She spoke Vivian (MO, Voetburg (HC);
on "Missions and the WCTU work time— 59 :9.
180 yard low hurdles — Reynertin the Philippines."
son (MC), Keuhel (MC), Hulzenga
Mrs. Esther said that the drink(HC), time- 22:5. \
ing problem is a real one in the
220 yard dash — Hertel (HC),
Philippines.She told how in 1948,
Allore (MC), De Jong (HC),
the Rev. MadeleineSouthard went
time— 23:9.
to reorganize the WCTU in the
880 yard run — Meurer (HC).
Philippines.The city of Manila is
Turco (MC), Grotenski (MO, time

Over

Howard Knight. 21, and Lemuel
Baldridge 21. both of route 2.
Fennville.were injured when
Knight lost control of his '51 car
rolled over on US-31 near the
Starlight Theater at 11 p.m. Thurs-

and

day.

Deputy Henry Bouwman said
both young men were taken to

Douglas Hospital and Baldridge
later was transferred to Holland
Hospital for treatment of injuries
to his right shoulder and back including possible fractures.Knight the center of the national chapter. -2:21.4.
was released after treatment at She told of the work the WCTU is 880 yard relay— Won by MuskeDouglas.
doing there and said that Christiangon Catholic (Reynertson. Keuhel,
The deputy said Knight’s car ity "is something positive."
Shellaci,Allore) time— 1:40.
got off the pavement onto the
It Isn't enough, she said, to be
ment committee,Alyce Timmer, The match was played at the shoulder and traveled 250 feet lie- a total abstainer,but we must help
chairman. Ellen Masselink and Pine River Country Club at Alma. fore hitting the driveway at the others who are weak, doing more
Marilyn Jacobs; food committee, An hour - long rain storm made drive-in theater and then rolled than is expected of us. not be
over. The car was a complete loss. bound by concern for our own safeJudge Harold Weston *>f Allegan
Dorothy Witteveen, chairman,. r._rf...0
__________ _ and left
the
playing miserable
tyhas
been announced as speaker at
Paul JJozeman, Mary Strabbing , course slow and soggy for the rest
Mrs. James Wayer led devotions the Ganges Community Eighth
and Ed Hoezee. Mrs. John L. of the day.
Study Club Hears Report
and Mrs. Paul E. Hinkamp. legis- Grade graduation exercises to be
Bouman assisted the decorating Ray De Does hit his stride with
lation chairman, reported that 25 held Wednesday evening, May 16,
On
Diocesan
Convention
committee.
a three over par 75, good for medletters have been written to Con- at the Ganges MethodistChurch.
Junior class sponsors are Harold alist honors and a 3-0 win over
Mrs. John Hudzik reported on gressmen and urged that more The program will begin at 8 p.m.
Grissen, Clarence Pott, John Tim- Alma's Bob Rudisell.Bill Kramer
the recent Diocesan Council of the be written.
There will be 30 graduatesfrom
mer and Marvin Baas.
and Joe Martin also came through National Council of Catholic WoMrs. Edith Wahoord. who presid- this vicinity.
with shutout victorieson 80 and
men convention,charitiesand mis- ed. was re - elected president; Mr. and Mrs. Alva Hoover are
85 respectively.It was a sad day
Officers Installed
sionary activities at a meeting of Mrs. John Van Oss, vice president; rejoicingover the birth of a grandfor the usually steady Bill Holt
St. Christopher Study Club of St. Mrs. Arthur Schipper, treasurer;
At
Auxiliary
who hooked and hashed for an 89. Francis de Sales Church Wednes- Mrs. Walter Vander Haar. record- daughter. Susan Marie is the name
of the daughter born May 4 to Mr.
and an even sadder one for Bob
The DAV Auxiliary meeting was Burwitz who splashed and splatter- day evening in the home of Mrs. ing secretary, and Mrs. Alton and Mrs. James
of
Roy A. Wymore. 15 East 29th St. Kooyers.corresponding secretary. Angola, Ind. Susan Marie has an
held Thursday night at the home ed around for an even 100.
It was announced the study
of Mre Marge Ita. Mrs.
, next
.....
.. „
older brother Ronnie.
Hope's
meet
is with Olivet
The Junior Choir of the Ganges
OUn, commander, presided. Dele- nex{ Tuesday and a victory here groups will serve a luncheon to
gates named to the state conven- would land the team in third place Tulip Time guests and the public
MethodistChurch were entertion to be held in Detroit in June
startingat 11 a.m. Saturday, May
tained at a roller skating party
in dual meet conference standings.
include Mrs. Olin and Jennie LugSaturday afternoon at Zeeland by
The all important field day. thirty- 19. in the school hall. Following the
ten, delegates,and Mrs. Marge six holes of medal team play 7 a m. mass on Sunday they will
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gooding, the
.Kars and Mrs. Grace Kars, alterformer being their choir leader.
in
which count one-half in the final serve breakfast through the mornnates.
A Boy Scout Court of Honor was
standings,will be held next Friday ing hours.
Newly-elected officerswere inWaukazoo has been selected for
at the Kalamazoo Country Club.
Holland High's golf team finished held last Mopday evening at the
stalled by Mrs. Edith Havinga.
the annual summer dance of the
eighth in the 10-team class A re- Ganges Methodist Church. A coThey are Mrs. Olin. commander;
Catholic Women's Club on June
gional golf matches played at Kent operative supper was held precedsenior vice commander. Mrs. Delia Two Persons Injured
30. Mr. and Mrs. Bernard P.
Country Club in Grand Rapids ing the ceremonies.
Van Regenmorter; junior vice Delmer Walters. 16. Hamilton, Donnelly. Jr., are in charge of ar- Friday afternoon.
The Rev. John Dosh of Marquee
commander. Mrs. Aurelia Althuis; and a passengerin his car. Carl rangements.
Grand Rapids Creston. which in- Parrish was guest preacher Sunchaplain, Mrs. Grace Kars; trea- Wenzel, 19. Hamilton, Thursday
Followingthe meeting the cof- cidentally is located on one edge of day at the Ganges Baptist Church.
surer, Mrs. Marge Kars; adjutant. night received facial cuts when fee hour was dedicated to mothers
Rev. and Mrs. Dosh and little son
Mrs. Jean Oudman; patrioticin- their car struck a parked car be- of the club. Tiny corsages were the Kent course, copped top hon- were over night guests in the home
ors with a team total of 339. Cresstructor and conductress,Mrs. longing to Andrew Lampen, 50, of individualfavors. Using a color
of Mrs. Bertha Plummer.
Havinga: sergeant at arms. Mrs. 486 Plasman Ave. The crash oc- scheme of pink and white, refresh- ton's Tom Rosely barely edged Mr. and Mrs. William Broadway
William
Stacey
of
Grand
Rapids
Minnie Vander Bie: historianand curred at 13th St. and River Ave. ments were served from a table
Union for medalist honors. Both are spending a few days this week
musician, Mrs. Althuis.
Police issued Walters a ticket for centered with
Madonna and young men had 79's at the end of in St. Charles and Chicago,111.,
The next meeting will be held failure to keep an assured clear tapers.
18 holes and each shot a 4 on the with relatives.
at the home of Mrs. Lorraine distance ahead. Damage to the two
The next meeting will be held "sudden death" first hole. How- The rural schools of the townBreuker on June 14. Refreshments cars was estimated at 5275. police May 23 at the home of Mrs. James
ever. on the second hole. Rosely ship will be closing for the year
were served by the hostess.
said.
Napier. 589 Howard Ave.
shot a 4 while Stacey came in with with picnics this week and next
Teachers have been hired for the
a 6 for runnerup honors.
of
Other team scores down the line coming year and are as follows:
were: Union, 342. GR Catholic.351; Peachbelt, Mrs. Freida Thompson;
Ottawa Hills, 372, GR Christian. Loomis, Miss Dorothy Stokes;
394. Central. 406, Muskegon. 407, Reid, Mrs. Dorothy Atterbury;
Holland. 408, Muskegon Catholic, Belknap, Miss Bernice Reed; Darling. Mrs. Lee Galbreath;Union.
433. and South 486.
The first three teams will com- Milton Ten Have and Miss Janet
pete in the state meet at Port Foster; Glenn, Miss Virginia
Galbroath and Mrs. V i r g i n ia
Huron next Saturday.

Ganges

____

DAV

Edwards

Cornelia

...

Holland Finishes
Eighth

Meet

a

1

Holland Students Entertain Parma Group on Tour

City

camp

AUCIIERY PRACTICE

was part of the
Brandebcrryof the Allegan County Soil Conserexperience for these Jefferson School pupils.
vation Senice. David Scobie, instructor,Diane
top photo, left to right, are Mitzi Van Langevelde. Vicha, student teacher and pupils Judy Baker,
Richard Leggett, Nellie Vander lest, Russell Kay Borlaee. Eddie Bosch, Ricky Dunn. David
Wilkenson, Virginia Veeder. Sharon Gumser
Fagerstrom. leanne Frissell. James Grossman,
instructor.Anita Samonti. The bottom photo Joan Haworth. Warn? Smith, Judy Thomas,
shows the soil conservation class with
Nancy Van Slooten and Judy Van Liere.
(Photos by Ben Young)

In

and

Edward

Mothers Clab Elects
Officers at

West

Beechwood

Olive Drivers

In Separate Crashes

Beechwood Mothers' Club met
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Wednesday afternoon at the HowIn Local
ard Ave. gym and elected officers Two West Olive residents w e r #
for the new year. Mrs. Gerald Van involved in separate accidents in
Grand Haven Friday and each reMany persons paid fines on var- Lente will serve as president;
ceived a summons for failureto
Mrs.
Chester
Raak,
first
vice
presiious traffic offenses in Municipal
dent; Mrs. Nelson Hoffman, second stop in an assured clear distance

-

Court

Court the last few days.

vice president; Mrs. Ed Looman,
Included were Loyal Ray Morsecretary, and Mrs. Wesley Van
gan, Jr.. 23, of 2054 Lakeway,
Til, treasurer.
speeding, 14; Robert Ooms. 18. of
At the program that followed
452 West 22nd St., red light. 57;
Mrs. CliffordPlakke gave a readJohn Edward Sebasta, of 74 Scotts
Dr., careless driving, 517; John ing, Mrs. Charles Overbeck sang
two solos accompanied by Mrs.
Vande Luyster, of 144 Dartmouth,

excessive noise, 510; Norman John Kammeraad and a demonstration and display of salads was
Prins, route 6. speeding,527; Mary
Ann Koppenaal.of 85 West 32nd given by Mrs. Marvin Nienhuis,
Mrs. Gerald Gebbcn, Mrs. Don
St., speeding, 517.
John N. Geerlings, route 1, Elenbaas and Mrs. Van Til.
Coffee was served by Mrs. Henry
speeding, 517; Verna Dokter, of
11 East 28th St., speeding. 522; Laarman and Mrs. Jack Nichols.

Mary

Stoel. 18, 825

West 26th St.,

Herman J. Wessel- Must Reweigh Tracks
dyke, of 152 East Ninth St.,
Frank Cherven,manager of
speeding, 517;

ahead.
At 7:33 p m. cars driven by
Elmer K. Craft, 26, Chicago, and
Patricia Rose Ziolkowski,18, route
1, West Olive, were involved in a
rear-end collision at Seventh and
Fulton. The latter received the
tic'-et.

At 7:45 p.m., cars driven by
Edward Norris, 62, route 1, Grand
Haven, and Westley M. Middaugh,
Jr., 21, Croswell St., West Olive,
were involved in a crash.
Middaugh had stopped for traffic
when his car was struck by the
Norris car. Norris received the
ticket.

the

speeding, 519; John Hoffman, Jr., Holland license bureau, reminded
of 376 Pine Ave., speeding, 512; owners of all commercial trucks
Lupe Caballero, Wellers Nursery, and trailers, that such vehicles
red flasher,59.
must be reweighedbefore new liShirley Webbert, of 7811 Paw cense plates can be obtained
Paw Dr., red flasher, 59; Jacob These vehcles may be weighed at
Kievit, of 164 Walnut, excessive any official weight station of coal
noise, 57; Ronald Lee Overweg. companies or the like. A weight
Zeeland, excessive noise, 57; Lloyd slip must be obtained before licenHaskins, Jr., of 326^4 College, im- se applicationcan be made.
prudent speed, 532; Vance House-

Pays $50 Fine

GRAND

—

HAVEN (Special*
David Overholt. 18. Grand Rapids,
paid 550 fine and $4.55 costs in Justice F.J. Workman's court Thursday night on a charge of possession
of beer in a motor vehicle. The arrest was by state police in Spring
Lake township May 2.

holder, Pullman, right of way, il2;
Roy Conway, of 462 West 21st St.,
careless driving, 517.

Richard Carl Vamell, of

244

College Ave., imprudentspeed,
517; Jack Moeller, of 564 South
Shore Dr., speeding, 510; Edward
C. Shidler,of 143 Glendale, speed-

Shoppee; Fruitland,Miss Joan
Holland scores in F r i d a y’ s
matches were: Bob Holmen, 98; Kwiatkowski.
ing, 527.
Tom Klaasen, 103; Jack DeLong, Mrs. Mae Winne entertained the Fines were suspended for the folmembers
of
her
Cub
Scout
pack
at
103 and Bill Kuyper, 104.
a hamburger fry recently at her lowing after attendingtraffic
home. This marked the end of her school : Arlene Langejans, 20, route
year as den mother and Mrs. 4, right of way, 55; Mrs. Arlene
Richard Crane will take over her Holtrust, of 429 Beeline, no operStudent
ator’s license and defective muffduties.
Miss Patricia Skinner, student ler/55; Preston Bontekoe, of 194
West 16th St., reckless driving,
at the Allegan County Normal at
525; Gordon Ojrnelissen, of 140
Elects Officers
Saugatuck, has been hired to teach
West 10th St., speeding, 514; Calthe Bravo school the coming year.
vin Mullens, of 268 West Uth St.,
Norman Boeve, a junior, was ______
_______
____
__________
Mrs. William Van Hartesveldt,
careless driving end no operator’s
elected president of the Holland Jr., of Fennville was hostess to
license, 515; EUen Stoel, of 307
ChristianHigh .School student coun- the members of the Ganges Home
Elm St., speeding, 512; Gertrude
cil in the annual electionheld Fri- Club at her home Friday afterday, followinga campaign assem noon. Officers for the coming year Bomers, of 107 East 18th St., improper left turn, 55; Earl Zoerhof,
bly.
were elected and will be installed
Hamilton, assured clear distance
The assemblywas the climax of at the May 18 m e e t i n g. Mrs.
and failureto control car, 520.
a vveek of campaigning complete William Broadway was in charge
with posters,oratory and demon- of the program for the afternoon,
strationsby the candidates. War- Her subject being "Music". A voren Boer, president of this year’s cal solo was sung by Mrs. Earl
council, served as chairman for the Sorensen, a trumpet solo by Lowell
Ine Root of Hpllond presentstulips to Wolter McCormack, Pormo instructor.
Winne and a saxophone solo by
Three other juniors were also Miss Lynn Sorensen. Mrs. Broad(Penno Sos photo)
A group of 34 eghth grade stu Tulip Cit^ was the climax of their Klompen dancers gave the group named officers of the new council, way told of the lives of two Amerdents from Parma were greeted in studies. The Parma eighth grad- a preview of their famous dance They include Ed Hoezee, vice pre- lean composers. The program con*
Dutch with these words “Welkom ers studied the history of Holland, and then the visitorswere taken sident, Dorothy Witteveen, secre- eluded with a piano duet by Mrs. Calvin Dykman, of Holland
Mich., and the surrounding area. on a tour of the city, including
tary and Mar jlyn Jacobs, treasur- Mae Winne and Mrs. Earl Qhristian High School, won first
In Holland vriendenik hoop dat
They were greeted by a Dutch the tulip lanes, boat docks, schools,
S»rensen. Refreshmentswere place in the boys division of the
jullie de rels,” by Ine Raat, re- girl in Dutch costume with Dutch
manufacturingplants, Hope ColOther candidates for the various sewed by the hostess. The May Midwest Qiristian School oratoricently arrived from the Nether- words which meant "Welcome to
lege, Netherlands Museum and the offices were John Baker, prcsi- 18 meeting will be a cooperative cal contest, held Friday In Kalalands, at E. E. Fell Junior High Holland, friends, me and my classLittle Netherlands.
dent; Dan Bos and Sherwin Ort- luncheon at the home of Mrs. Roy mazoo. The local senior won with
School Friday morning.
mates hope that you like the trip
At noon the entire group enjoyed man. vice president; Sally Blue- Nye. Mrs. Bernice Knox will In- the oration,"Our Vanishing FreeDuring the past semester, eighth we planned for you. May I pre*> atudents of Robert Leslie sent you these tulips from Hol- a potluck dinner at Kollen Park. kamp, secretary and Thelma Slenk stall the officers for the coming dom."
He won over representatives
ihipperhave been cor- land." Ine Raat presented the tu- The tour continued after dinner * ^
year an(* Mrs- Mae Wlnn«
Retiring officers are Boer, Dave have charge of the program. from eight other Christian high
with these students lips to Walter McCormack, instruc- with a trip to the tulip farms,
Union School. This tor of the Eighth Grade of Parma State Park, Waukazoo, and the Bos. vice president.Delores Slenk, Luncheon will be at 6ne o’clock schools*' from Michigan, Indiana
secretary, Mary Wolters, treasur- and all associatelife and honorary and Illinois. Rose Van Til was the
a tour of the School
Wooden Shoe factory.
local girl representative.
members art invited.

Council

_

•ssembly.

DykmanWins

Oratory Event

tr.ea8Urer'.

•v

1

(

4

, f /-tv'

f-t LiiZ'i
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STUDENTS in the University of Michigan College of Engineerelected to Tau Beta Pi, national honorary

ing recently were

engineering society. They are chosen on the basis of scholarship,
leadership and character.To be eligible seniors must be in the
upper fifth of their class and juniors in the upper eighth. Selected
from Holland were: Dwight A. Kraai, route 2; John F. Meyer, 601
Lawndale Ct, and Herbert W. Pollock, 46 Graves Pi. Dale Mohr
of 3670 96th Ave., Zeeland, also was elected. Pictured are officers,
left to right: Carl 'Petersonof Clawson, president;* Mohr of
Zeeland, corresponding secretary; Meyer of Holland, Vice president, and William Mason of St. Louis, recording secretary.
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General Electric

17,

1956

Ottawa Station

Dutch Register

The play, "Miss Molly,”

Cainpaip Opened

origin-

ally scheduled last Friday evening

Group Wifl Meet

Two One-Run Wins

w

hCity Friday

In

u

On Friday, the Holland headquarters of General Electric's
Hermetic Motor Department will
serve as host for the monthly
meeting of the Detroit Chapte/* of
the Elfun 'Society.The meeting
date has been chosen to coincide
with the Tulip Time festivities of
Approximately 70 Elfun meman organization of General
Electric management personnel,
are expectedto attend the meeting. These managers represent
manufacturing,engineering, mai>
keting, relations and financial
components of the company’s operations throughout the state of
bers,

Michigan.

Featured speaker for a dinner
meeting to be held at the American Legion Country Club will be
Harold A. MacKinnon, vice-president of General Electric and general manager of the Component
Products Division. MacKinnon is
well known in Holland, having appeared at several occasions marking the opening of the new Holland plant. His headquartersare
in Fort Wayne, Ind.
The group will be given opportunity to tour the Holland plant and

THE "JUNIOR MISSES"

of Pe0rio# III., a girls'

as "Sweet Six-Teens" placed second in compe-

barbershopquartet, will be one of the attractions at the Tulip Time Varieties Saturday at

tition

8:15 p.m. in Rivenriew Park, the final attraction
of the 1956 festival. This quartet, also

at the

International

Sweet

known

^iSRsa

Zeeland Hospital

:

'

Will Be Dedicated

v-

P

gatuck course.

_

J®

JOHN

DE FOUW, a Grand Rapids sophomore at left, and Prof.
Ezra Gearhart of the German department at Hope College,
test some of the devices in the new modern language laboratory
in the library building.The laboratory has 20 such open sound
proof booths where students listen to tape recordings and repeat
pronunciations.

+

(Special)"
Miss Anna Roossien, 75, of 327
North Ferry St., died in Municipal
HospitalMonday aftefnoon. She
had been in ill health for 13 years
and seriously so the past month.
She was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Harm Roossien Dec. 24, 1880 and
was- a former employe at Peter
Rycenga Grocery Store and later
assisted in transplanting celery
for several local greenhouses. She
was a member of First Reformed
Church.
Surviving are two sisters, Mrs.

Ella Welling and Mrs. George
Meyer, both of Grand Haven; two
brothers, Peter of Fruitport and
Gerrit of Grand Haven.

Saugatuck

At Hope College Is First of
The Hope College foreign language departmentis one of the first
in the country to installa new
device known as the modern language laboratory.This new development was initiated on Hope’s campus last September by Prof. Ezra

ter visiting relatives in

-

Word was received here Saturday
night that John (Bud) Vyn, 55,
former Grand Haven businessman,
died in Palo Alto, Calif.,, of a

Texas and heart attack about 11 a.m. Satur-

Florida for several months.
Miss Eloise Engle of Chicago
has purchased the home of Mrs.
Jack Floto at 309 Elizabeth St.
Mrs. Floto and daughter Susie
have moved to their "Comer
House” on Butler St.

Beaverdam
Mrs. Alfred Bowman and daughter, Laurie, and Mrs. Harry Bowman spent Friday afternoon with
Mrs. Richard Berkompas in Holland. Other visitors there were

Mrs. Gerben Kuyers Marcia and
r c u 1 o, Mrs. Jake
Doomwerd, Mr. John Lappenga
Mrs. Arnold Lappenga, Mrs. Donald Lappenga and Mrs. Bob Galien
and daughters from Holland.
The farewellreceptionwhich was
Kristi of B o

to have been held last Friday night
in the South Blendon Reformed
Church for the Joseph Esther family and was postponed due to toi^
nado warnings, will be held this
week Friday evening.
The Holland - Zeeland Deacons
conference will hold its spring
meeting Thursday evening, May
24, at the First ChristianReformed
Church in Allendale at 7:45.

Douglas Warner is the name of
the son bom Wednesday at Holland Hospital to Mr. and Mrs.
Abraham De Leeuw, 79 West 32nd

same

Its

Kind

material, compare his pro-

nunciationwith that of the instructor and repeat the process until
satisfied.

Prof. Gearhart says the idea
goes back to one of the fundamental axioms of learning. "Learn
by hearing, doing and repetition."
He cites seven reasons why this
method is an improvement over
the old classroom procedure: 1.

F. Gearhart, member of the German department.
The modern language laboratory
consists of a room equipped with
20 open sound proof booths similar
to some of the types installed in There is greater incentiveto learn.
public places by telephonecom- 2. The student sees greater possipanies.
bilities for obtaining proficiency.
Five of the booths include re- 3. The use of tape recordingsmore
cording machines directly connect- nearly simulates the language as
ed to the others in a transmitter-used in the foreign country. 4. The
receiver system.
student's fear of being laughed at
The student’sprocedure in using is broken down. 5. The remedial
the laboratory— and it is invaded value is high. 6. Recordings of naweekly by more than 400 young tive speakers can be dubbed on
people in the fields of French, the tapes to give variance in proSpanish and German— is to listen nunciation. 7. Foreign short wave
to the instructor’s voice as he has broadcasts may be used to great
recordedit on tape, record the advantage.

Mrs. James Curtis of Gary, Ind.,
will review the book, "So Near
and Yet So Far” by Emily Kimbrough at the Spring Luncheon
sponsoredby the Women's Guild
John Vyn, Formerly
of All Saints Church. May 24.
Wednesday, May 23, Mrs L. R.
Brady will entertain the Congre- Of Grandilaven,Dies
gational Ladies Aid Society with
GRAND HAVEN (Special)

a party honoring those women 75
years of age or older.
Miss Fern Lawrence has returned to her home in Saugatuck af-

to

Office

By Young

GOPs

500.

day.

He formerly was

in charge of the

Vyn Bros. Transfer Co. in Grand
Haven which his father, the late
John Vyn and four uncles organized many years ago. He had recently been with the trucking division of the Pontiac Co. in Palo
Alto. He was a veteran of World
War I and served overseas.

Besides the wife, the former
Joyce Cameron, he is survived by
four children, John of Highland
Park, 111., Derk, Steve and Prudence, all of Palo Alto; two sisters, Miss Clarissa Vyn, teacher
in Detroit, and Mrs. William
(Helen) Marx of Holyoke, Mass;
two half brothers, Arthur of Muskegon and Kenneth, with the armed services in Germany, and a
step brother, Louis Stubman of
Grand Rapids.
A regular meeting

of the

Ottawa

County Medical Assistantswas held
at the Holland Hospital Tuesday.
Mrs. Angeline Van Hoven from the
Visiting Nurses Association was
guest speaker. She explained how
the association was organized in
the Holland Metropolitan area and
the services they perform. A successful rummage sale was carried
out on April 18, proceeds of which
will be given to the Haven Home
for retarded children. The next
meeting will be a dinner on June
19 in Grand Haven.

out six.
as a candidate for the Miss Young
Lefty Wayne Westenbroektossed
Republican title. She is the daugha four-hitterin the second gnuie
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Willard F.
and the Dutch bunched two hits
De Jonge. 322 Michigan, Zeeland.
for two runs in the third for the
Other Holland residents attendwin.
Adams led off with a single and ing the convention were Mary
was moved to second on Kemp- McLean, George Pelgrim, David
ker’s sacrifice. He came home on Dethmers and Hazen Van Kampen,
an error by the first baseman that also Patsy Cox of Grand Haven.
stole second and scampered home
on Carl De Vree's single.
Hope got single hits in the second, fourth,sixth and seventh but
couldn'tpush in a run.
The lone Dales tally came in the
second inning. Williams pounded
a double and was driven home by
the next batter as pitcher Braun's
single. Hillsdale picked up single
hits in the third and fifth innings
but Westenbroek was never in
trouble. He fanned six.

The new hospital, to be known ns
Zeeland Community Hospital, replaces the Thomas G. Huizcnga Adams and Woodcock each got
Memorial Hospital .at 320 East two of Hope's six second game
Central Ave. This propertywas hits. Westenbroek and De Vrec
donated to the community in 1927 knocked the other two. Hope's only
by Mr. and Mrs. George F. Hui- extra base hit was a double by
zinga.
Woodcock.
D.J. De Free, vice president of Line score (first game):
K II E
Gideons International,will deliver
the dedicatory address, and Dr. C. Hillsdale .... 021 001 000 4 6 3
E. Boon, chief of staff, will cut the
ribbon at the front entrance officially opening the hospital.

Hoi*

........300 010

Olx 5 9

2

Batteries:Myer and Eugenio;
Kempker and Wodcock.

•

~

would meet community needs.
These specificationscall for a
platform approximately29 by 50
feet., with a plywood shell overhead and an excavation below for
storage, rehearsal,and other pur-

poses. This is substantiallylarger
than the stage at the Civic Center which measures 23 feet x 38
feet, and would permit presentation of pageants,large choral
groups, and other activitiesin
city Monday afternoon,re- addition to band and orchestra

4

season.

_•

County Officers

Seek Reelection;

43 Precincts

*“*•

.

He

Braun

Zeeland

Haven

sulting in minor injuries to two concerts.
As a suggested site of the shell,
persons and summonses for two
Dick Smallcnburg, head of the city
drivers.
parks departments, and Yost reArthur E. Watters, 50, of 527 commended a location 100 feet
Franklin, Grand Haven, was north of the embankment in Kollen
charged with drunk driving, second Park, at a point midway between
offense, as the result of a crash (He picnic area and playground.
involving his car and one driven The shell would face out upon the
by Anna Rose Mitchell of Grand embankment.
Rapids at the intersectionof CoCommittee members emphasized
lumbus and Ferry St. at 4 p.m. these plans and estimates are only
Monday.
tentativeand are subject 'to
Watters pleaded not guilty when
changes dictated by the amount of
he was arraigned in Municipal
contributionsreceived, by builders
Court this morning and posted $100
recommendations, and by City
bond for his trial, date for which Council.
has not been set. Watters was preCouncil has approved general
viously arrested for drunk driving
outlines of the project as presentby city police March 18, 1950, and
ed several weeks ago by the Band
paid fine and costs of $111.95 in
and Orchestra Boosters. The club
GRAND RAPIDS (Special) - the justice court of the late George proposed
to raise $10,000 to build
V.
Hoffer.
Holland Christian'sbaseball team
a band shell which would incorporbanged out 13 hits here Monday The other accident at 2:22 p.m.
ate the new concrete platform the
afternoon to take an easy 7-2 win at Seventh and Jackson involved
city is putting up in Kollen Park
cars
driven
by
Daniel
Burnside,
over Grand Rapids South Christthis year to replace the old woodian. The Maroons now have won 22. Grand Haven, and Mrs. Evelyn en stand.
Van
Den
Heuvcl
of
Ferrysburg.
three and lost three so far this
When completed, the band shell
Mrs.
*'**“•Van Den Heuvel
*»cuvci told
iu»u city
cuy
would be city property and availMerle Dykema.
sophomore
rightP0*1**
*he
!?ad
Slftnced
at
her
twoiJj ftt nia , sopnomore ngmable for public use, subject to
_____ _
year-old dnuphtpr anA Hia
hander, went ah the way on the J.*?,™0 daughter and did not
park department regulations.
realize
the
car
had
stopped
for
a
mound for the Hollanders and
All funds contributedin the
traffic
light.
Mrs.
Van
Den
Heuvel
lurned
mi
iii'ii in
m a crennaoie
creditablejob.
ion. He
*v ' *
campaign will be turned over to
scattered eight hits and kept out ?n? Ver daughter received minor
of
ri„rin/m™t
nJuries and were treated by
by a the Greater Holland Community
of serious
serious diffimitv
difficultyduring
most injuries
Foundation. Thejr will be kept in
local
physican.
She
was
charged
of the tilt. He walked five while
trust until needed for construction
with
failure
to
stop
within
an
as
striking out nine batters.
of the shell, probablynext year.
sured
clear
distance
ahead.
Meanwhile his teammates were
giving him fine offensive support
off the slants of Srheltema, South

The new buildinghas all the lat- ................. n ..... OR..H..E .
Line score (Second game)
est equipment and conveniences.
II E
Designed for 38 beds, it has been
6
4
under construction for a little Hope ......... 002 000 0
Hillsdale ..... 010 (XX) 0 1
3
more than a year.
Batteries:
and Hopp, hurler. The Dutch were getting
Board members are Adrian C.
Vanden Bosch, President;May- Eugenio (2). ' Westenbroek and their extra base hits as well, inWoodcock.
cluding n homer, a triple and two
nard Mohr, rice president; James
doubles.
Srheltemastruck out four
C. De Free, secretary; Jack Boonand walked seven Maroons.
stra, treasurer; Alvin Johnson,
Jason Alofs, Holland centerMrs. Henry Lokers, Mrs. C.J. Ynfielder.started the game on a
tema, Peter Staal, Dr. C.J.
hitting note as he smacked a fast
Kemme, Robert S. De Bruyn and
ball over the left field fence leadCase Karsten.
---mg off in the first inning. The
Dutch got two more runners on
in the first but failed to score.
Coach George Visser'sclub added two more markers in the secA regular meeting of the Ladies’
ond on a triple by Shortstop
Aid of First Reformed Church was
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - George Kalman, a single by Dykheld on Thursday afternoon, .May All present county officialsindi- cma, a double by Ken Bosma.
10. The president,Mrs. P. Madder- cated today they would seek reelec- first sacker, and a single by Dave
om presided at the business meet- tion this year. Specifically,this Klaver. left fielder.
ing.
South tallied its two runs in the
means they will seek the RepubAn outing to Lansing Is planned lican nomination at the forthcom- fifth inning when Kooiker, the
left fielder, smacked a triple with
some time in June. The program ing primary electionAug. 7.
was in charge of Group III who Present officersare James W. one out. Thirdhaseman Jager
chose Motherhood for their medi- Bussard, prosecuting attorney who walked and then Catcher Rozema
tation. Mrs. Madderom offered will seek his second term; Gerald drove out a timely double to score
prayer and scripture was read by Vanderbeek. sheriff, fifth term; their only runs of the contest.
The Hollanders upped their marMrs. M. Walters, a poem was Anna Van Horssen, county clerk,
given by Mrs. P. Vanden Bosch. fourth term; Fred Den Herder, gin to 4-2 in the sixth inning on
The nursery was in charge of Mrs. county treasurer, ninth term; three straight walks and a fly to

R
2

New Modern Language Laboratory
-

GRAND HAVEN

Tuesday

ZEELAND (Special)Zeeland will
dedicate its new $350,000community hospital with brief ceremonies
at the front entrance at 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday, May 22, followed by
tours of the new building until
9 30 p.m.

I

3-0.

75

Named

in the fifth

put Arn Boeve on base. Boeve

'

At Rites
Hope College's golfers scored a
15-0 shutout over Olivet in a golf
match played Tuesday at the Sau-

at

For Band Shell

-

Adelines

conventionlast year. It will be one of many
topnotch attractions aNSaturday night'sevent.

Ja

Grand Haven

Funds

Grand Haven

,

In

Yvonne De Jonge

Accidents

-

Anna Roossien Dies

(or

home Solicitation of funds for a band
sh’ll in Kollen Park got under way
by the school children.
A school board meeting is sched- Monday.
Members of the Industry Comuled for Friday evening, May 18.
The school picnic supper will be mittee are the first to go to work.
at 6 p.m. on Tuesday, May 22. The They have their quota set at $8,games will be held at 3 in the af- 000 spread among some 50 industries.
ternoon.
This is a little more than oneThe Ottawa Church cancelled the
service Sunday evening as did half the sum required to assure
most of the churches due to tor- construction of the shell accordnado weather conditionsprevailing. Ing to preliminary estimates.
A few families came and stayed Approximately $1,000 has already
for a while.
been received. Including a pledge
Thursday evening C. E. Golden of $250 from the Band and OrchesChain Union meeting will be held tra Boosters Club which is sponat the Allendale Reformed Church soring the project.
at 8; also prayer meeting at the
Last week the group heard a
Ottawa Church at 8.
Planning Committee report that
Rev. and Mrs. Rozeboom and placed the cost of a shell at $14.family plan their first week of
vacation beginning June 15.
"This figure is just a rough
Myles E. Runk. brother of Mrs. estimate on a suggested shell, so
Eli West, has accepted a teaching it should not be considered definite
position in the Holland Public In any respect,” said Carl Carlson
High School. He end his famil> who. with Arthur C. Yost, La Vcm
will be moving to Holland ft cm Rudolph, and others outlined
Tecumseh, Mich, during the sum- specificationsfor a structure that

Miss Yvonne De Jonge of Zeeland, chairman of the Ottawa
County Young Republicans,was
and sent a single run across. Olson
unanimously elected secretary of
singled, took second on a wild pitch
the Young RepublicanFederation
mer vacation.
and came home on an error by the
of Michigan last weekend at a
Dales pitcher,Moyer.
state convention in Lansing.
Hillsdale combined two singles
Miss De Jonge was elected for a
and a sacrificein the sixth to
two-year
term. She was chosen
again tie the count with Variver
2 Car
from five nominees.
coming home.
Active in the county Young ReThen came Woodcock'sblast.
publican organizationfor six years
Jack Kempker set the Dales
and also active in the senior par- In
down with six hits in the opener
ty, Miss De Jonge was an official
while his mates collected nine.
delegate to the state convention
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Olson led Hope with three hits and
and served on its resolutionscomOrtquist had two. Kempker struck
Two
car crashes occurred in Grand
mittee. She also had been chosen
by Duncan.
The Dutch came back

Monday

ting. Notification will be sent

the third the Dales tied the score
with another home run. this one

Thompson.
Dean Thompson is in charge of
general meeting arrangements

Ray De Does was medalist with
a 75, edging out teammate Bill
Kramer by a single stroke. Byrel
Triggs and Burton Columbus each
shot 78’s for the Comets. Other
Hope scores were: Holt, 89; Burwitz, 86 and Sandahl, 95.
This was Hope’s fifth straight
win and the Dutch now have a
season’s mark of 7-3. The MIAA
golf play winds up Friday with all
eight schools taking part in the
36-hole field meet at the Kalamazoo Country club.
Results: De Does (H - 75) def.
Tiggs (0-78), 3-0; Kramer (H-76
def. Columbus (0-78), 3-0; Holt
(H-89) def. Tyll (0-100), 3-0;
Burwitz (H-86) def. King (0-102),
3-0 and Sandahl (H-95) def. Pom-

Action

Eugenio with a mate aboard. In

will also visit points of interest in

the community.Many members of
the society will bring their familes along for participationin Saturday's festivalactivities.
Local members of the organzation are J. R. Collins, W. H. Connor, F. H. Fleischer, D. C. Hanson,
Ab Martin, 0. M. Raith, A. L.
Rediger, R. W. Snyder and D. W.

1AA

Hope College got some good
pitching,coupled with timely hitting and swept a doubleheader
from Hillsdale College at Riverview Park Monday afternoon.
*Both victorieswere one-run decision, the first being 5-4 and the
nightcap 2-1. Hope now has a 5-6
MIAA record.
Catcher Dave Woodcock poked n
homer in the eighth inning of the
first game for the winning margin.
Hope started right out with three
runs in the first inning of the opener on four hits. Successive singles
by Dick Ortquist, John Adams, Ron
Wetherbee and Art Olson, a sacrifice by Am Boeve and two Hillsdale errors produced the cushion
The Dales pushed two across in
the second on a home run by

I

the city of Holland.

eroy (0-102),

Ottawa School, was postponed because of tornado warnings.
The teacher,Miss J. De Haan, and
her students have worked hard to
prepare this play and hope (or a
large enough audience when It is
given this week, weather permitat the

Now

j

Jamestown

Officials Review

The Mission Guild will meet

at

the Reformed Church parlors
Thursday evening. Mrs. W. Flaherty of Zeeland will speak and show
slides of mission work in Annville. Kentucky.
The local C.E. will present a
home talent program at the local
Hall Wednesday evening at 8 p.m
An offering will be taken which
will help toward the C.E’s pledge
for the work in East Harlem, New
York.
Friday evening Mrs. S. Richardson and Mrs. H. A. Bouwman

Disaster Plans

i

attended a shower in honor

of

Miss Rcda Rynbrandt at the heme
of Mrs.Jerrold Kleinheksel in Fillmore. Guests were aunts and cousins of the bride tc-ne. Mrs. Richardson and Mrs. Kleinheksel were

A second meeUng of city officials was held in Mayor Robert
Visscher s office Tuesday afternoon to review disaster measures.
In addition to heads of all departments, law enforcementofficers from Ottawa and Allegan
Counties were on hand along with
Tulip Time officials and Red Cross
disaster committee members.
Each member again outlinedhis
position in the overallprogram and
Hans Suzenaar, Red Cross disaster
chairman, explained how his units
would dovetailtheir activities with
the city program to prevent dupli-

cation.

hostesses.

and Mrs. Robert Bolt and
childrenof Grandville were dinner
guests of their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. H. Bouwman, Sunday noon.
Mrs. Iva Bock was taken to the
Hospital Sunday morning in Holland for observation and treatment after a sudden attack of illMr.,

"

H was agreed that if a
struck, both the city and

disaster

Red Cross

would immediatelymobilize

their

forces without further notice and
meet at the previously prearrang-

ed locations.
Poest and Mrs. R Nykamp Robert J. Kammeraad,registerof the outfield
Since the Red Cross unit is set
Then in the seventh the locals
The hostesses were Mrs. H. Derks deeds, sixth term; George De
up on a county basis its responsiness.
Vries, drain commissioner,fourth added three more insurance runs
and Mrs. M. De Jonge.
Mrs. Bert Kunnen is seriously bility extends over a wider area
term; Arthur C. Yost, county sur- on three hits and a walk. Jeff Althan docs the City of Holland.
At
the
last
meeting
of
the
Women Accountants
ill at her home here after having
iena. Dutch catcher, Pinchhitter
However a Red Cross disaster
American Legion Auxiliary held in veyor, second term.
been
a
shut-in for a few years.
On the non - partisanticket, Harvey Westenbroek and Klaver
Hear Mrs. E. Kennedy
the City Hall Dugout the main
Mrs. Jannie Bouwman is being unit in Holland would work directnotched
the
hits
during
the
upProbate Judge Frederick T. Miles
feature of the program was a talk
eared for at the home of her child- ly with the city while other units,
rising.
Mrs. Emilia Kennedy of Kalawill seek his third term.
on drapery and upholstery fabrics
ren, Mr. and Mrs. Burr Rynbrandt, elsewhere in the county, would go
Three
Holland
hitters.
Klaver.
mazoo, formerlyowner and man- by Mrs. Carl Frens. The following On partisan positions, candidates
into action where needed.
since last week Tuesday.
ager of the Parson Business were elected delegates to attend must have 202 to 808 signatures Dan Bos and Jim Kool got two Mrs. J. Bulthuis, who has been a Additional spotting posts, near
on their nominatingpetitionsfor hits apiece. Rozema led the Grand patient in FergusonHospital foi a Saugatuck, are being establishedto
School in Kalamazoo and now own- the state convention to be held in
the Republicanticket and 108 to Rapids attack with three hits in few weeks, undeiwent surgery on help give as much warning of an
er and manager of the Protection Lansing in August: Mrs. Leon
432 on the Democratic ticket. On four trips.
Saturday.
approachingtornado as possible.
Products Exports Co., spoke on Faber and Mrs. Edwin Schuitema
Line score:
the non-partisan ticket, signatures
One post, in the abandoned Coast
"Exports” at a meeting of the and Mrs. Fred Bosma, Jr. and
R H E
range from 310 to 1,240.
Guard tower on Lake Macatawa,
American Society of Women Ac- Mrs. Robert Bennett as alternates.
The Aug. 7 primary also marks Holland Chr. 120 001 3 7 13 0 Progressive Sapper
will be manned around the clock if
countants Tuesday evening in the At the next meeting to be held
000 020 0 2 8 1
election of county delegates for the South
an
alert is sounded. Another lookCentennial room of the Warm May 21, the losers in .the recent
Held
By
We-Two
Club
Batteries, Dykema and Altena;
next two years. To have their
out would be manned near Castle
Friend Tavern. She related cir- attendance contest will "pay off” names on voting machines, dele- Scholten and Rozema.
Forty members of the Sixth Re- Park.
cumstancesthat led her into to the winning team.
gat. ; m'wt file petitionsbearing
formed
Church We-Two Club at- Further meetings between the
the export business and also
Mr. and Mrs* Herbert Krediet of 15 hi
-'aturesof their pretended the final meeting of the city, Red Cross and Ottawa and
explained how customers are Fort Wayne, Ind. were recent visi- cinct. Uut day for filing petitions Henry Marlink Dies
season which was held in the form Allegan County officers will be
found in foreign countries. Sne tors at the home of their parents, for dedelgate to the county convenAt Holland Hospital
of a progressive supper Tuesday scheduled as required.
said that many foreign contacts the Rev. and Mrs. John Guiche- tion is May 26 at 4 p.m.
Henry Marlink, 67. of 454 West evening. Courses were served at
are made through the use of laar.
Last day for filing petitionsfor 21st St., died this morning at Hol- the homes of Mr. and Mrs. Boyd
magazines.
At the morning worship service partisan and non partisan candi- land Hospitalafter several months De Boer, Mr. and Mrs. Bud Steg- Mr. and Mrs. F. Stoltz
Miss Minnie Haan, president, in Second Reformed Church the dates is June 19 at 4 p.m. July 9 illness.
gerda, Mr. and Mrs. Willis' Nuis- Observe Anniversary
conducted the business meeting. Rev. Harold England preached on is the last day to register for the
Surviving are three daughters, mcr and the Rev. and Mrs. Henry
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stoltz of 151
In an election, Miss Ann Beukema the sermon, "A Mother’s Power” primary election.
Winifred, at home, Mrs. Albertus A. Mouw.
West 14lh St. are observing their
was named president;Miss Cecelia and the anthems sung by the InterCounty Clerk Anna Van Horssen (Lais) De Boc and Mi'S. Seth
A busines meeting was held at
Ver Hage, first vice president; mediate and Junior Choirs were, said Ottawa county will have (Betty i Van der Ploeg of Holland; •he Mouw home with presidents, 45th wedding anniversary today.
A family dinner is planned for
Miss Bonnie Stoltz, second vice "Thanks Be To God”— Handel and 43 precincts in operation for the three sons, Master Sgt. Marvin Mr. and Mrs. Dale Boos in charge.
president; Miss Esther Bareman,
Aug. 7 primaries, compared with Marlink of Camp Lejeune, N.C., Scripturewas read and prayer was this evening in Grand Rapids. At
"M o t h e s Day Anthem”
tending will be Mr. and Mrs. Wilsecretary; Miss Ann Brower, asthe previous number of 36. Spring Richard and Kenneth of Holland; offered by James Barkel.
Ohanian.
sistant secretary and Miss Pearl
Lake township will have two addi- 11 grandchildren;three brothers Pians have been completed for a bur Stoltz of Grand Rapids and
Wyngarden, treasurer.New direc- The class in Christian Funda- tional precincts, Holland city three and three sisters, William of North rummage sale to be held in Grand Claribel, Bonnie and Don Stoltz of
mentals, which iji a course in
Holland.
tors are Miss Wilma Beukema,
additional precincts and Polkton Blendon, Harry and Albert of Hud- Rapids.
Mrs. Jean Essenburg,Mrs. Gert- Christian Doctrine for adults,and and Zeeland city, one each.
sonvllle,Mrs. John Vander Hoek
New officers elected for a two- The couple was married In Holrude Frans and Miss Corinne Pool. reviews the essentialsof the Chrisand Mrs. Bertha Scholten of Grand year term are Mr. and Mrs. Gor- land and have lived here all their
Guests were Mrs. Alice De tian faith, will meet in Second
Rapids and Mrs. William Vander don De Waard. president;Mr. and married life. Mrs Stoltz is the
Planche and Mrs. Janet Beuch- Reformed Church on Thursday Paving Starts Soon
Pulst of route 2, Zeeland.
Mrs. Gordon Veurink, secretary. former Alida Boven of Holland.
ner of the Kalamazoo chapter. evening at 6:45. The Rev. Harold GRAND HAVEN’ (Special) Funeral serviceswill be held at Plans also were made for a beach Mr. Stoltz came to Holland from
Englund is teacher.
Paving of the new US-31 highway 1 p.m. Saturday at Monteilo Park party Jo be held June 19.
Wanatah, Ind., and has been enthrough the city is to start at Christian Reformed Church. The
gaged in the piano tuning business
Holland Jaycees are planning
The Rev. Herman Rosenberg, Park St. and proceed north to Rev. Fred Handlogten will officiin Holland for the past 47 years.
installationof officers next Tuespastor of Park View Reformed Jackson and Seventh, according ate. Burial will be at Pilgrim Home Exchange Places
day, May 22, at the Warm Friend
Church of Santa Ana, Calif., will to latest plans of Carl Goodwin Cemetery.Relatives are requested
FENNVILLE (Special)— PresiTavern. Wives will be guests at
speak at the prayer service in and Sons, Allegan contractor.The to meet in the church basement at dent A. H. Hogue of Fennville will
the 6:30 pjn. dinner meeting. The
Central Park Reformed Church to- firm intends to start moving its 12:45. Friends may call at the
exchange places with L. Weatherfilm, "The Jaycee Story,” will be
night at 7:30. He will tell of the paving equipment here from _
^ ____ _ _____
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Langeland
Funeral Home tonight
shown.
wax, of Brooklyn. Michiganduring
many opportunitiesfor church ex- Muskegon by the end of the week and Friday night from 7 to 9.
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
tension in California.Rev. Rosen- and be ready to start the local
the exchange of mayors day May
27 lost
Phone |
The name of the peony means berg is a former pastor at the divided highway before the end of
The United States is the world’s 21. The exchange is a part of the
Gilbert Vend#
“physician of the gods.”
Central Park Church.
the month. _
greatest oil-consuming nation.
annual Michigan Week activities.
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Holland Lions Club Marks 30th Anniversary Witl} Dinner Party

G.E. Executive

Concert in Pine Grove

NEWS, THURSDAY, MAY

HHS

“Music Under the Stars," a
grand finale pops concert, will be
presented by the Hope College

Two Holland Musicians

Seniors

music department Monday, May
Attend Music Banquet
21, at 8:15 p.m. in the Pine Grove
Mrs. Leonard Kuite, 652 Michion the campus.
Dr. Robert Cavanaugh, head of gan Ave., and Mrs. James Bennett,
the music department,said this 675 Columbia Ave., local musifestival of music is being present- cians. attended a banquet at Founed as a benefit performanceto aid tain Street Church, Grand Rapids,
in completion of the new music Monday evening. This was a combined meeting of the Musician's
building.
A program with popular appeal League, Grand Rapids Piano
is planned with attractionsfor all Teachers Forum and the American
areas of the music department. Guild of Organists.
The Forum arranged for the apVocal and instrumental solos, a
trumpet trio, barbershop harmony, pearance of Miss Marguerite Hood,
saxophone quartet, the college professor of music at University
band and Chapel Choir will be in- of Michigan as the speaker. The

Board

For 5 New Teachers
Commencementspeaker for the
Holland High School senior class
this year will be Dr. John Herbert
Hollomon,manager of the metallurgy and ceramics research department of the General Electric
Research Laboratory,it was announced at a meeting of the Board
of EducationMonday night Commencement exercises are scheduled Thursday, June 14, at 8 p.m.

Fountain Street choir, directed by
Music will includefavoritesfrom Beverly Howerton, performed.
Mrs. Kuite is a member of the
Rogers and Hammersteinselec-

melodies from “Carousel" Piano Forum and the American
and “South Pacific,"Negro spirit- Guild of Organists and Mrs.
uals. “Libson Antiqua" and Bennett, a member of the Forum.
“Battle Hymn of the Republic."
Theme music has been written by Ottawa County Among
Cal Langejans, Holland sophomore.
Stanley Harrington,also a Holland
sophomore, will emcee the varied
program.
Gerald Kruyf, senior from Chicago, is general chairman of the
program, which will open with the
band playing under direction of
Dr. Morrette Rider, directorof instrumental music at the college.
In case of rain, “Music Under
the Stars" will be presentedin
Memorial Chapel.

Miss Myra Rooks

in Civic Center.

The engagement of Miss Myra
Dr. Hollomon became associated
Rooks to Ronald Boss is an- with General Electricin 1946 after
nounced by her parents, Mr. and spending four years in the U. S.
Mrs. James Rooks of 120 East 32nd
Army, serving as chief of physical
St. Mr. Boss is the son of Mr. and
metallurgysection at Watertown
Mrs. Richard Boss of Englewood,
Arsenal in Watertown, Mass. He
Chicago. A September wedding is
received bachelor’s and doctor’s

Seven Disaster Areas
planned.
WASHINGTON
The Small
Business Administration Monday designated seven Michigan

—

degrees at Massachusetts Institute
of Technology and was an instructor in the graduateschool of engineeringat Harvard University
before entering military service.

counties as disaster areas where
residents may apply for disaster
loans to repair damage caused by
the tornadoesand floods of the
past three days.
The counties are Genesee,Oak-

In 1954 he was named one of the
10 outstanding young men in the
country by the National Junior
Chamber of Commerce.
Baccalaureatespeaker in Hope
Memorial Chapel at 2:30 p.m. Sunday, June 10, will be the Rev. John
Nieuwsma, pastor of Fourth Re-

land. Kent, Ionia, Ottawa and
Saginaw’.

Tulip Time Varieties'
Lists

formed Church.

proved contractsfor five new
teachers for the coming year.
’Ronald Vander Schaaf of
Lansing, who will receive an A.B.
degree from Hope College this

Fresh new surprisesare promis-

Time Varieties to be presented Saturday at
8:15 p.m. at RiverviewPark, the
last big attraction of the 1956
Tulip Time festival.
Harold J. Karsten,

who has

No Opposition
In

School Election

ar-

ranged the program for several
years, has lined up a well paced
program of variety acts for the
evening attractionwhich is gaining in popularity each year. Included will be snappy marching
maneuvers, an accordion band,
two women's quartets, tumblers,
community singing, twirling, and
the last officialperformance of
Holland’s 350 klompen dancers,
this time klomping on the green.
Many persons prefer the fresh
turf of the Riverview Park greens
to the hard klomp of the city

Here This Year
There will be

little

interest in the

annual election of the Board of
Education this year with no opposition offered for the two incumbents seeking election. Bernard
Arendshrst who was elected to a
one-year term last year is now

•

In other business, the* board ap-

Snappy Numbers

ed for the flashy Tulip

Education

Abo Okays Contracts

cluded.

tions,

of

June

in

Members at Gala Event in Legion MemorialClubhouse
Elzinga, Carl Harrington, Ernest 20-year monarch chevrons, Peter picture are Rev. Jerry Vcldman,
H. Post, Raymond L. Smith, Del- Ernest Bear, Donald Uevense, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey De Vries,
bert Vaupell, Neal Wiersema; 15Rudolph Mattson and John Vinke- Deputy DistrictGov. and Mrs. C.
year monarch chevron, Ernie A.
Wabeke, District Governor and
Miller,Bernard J. Rosendahl. Wal- mulder.
Mrs. George L. Morse, InternaClarence L. Sturm of Manawa, ly Stolp, John Swieringa; 10-year Past President Henry Ter Haar tional Director Clarence L. Sturm,
Wis., Lions Internationaldirector, monarch chevrons, Harvey J. Bar- served as master of ceremonies Mrs. Ter Haar, Henry Ter Haar,
spoke of the meaning and purpose kel, Stanley Boven, Cornelius and introduced guests who includ- L. Brady, Mrs. Van Blooys and
of Lionism throughout the world, Brewer, Rylie O. De Weerd, Adri- ed Deputy District Governor C. Zone Chairman J. Van Blooys.
and the services rendered by vari- an Klaasen, Don L i e v e n s e, Wabeke of Kent City, Zone Chair- Seated, left to right, at speakers
ous clubs particularlyin foreign Rudolph Mattson, Earl Ragains, man Joe Van Blooys of Grand table are Mrs. Stephens, George
countries.He also commended the Don Rypma and Neil Van Leeuwen. Rapids, Past President L. Brady Stephens,Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Leader Dog school at Rochester. Long - term perfect attendance of Saugatuck.
Harrington. Judge and Mrs. RayMich., which is entirely supported awards went to RussellVande Poel
Also included in the guests were mond Smith. Mrs. Ragains, Earl
by Lions clubs of Michigan.
and Neal Wiersema, 15 year^; 10 past presidents of the Holland Ragains. Mrs. Post, Mrs. Elzinga,
DistrictGovernor George L. Wally Stolp and Henry Ter Haar, dub, Carl Harringbyi, Judge Ray Ernest Past and Peter Elzinga. In
Mtrse, of Lake Odessa presented 10 years; Cornell P. Baker, E. Smith. Ernest Post, 1 arl Ragains, the foregroundare Mrs. Ernest
awards to Holland members.
Ray Dangremond. R. O. De Russell - Vander Poel, Peter El- Bear, Mr. and Mrs. Don Rypma,
Awards follow: 30-year charter
Weerd,
Preston Manting, ,Emie
Undley, Mr. and Mr, Ma.vin
chevrons, Henry Ter Haar and
Visiting Dignitories Join Holland

Holland’s Lions club celebrated
its 30th anniversaryand Ladies
Night with a dinner party the night
of May 9 at the American Legion Clubhouse.

year, will teach later elementary.
He attended Sexton High School in
Lansing and Westmar College in
Iowa and
years of teaching experience .
Kathryn Arlea Smith of Caro,
Miss Sally Stygstra
Mich., who will be graduated from
The engagement of Miss Sally HuntingtonCollege this year, will Russell Vande Poel; 25-year mon- Miller and George Stephens, five Wiersema and R. O. De Weerd. Kail. Mr- and Mrs. Richard Nyarch chevron, Harold Vander Bie; years. Keys were presented to
Stygstra to Dari Wyngarden has teach early elementary.
(Standing, left to right, in above 'kamp, Mr. and Mrs. Ernie Miller.!
been announced by her mother,
Mrs. Mildred Damson who has
Mrs. Laura Stygstra of route 4, been doing considerable substitute
Holland. Mr. Wyngarden is the teaching will teach Latin and
son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wyn- English on the junior high level.
garden of route 3, Zeeland. A June She attended Grand Haven High
wedding is being planned.
School and Hope College and has

has

™

Edgy Holland Residents Relaxing

Penny Campaign

had 11 years of teachingexperience. Her husband,Edward, has
been with the public school faculty
for many years. They have three

After

iowls Are Full

Weekend

of Tornado Threats

A weekend tornado vigil totaling noon. Almost all church services Macatawa, was manned by officers
Holland youngsters are looking almost 30 hours of tense, expect- and other activities were cancelled and deputies.A sound power phone
for more fish bowls!
children.
ant waiting mercifully ended at in the evening. Residents remained system led to a nearby cruiser
At the regular May meeting of
Myles E. Runk of Grand Haven, Children earning pennies in Hol- 10 p.m. Sunday. And Hollana ar*a at home for' the most part and which relayed the information to
the Saugatuck Volunteer Fire De- a graduate of Western Michigan land Public Library's Million residents, again grateful to be traffic was almost nil, in compar- the Holland police headquarters,
partment
last Wednesday evening College in 1939 with an M.A degree Penny Campaign have turned in spared the tragedy of disaster, ison with the usual lines of Sunday then to the ham operators and on
pavements.
it was voted to equip the car of from the University of Michigan more than 16,000 pennies to date slept soundly after aSaturday joyriders.The intense heat of the directlyto Grand Rapids.
The American Legion Band
each fireman with a siren and a in 1951, will serve as trade and and the fish bowls in the library night with little or no sleep.
weekend cooled to a comfortable
Weather officialsrelayed thejf
under the direction of Arthur C.
red flasherlight. Lloyd J. Harris* industry coordinator. He ts mar- are overflowing. Any person with
By now accustomedto the dread- 57 at 11 a.m. Monday. The mercury
Hills will play before the program
questions
to the observers back
was voted honorary member of ried and has two daughters. He a spare fish bowl which could be ed warning, residents seemed to hit 89 Saturday, with a low of 60,
and will provide incidentalmusic.
over the same line of ^mmunicathe department. Wednesday eve- has 14 years of teaching exper- used for the campaign is asked to accept the situation of tornado pos- and rose to 82 Sunday.
Hills also will direct community
contact the library.
ning, May 16, the Allegan County ience.
sibilitieswith determined calmThe calm assurance that all was tion.
singing with John Swieringa at Grevengoed,Lawrence A. Wade
An unusually large group of boys ness. Most went about the business well can be attributedto the giant The watch continueduntil late
Mrs. Edna Mae Dyk of Holland,
firemen's Association will be
the piano. A highlightof this at- and Albert Faasen. The board will
guests of the Saugatuck Depart- a graduate of Hope College in 1947, and girls met at the library last of preparationwithout frenzy. web of precautions and the system Saturday and then was put into
traction in all Varieties programs canvass the vote the followingevement. Followingthe meeting re- will teach high sc c h o o 1 English. Saturday morning at 11 to turn Blankets, water, flashlightsand of communications which kept operation again Sunday when the
has been the matchlightcere- ning and will hold its regular
their week's earnings.
other supplies were returned to the everyone informedup to the min- tornado warnings were posted for
freshmdhts will be served in the The former Edna Mae Van Tatenmony.
monthly meeting that evening inSouth Side Christian School southwest corners of many a base- ute.
the third straight day.
hove, she has had five years of
American Legion Hall.
Miller’s Blackhawks of Dayton, stead of on June 1L
Deputies and officers plan to use
teaching experience in Grand fourth graders carried in 24 ment. Valuables were gathered, The continuing alert forced law
Larry
Brooks,
who
spent
the
In other business,the board
Ohio., championshipbaton twirlpounds of pennies— a total of 3,- the right windows were opened and enforcementagencies and other the same lookout post for any fuRapids.
ing and drum corps, consists of granted permission to the Board winter at the home of his daughter
The board also took action to 900— which they earned in a bak- televisionsets and radios were emergency groups to maintain vir- ture tornado alerts and will man
41 girls. The corps has performed of Public Works to place some and family the Jay Bartells,in adjust principals’ salaries, the hew ed goods sale. One boy caused tuned to local stations.
the tower as long as the warnings
tually an around the clock vigil.
in New York, Pittsburgh, Ind- well points on the high school site Holland has moved back to his formula ranging from $6,184 to much excitement when he brought
Friday night’s all clear at 8:15
As soon as the warning was remain in effect.
iana, Ohio, Illinois,Michigan and at 24th and Van Raalte in order
The law enforcement agenc^s
$8,147 a year, and to adjust salar- in 4,229 pennies, bringing his per- was interrupted again on Saturday sounded Saturday afternoon all
last January at the Tangerine to obtain supplementary water own home in Saugatuck.
ies for staff personnel ranging sonal total to 4,800. Several at almost 4 p.m. Many activities city official* and employes were are cooperatingin insuring tha
Mrs. Carlton Simonson has reBowl in Orlando, Fla. Fred J. supplies for this summer only. The
from $6,252 to $8,147. The adjust- groups are working on “secret" were called off for the evening as immediatelyplaced on a standby ample manpower will be avatfable
Miller is the director. The group, equipmentwill be removed from turned from Blodgett Hospital in
and on duty at all times.
ments
in these two categories projects to earn coppers for the residents remained at home for basis.
travelingin two buses, will leave the school property as soon as the Grand Rapids where she spent a amount roughly to 11% percent campaign, which is a start on what turned out to be the longest
In the city all police cruisers
A
warning
network
for Holland
Holland Saturday night for Marion need for it is no longer required week.
over this year’s salaries, much the funds for a new library building. tornado alert on record in the area. residents and communitieseast of maintained a roving watch through
Supt.
Walter
W.
Scott
repotted
Ohio, to put on two performances
Miss Gussie Till and Mrs. Bea- same increase as was allowed The children will not meet this Some persons confidently retired the city was placed into effect. Holland streets. All off-duty officthat much has been accomplished
the next day.
trice Finch were Grand Rapids teacher salary adjustmentslast week Saturday because of Tulip at their usual hours, but through- Ottawa County deputies,Holland ers were placed on standby and
in the secondary school study and
Time. The next meeting is schedul- out the area, lights burned far in- police and auxiliary officers and ordered to report to duty without
A high point of the program will said the curriculumcouncil will visitors last Tuesday.
month.
The Evelyn Nelsons of South The board also advanced maxi- ed May 26 at 11 a.m.
be marching maneuvers by the present a progress report to the
to the morning until the alert was ham radio operators formed a future notice in case ot a disaster.
Woodruff High School Band of board Monday, May 28. Suren Pil- Haven were in Saugatuck to open mum non-degreeteacher’s salary Last TTiursday, Miss Dora called off at -close to 6 a.m.
Holland city officials and Red
chain of information that was fed
Peoria, HI., a 95-member outfit
their “Skywood Cottage" west of from $4,300 to $4,500 with the pro- Schermer of the library staff
Sunday dawned bright and hot, into the Weather Bureau in Grand Cross representativesscheduled
afian, Detroit architect who will
under the direction of Lawrence draw plans for the proposed new Kalamazoo Lake last week.
another meetihg at City Manager
vision that to qualify for employ- drove a group of children to Kala- but the joy of a beautifulMother’s Rapids.
Fogelberg. During football sea- high school, will be in Holland
Everett Comey and his family ment In the 1957-58 school year, mazoo, where they appeared on Day soon was crushed with t he
The abandoned Coast' G u a r d Herb Holt's office at 3 p.m. today
televisionwith Mrs. Hazel Hayes, sounding of the third alarm at near tower, at the channel to Lake to review disastermeasures.
sons, the band does special marchMay 28 and 29 to do preliminary visited his father, William Comey, each non-degree teacher must have
ing shows at half-time and has work on the high school planning. and aunt, Miss Frances Grant, earned at least 3 and 1-3 semester librarian. They were invited to
appear again to tell the progress of
introducedmany innovations in
Scott also told the board what last week. From here they went hoQrs during the school year of
their campaign.
its marching shows in the Peoria plans have been made for safety to Des Moines, Iowa to visit his 1956-57.
area. The band performs t w o in the public schools in case of sister, Mrs. Ted Heath, and his
Action also was taken advancing
formal concerts each year under tornado warnings. He saidhe and son, Donald Comey.
substituteteachers’ salaries from Zeeland High Netters
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Hoffman
outstanding guest conductors. The Dr. Bert P. Boss of the Christian
William Johnson,a member of $15 to $20 a day. Adjustments
returnedfrom their wedding trip
band consistentlyhas been rated schools will soon issue a public tne faculty of Saugatuck High amounting from $80 to $150 a year Score Shutout Victory
to Niagara Falls and are residing
superior in Illinois contests.Con- statement outlining procedures ,to School, is a patient at the Mayo also were okayed for salaries of
COMSTOCK
PARK
(Special)
ductor Fogelberg went to Peoria be followed by the schools. In all clinic this week.
in the upper apartmentof Mr. and
secretaries and bookkeepers.
Zeeland High’s tennis team won a
from Detroit in 1945. During the cases of an alert, schools will be
The Board of Education MonThis week is Birthday Week at Mrs. Henry Balder.
Mrs. Florence Bale is in Holland
4-0 Kenewa League match here
war he was conductor of the 728th dismissed because the risk is too Hospital this week for observaday night discussed shortages of
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Arend
Vereeke
underwent
an
apMonday afternoon,
M.P. battalion band which under great not to do so, Scott said.
tion.
rooms in junior high and senior
pendectomy in Zeeland Hospital
Results: Singles
Jack Van Plooster of 83 RiverhillsDr.
his direction played a command
The board okayed a new system Mr. and Mrs. Ira Koning spent
high schools next fall, but any soEden (Z) def. Lynn Rosely (CP), The three Plooster children are last Wednesday.
cavalcade performancein Holland of accounting recommended by the the weekend in Chicago with their
lution is still under consideration.
6-4, 64); Denny Huxhold (Z) def. celebrating their birthdays threein 1913. Previously he was director finance committee whereby ac- daughter, Miss Eleanor Koning.
The Girl's League met in Ute PrincipalBernice Bishop stated
Gary Hackmuth (CP), 6-3, 6-4.
of instrumental music in DeKalb, counting be changed from the prechapel last Friday with their moth- she already has over 500 ninth
days-running.
Miss Marjorie MacDonald of
Christian
Doubles — Dave Van Peursem
111., public schools.
sent cash basis to that of the ac- Detroit spent the weekend in
Bonnie
Lee
Plooster marked ers as guests for a banquet in ac- graders signed up and Austin
and
Wayne
Tanis
(Z)
def.
Bill
Another attractionwill be the crual basis. The new system will Saugatuck with her mother, Mrs.
cordance with Mother's Day. After Buchanan said he expects 1.100 in
CarpenterantTLynn Larsen (CP), first birthday anniversaryTues(Special)
give a fairer picture of cash ac“Junior Misses" of Peoria,
the banquet a program was given the senior high building next year.
Winifred MacDonald.
Western State’s potent tennis squad 6-1, 6-L and Cal Bums and Stan day. On Wednesday, Robert Lee with Mrs. Harvard Berens presid- From information available at
girls’ barbershopquartet consist- counts in view of the fact that the
Mr. and Mrs. DeGeatano and
Vugteveen
(Z)
def.
Nick
Fink
and
ing of Sue Brown, Katie Burnette, fiscal year starts July 1 but teach- daughterHelen of Oak Park, 111., defeated Holland Christian’s netwas eight years old, and to- ing. Dorothy and Marilyn Vereeke present, it appears there will be
Dave Wier (CP), 64), 6-2.
Helen Melzer and Christian Coe. ers’ salariesfor the contract year spent Mothers Day with Mrs. ters, 7-0, here Monday afternoon.
were in chargfeof devotions.Miss 1,800 students in the two schools.
day Jimmy Lee is nine.
Zeeland
plays.
Fremont
tonight
It waf the second win for the Cubs
The quartet was registered with run from Septemberto September, Helen Everett.
Vera Brower gave a toast to the
Both principals stated there
and
a
victory
will
give
the
Chix
The
youngsters
are
having
two
over the Maroon* this season.
Sweet Adelines, Inc., a year ago be playing far the Detroit Tigers.
mothers and Mrs. Brower, a toast would be a shortage of classrooms
Miss Jeanne Edgcomb and Mrs.
the
Kenewa
League
championship.
parties,
one
a
family
affair
and
Claims
and
accounts
for
the
Despite the fact that the locals
and placed second in competition
to the daughters. Mrs. Angus and the dual noon hours present a
Harriet Greene have returned
the other for friends. On Thursat the International Sweet Ade- month totaled $89,411.70, with the from Florida and will open their lost all matches, Coach Harold
day evening, their parents will Brower, missionary on furlough problem at lunch time since both
payroll amounting to $70,826.92.
Grissen reported that the match Western State Golfers
lines convention.It will enter comtake them out to dinner at a from Africa,showed slides on their gyms would be in use seven hours
The figure also includesa $2,500 al- VillagerTea Room for Decoration was close in almost all cases. In
petition next October in Wichita,
Day.
restaurant. On Friday, Mrs. work and told 'about their exper- a day next year and would not be
location for sports.
fact the Dutch nearly won both Hand Holland Defeat
Kans.
iences and their way of living. A available for use by students for
Plooster is planning a party with
A communication from Robert
No. 1 singles and No. 1 doubles.
Snappy action is promised by
Holland High’s golf team ran up the guest list including friends of quartet composed <Sf Carol Hop, the lunch hour. It was estimated
Leslie, junior high teacher, stating
Warren Boer of the Dutch almost
two teams, the Flying Tiger
against some of the hottest shoot- each child. A huge birthday cpke Shirley Vereeke, Ruth and Mary Junior high woula need seven more
that he is not renewing his conpulled an upset by extending Larry
Trampolinosand the Tigerettes of
ing in the state Monday afternoon will contain the names of all Ann Vander Meulen, sang a num- classrooms and senior high would
tract because he was seeking emLittig, one of the best in state
the Lanier School physical Eduber. Mrs. Harold Lenters conclud- need 18
__
and lost a decision to Weston three.
ployment in another field, was acclass B ranks. Boer finally lost in
cation department of West Alexanded the meeting with prayer.
State
High
of
Kalamazoo
at
SaugaPossible solutions under consicepted with regret.
three
sets
after
playing
the
Cub
ria, Ohio. The trampolineteam
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Ohlman who derationare doing away with study
tuck Golf Course.
Stops
southpaw, even most of the match
consists of six girls, eight boys,
have returned from a southern halls, having local students report
The score was 308 to 384 with Robinson Township
Ron Weener and Carl Van Appleone clown. The girls are dressed Montello Park Mothers
wedding trip called on their par- early in the morning and run classJack Rock of Western taking Resident Succumbs
dorn all but had their first doubles
in scarlet uniforms trimmed in
ents, Mr. and Mrs. George Ohlman
RENTON HARBOR (Special)
medalist honor* with a 76. His
es after 3 p.m., provide temporClub Elects Officers
match won before folding. They
white and the boys in scarlet dress
Holland High’s baseball team lost
on Thursday. They are residing in ary quarters until a new high
teamate* had two 77’s and a 78.
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
were
leading
4-1 in the second set
shirts with grey dress trousers.
an 8-2 decision to Benton Harbor
Western State won the Class B Mrs. Frank (Bernice) Grzyb, 72, Jamestown.
school is built, or rent additional
The Montello Park Mothers Club
The Tigerettes consist of 14 girls
House of David Field here Mon- after taking the first, but lost o.t regional in Battle Creek Saturday. of 11500 Sleeper St., Robinson The Golden Chain will meet in space if possible.
held their final meeting of the at
to a spirited comeback on the part
day
afternoon.
wearing white pleated skirts, school year Monday night in the
Tom Klaasen led Holland with an township, died at 9:20 p.m. Sunday the Allendale Reformed Church
Burly Sam Watson set the Dutch of the Cub duo.
white jackets and white parade
88, his best this season. Others inschool gym. Miss Loretta Tucker
in MunicipalHospital, where she this week Thursday evening.
Christian now rests from dual
down with one hit, a single to Tom
Miss Reda Rynbrandt
boots. Jess Meyers is director of
cluded: Jack De Long, 96; .Bob had been for a week. She was in
led the group in devotions.
The C.P.H. Circle meets Friday
competition
until
after
the
regionRagans
in
the
fifth
inning.
physical education at the Lanier
Klaasen, 99 and Bob Holman, 101.
The president, Mrs. D. Hoek, . Holland started strong and in the a Is here this Friday and Saturday
ill health for three years. Born in afternoon at 2 p.m. in the First Honored at Shower
schools.
was in charge of the businessmeetPoland May 1, 1885, she came to Hudsonvllle ChristianReformed
Match
results:
top
half
of
the
first
inning
scored
An accordion band called • the ing. Election of officerswas held
Miss Reda Rynbrandt,who will
Linen
Shower
Given
this country as a young girl and Church. The date for the annual
Singles—
Uttig
(K)
def.
Boer
two runs but those turned out to
Marching D's of Galesburg, Wis.,
and the following women were be the only tallies.
settled in Chicago, where she was sale at CutlervilleGrove is June become the bride of John Santinga
(HO, 6-1, «, «; Seeley (K) def.
also will perform. There are 24
named for the coming year: Presi- Carl Von Ins led off with a walk Damstra (HC), 6-2, 6-1; Scott (K For Miss Ten Brink
June 12, was guest of honor at a
married in 1906. She was a mem- 27.
members.
dent, Mrs. R. Riksen; vice presi- and stole second base. Kuyers was def. Lantlng (HO, 6-1, 6-2; Peelen
ber of St. Anthony’s Catholic Daniel Boise and Miss Janet miscellaneous shower Friday eveMiss Dorothy Text Brink, whose
Also appearingwill be the Holdent, Mrs. B. Shashaguay;secre- sent in as a runner and moved to (K) def. Evlnk (HC), 6-3, 6-1.
Schreur, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ning, given by Mrs. Stanley Richmarriage to Ray Miles will take Church and the Altar Society.
landaires,Holland’s own women’s
tary, Mrs. E. Krtrid; treasurer, third on a fumble of Norm Dykens
Besides the husband, she is sur- Arie Schreur, will be united in ardson and Mrs. Jerrold Kl.einDoubles—
Simcox-Sebaly
(K)
def. place June 1, was honored at a
barbershopquartet, and the boy
Mrs. W. Brower; reporter, Mrs. hard liner. Dykens went to Weenep-Van Appledom (HO, 4-6 bridal shower Friday evening at vived by two sons, Michael of marriage in the ChristianRe- heksel at the latter’s home on
and girl who won Saturday’s twirlL. Snyder. Mrs. C. Kramer was second on a bad throw.
Spring Lake and Bruno of Grand formed Church Friday evening at route 5.
6-4, 6-4; Tyler-Gemrich (K) def. the home of Mrs. Klomparens.
ing contest. They will receive
appointed as flower chairman.
Gifts were presented to the
Kuyers scored on a long sacri- Waldyke-Mylder (HC), 6-2, 6-0
Spring flowers accented the oc- Haven; five daughters, Helen and 7:30 p.m. The Rev. F. De Boer
medals from George Walbridge
Two games were played and re- fice by Ron Van Dyke and Leroy Bear-Brown (K) def. D y k e m a- casion, which was a linen shower Ann, at home, Mrs. Joseph will perform the ceremony. The bride-elect and a two-course lunch
who directs the twirling contest.
freshments were served by Mrs. Fogerty drove in Dykens with an- Windemuller (HC), 6-2, 6-4.
Schillo of Robison township, Mrs. congregation is invited.
was served by the hostesses.
for the bride-elect.
J. Vander West, Mrs. A. Walters.
The guest list included Miss Arnold De Witt and Mrs. Ernest The Holland Zeeland Elder’s Invited were the Mesdames
The age of travel affect* live- Mrs. F. Meyer, Mrs. G. Ver Hoef other long sacrifice fly to deep
center field.
Evergreens of all sorts move Betty Cook and the Mesdimes Nor- Grabmui, Jr., both of Grand Conference will be held Wednesday Henry A. Bowman, Robert Bolt,
atock a* well as people, it’s an unand Miss Tucker. Mrs. Hoek, reFogerty pulled a muscle in his very successfullyat this time of man Japinga, Paul Van Eck, Don- Haven township; two sisters, Mrs. evening in the South Olive Chris- Marinus Rynbrandt,Thurston
sophisticated *teer these days,
tiring president, presented a de- back and Coach Ned Stuits report- year, as do many of the deciduous ald Tague, Gene Beukema, Walt Michael Grzyb and Mrs. Frank tian Reformed Church. The subject Rynbrandt, Abraham Rynbrandt,
aayi USDA, that hasn’t lived in
corated cake for refreshments, in ed the lefthanded pitching ace wdll trees and shrubs if lifted and re- De Vries, William Hoekenga of Szynal, both of Chicago; two broth- "Divorce” will be introducedby Wayne Folkert, Kenneth Van
two or three states before heading
appreciation for help during her probably be tost for the rest of the planted with a firm ball of earth Muskegon and Fred Miranda of ers in Poland, and 12 grand- the Rev. William Brink. All elders Wyk. Thurmon Rynbrandt and
for the packing plant.
term of
season.
Bay City,
about their roots.
:hjldren.
and ex-elderi arc invited.
Franklin Rynbrandt
Seeking a full four-year term. Carl
C. Andreasen who was appointed
last fall until the next election is
seeking a one-year term to round
out the normal four-year term
which Mrs. Kenneth De Free vacated last year. Secretary Lester J.
Kuyper said polls will be open
June 11 from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. in
the E.E Fell Junior High School.
Election, inspectors will by Joe
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